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CIS 192 Lab 1 - Configuring a Network Interface Card
Rich Simms
February 22, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to configure the network interface card (NIC) of a Linux
system so that it may join one or more networks. The Elrond PC below is already
connected to the Rivendell network. In this lab we configure the second NIC in Elrond
to join the Shire network. This will utilize the lspci, insmod, rmmod, route and
ifconfig commands in Linux.

II – Layout

III – Results
•

Show that the NIC drivers are installed and running using the lsmod command.
The two drivers highlighted in the output below correspond to the 3Com (3c59x)
and Intel (e100) NIC’s:
Module
3c59x

Size
30704

Used by
1

Not tainted
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e100
ide-cd
cdrom
parport_pc
lp
parport
autofs
keybdev
mousedev
hid
input
usb-uhci
usbcore
ext3
jbd

•

•

60644
35708
33728
19076
8996
37056
13268
2944
5492
22148
5856
26348
78784
70784
51892

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
3
3

(autoclean)
(autoclean) [ide-cd]
(autoclean)
(autoclean)
(autoclean) [parport_pc lp]
(autoclean) (unused)
(unused)
(unused)
[keybdev mousedev hid]
(unused)
[hid usb-uhci]
[ext3]

Output of the ifconfig command showing the lo, eth0 and eth1 interfaces are up
and configured. Eth0 is connected to Rivendell network and eth1 is connected to
Shire network.
eth0

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:02:B3:4C:14:3F
inet addr:192.168.2.106 Bcast:192.168.2.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:10 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:9 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:574 (574.0 b) TX bytes:546 (546.0 b)
Interrupt:9 Base address:0xb800 Memory:f5000000-f5000038

eth1

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:50:DA:6E:7F:29
inet addr:172.30.4.106 Bcast:172.30.4.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:558 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:103 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:44937 (43.8 Kb) TX bytes:6978 (6.8 Kb)
Interrupt:5 Base address:0xb400

lo

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:29069 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:29069 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:1988156 (1.8 Mb) TX bytes:1988156 (1.8 Mb)

Output of the ping command showing connectivity from elrond to opus.
PING opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=1 ttl=63
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=2 ttl=63
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=3 ttl=63
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=4 ttl=63
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=5 ttl=63
--- opus.cabrillo.edu ping statistics --5 packets transmitted, 5 received, 0% packet loss, time 4034ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.917/1.195/2.134/0.472 ms

IV – Lessons Learned

time=2.13 ms
time=0.918 ms
time=1.00 ms
time=1.00 ms
time=0.917 ms
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I now understand the lab setup up a lot better. I also learned two new very important
Linux skills – adding a driver for a NIC and configuring network interfaces solely
through the command line. Previously I would never attempt loading a driver that wasn’t
installed automatically or try to configure the network settings with anything other than
the GUI tools in Gnome. Additionally I learned how a second NIC card can be
rationalized on a PC and how it is used to access a second network. Last but not least
learned some new Linux command operations from Jim (scp – secure copy) and using the
“.” for “here”.
Summary and example commands for setting up second NIC:
• lspci (gives you hardware clue for which driver to select and install)
• lsmod (view already installed drivers)
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

http://www.tldp.org/HOWTO/text/Ethernet-HOWTO
http://www.tldp.org/HOWTO/Hardware-HOWTO/nic.html

(to research Linux network driver info)
Network drivers (hopefully already in /lib/modules/2.4.20-8/kernel/drivers/net)
a. e100 - for Intel Ethernet PRO 100 NIC
b. 8139too - for RealTek 8129/8139 chipsets
c. 3c59x - for 3Com 3c905x NICs
d. tulip - for Lite-on Communications LNE 100TX cards with DEC chipsets
insmod 3c59x (leave off the .o on driver name)
or modprobe 8139too (if driver has dependencies)
lsmod (verify new network drive is running)
ifconfig eth1 172.30.4.106 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast 172.30.4.255

(ifconfig command still classful so must add broadcast)
route add default gw 172.30.4.1 (adds default gateway)

Additional tidbits:
• Preconfigured hostnames for opus allow pinging hostname without specifying a
DNS server
• To configure DNS:
Edit /etc/resolv.conf
•
•

•

gedit /etc/resolv.conf
or echo “nameserver 207.62.187.54” > /etc/resolv.conf

Copying files between computers with SCP
Copy lab1.txt from remote computer to “here”
scp root@172.30.4.106:lab1.txt .

•
•

Saving files on Hershey – login to Frodo or Samwise and home folder is
automatically on Hershey
Saving files to Yahoo briefcase – create routes to Internet, configure DNS and
upload as usual to Yahoo briefcase.
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V –Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes

Background
Joining a standalone Linux system to a network involves 3 steps:
1. Installing the network adapter (NIC)
2. Installing the device driver for the network adapter.
3. Configuring the NIC
The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

lspci
lsmod
rmmod
insmod (or modprobe)
ifconfig
ping

Most of these commands require root access, so you will need to log on as root.

Procedure
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Part I
The first part of this lab assumes the first two steps have already been done. But let's
verify this before we proceed.
1. Enter the command: ifconfig 9
If you see an entry for eth0 then the system is configured and you should be able
to ping other computers on the network. Ping 192.168.2.105 (Legolas) succeeds.
The IP addresses of all four machines differ by just the last digit: 192.168.2.10X
2. Note both the eth0 and the lo interfaces. Write down the IP address (inet addr),
the Broadcast address (Bcast), the network mask (Mask), and the Hardware MAC
address (HWaddr).
•
•
•
•

HWaddr:
inet addr:
Bcast:
Mask:

00:02:B3:4C:14:3F
192.168.2.106
192.168.2.255
255.255.255.0

3. Bring down the interface using the command:
ifconfig eth0 down 9

4. Verify that the interface is down by issuing the ifconfig command again. You will
no longer be able to ping other computers on the network. Ping 192.168.2.105
(Legolas) fails “Network is Unreachable”.

5. We will now bring up the eth0 interface with a new IP address:
ifconfig eth0 up 192.168.2.200 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast
192.168.2.255 9

(If someone else is doing this exercise at the same time you are, you might want
to use 201 instead so as not to cause a conflict.)
6. Check that the interface is back up with new parameters. Ping another computer.
Ping 192.168.2.105 (Legolas) succeeds.

7. Since you have confirmed that the network interface is up and functional, the
device driver for the NIC must already be loaded into the Kernel. To confirm this,
enter the command:
lsmod (shows the line e100 60644 1)
(Note: you can also run the cat command on the file /proc/modules. This is a

memory mapped file pointing to data within the kernel.) (same output as lsmod)
8. To determine which module is your network driver, run the command:
lspci
which displays your PCI hardware. (Intel PRO/100 and 3Com 3C905 B) (This
assumes your NIC is a PCI card. What could you do if it wasn't?). I would try
dmesg which shows a ton of HW info. Find the NIC device and match it to the
device driver in the output of the previous command. e100 (driver) goes with Intel
PRO/100 (NIC device)
9. Try to remove, (unload), the driver by issuing the command:
rmmod name-of-driver
What happens? Fails – e100: Device or resource busy
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10. Bring down the network interface using the command:
ifconfig eth0 down
and then try unloading the driver again. Succeeds now
11. Note that you are no longer on the network. To reinstall the driver, enter the

command:
insmod name-of-driver

Check the network interface; is it up? Has it changed? Changed back to original

192.168.2.106 IP address again

12. The configuration parameters for your network interface are stored in the
following file:
/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0
Display the contents of this file and compare the values to the ones you set up in
step 5. (same BCAST and MASK, but IP is different) These are the values the
system uses to configure the network interface when it boots up.
The configuration file does not take effect until the system is rebooted, or the
driver is re-installed.

Part II
Now we will install the driver for the second NIC card and connect our host to another
subnet.
1. The computers celebrian and elrond have two NICs installed, but only one of
them is configured. Your task is to configure the second NIC, so that you can ping
the computer Opus which is on a different network. The following information
will be helpful to you:
o The available NIC drivers are in the directory, /lib/modules/2.4.208/kernel/drivers/net 9
(If the driver you needed wasn't here, you would have to download it from
some supplier's website
Note that the machine in the northwest corner of the room has internet
access if you want to look at the Hardware compatibility web page.)
2nd Note: The second NIC in the celebrian (2504) computer is
manufactured by NetGear (hint)
o You don't need to include the .o extension of the device driver when
specifying the argument to the insmod or modprobe commands.
o Configure the second NIC with IP addr: 172.30.4.107 (or 106 if using
elrond)
netmask: 255.255.255.0 and broadcast: 172.30.4.255 9
2. You should now be able to ping computers on either the 192.168.2.0 network or
the 172.30.4.0 network.
Try pinging the IP address: 172.30.4.1
ping 172.30.4.1
Is it successful? yes

3. To connect to a host outside of the lab, you will need to establish a default route
to take. This can be done with the following command:
route add default gw 172.30.4.1 9
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4. See if you can ping Opus now; Opus's IP address is 207.62.186.9 9
5. Can you ping the Opus computer by name?
ping opus.cabrillo.edu Why doesn't this work? It did work – although the
DNS has not been configured which would normally cause this to fail, the ping
succeeded because this specific host was in the hosts file.

Outputs to include in your Lab:
1. Output of the lsmod command showing both network drivers installed.
Module
3c59x
e100
ide-cd
cdrom
parport_pc
lp
parport
autofs
keybdev
mousedev
hid
input
usb-uhci
usbcore
ext3
jbd

Size
30704
60644
35708
33728
19076
8996
37056
13268
2944
5492
22148
5856
26348
78784
70784
51892

Used by
Not tainted
1
1
0 (autoclean)
0 (autoclean) [ide-cd]
1 (autoclean)
0 (autoclean)
1 (autoclean) [parport_pc lp]
0 (autoclean) (unused)
0 (unused)
1
0 (unused)
0 [keybdev mousedev hid]
0 (unused)
1 [hid usb-uhci]
3
3 [ext3]

2. Output of the ifconfig command showing the lo, eth0 and eth1 interfaces up
eth0

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:02:B3:4C:14:3F
inet addr:192.168.2.106 Bcast:192.168.2.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:10 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:9 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:574 (574.0 b) TX bytes:546 (546.0 b)
Interrupt:9 Base address:0xb800 Memory:f5000000-f5000038

eth1

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:50:DA:6E:7F:29
inet addr:172.30.4.106 Bcast:172.30.4.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:558 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:103 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:44937 (43.8 Kb) TX bytes:6978 (6.8 Kb)
Interrupt:5 Base address:0xb400

lo

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:29069 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:29069 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:1988156 (1.8 Mb) TX bytes:1988156 (1.8 Mb)

3. Output of the ping command showing connectivity from celebrian (or elrond) to
opus.
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PING opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=1 ttl=63
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=2 ttl=63
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=3 ttl=63
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=4 ttl=63
64 bytes from opus.cabrillo.edu (207.62.186.9): icmp_seq=5 ttl=63

time=2.13 ms
time=0.918 ms
time=1.00 ms
time=1.00 ms
time=0.917 ms

--- opus.cabrillo.edu ping statistics --5 packets transmitted, 5 received, 0% packet loss, time 4034ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.917/1.195/2.134/0.472 ms

Now that you are connected to the 172.30.4.0 network, you can check that you have done
the lab correctly by runnning the checkit script. Run this script from one of the systems in
the Shire:
checkit lab1 logname done

where logname is your lastname ending with your first initial, e.g. griffinj.

CIS 192 Lab 9 – Electronic Mail
Rich Simms
May 24, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to explore multiple ways of accessing email on a mail server.
The client is running Linux and will use the pop3 protocol via telnet, mozilla mail and
fetchmail. The mail server is the mail.skyhighway.com mail server at the ISP Cruzio.

II – Layout

III – Results
The .fetchmailrc file
[cis192@samwise cis192]$ cat .fetchmailrc
poll mail.skyhighway.com protocol pop3 username rich password temporary
[cis192@samwise cis192]$

One of the email messages downloaded from the ISP mail server including the header
information as part of the email.
You have new mail in /var/spool/mail/cis192
[cis192@samwise cis192]$ mail
Mail version 8.1 6/6/93. Type ? for help.
"/var/spool/mail/cis192": 2 messages 2 new
>N 1 rich@skyhighway.com
Fri May 12 09:24 150/6905
N 2 rich@skyhighway.com
Fri May 12 09:35 94/3442
& 2

"Fw: Cassini Update - "
"Fw: Mars Odyssey THEM"
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Message 2:
From rich@skyhighway.com Fri May 12 09:35:16 2006
From: "Rich Simms" <rich@skyhighway.com>
To: "Rich Simms" <rich@skyhighway.com>
Subject: Fw: Mars Odyssey THEMIS Images: May 15-19, 2006
Date: Tue, 23 May 2006 16:51:26 -0700
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
format=flowed;
charset="iso-8859-1";
reply-type=original
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2900.2869
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.2869
X-Milter: MilterQuota v0.25 by Sven Ladegast <sven@linux4geeks.de>
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at cruzio.com
X-UIDL: 93f06b9bffc1bd9b677160a6f450492b

----- Original Message ----From: "Ron Baalke - Mars Exploration Program" <info@jpl.nasa.gov>
To: "Richard Simms" <rich@skyhighway.com>
Sent: Friday, May 19, 2006 1:10 PM
Subject: Mars Odyssey THEMIS Images: May 15-19, 2006

MARS ODYSSEY THEMIS IMAGES
May 15-19, 2006
o Feature of the Week: "White Rock"
http://themis.asu.edu/feature
o Auqakuh Vallis (Released 15 May 2006)
http://themis.asu.edu/zoom-20060515a
o Goodbye Crater (Released 16 May 2006)
http://themis.asu.edu/zoom-20060516a
o Dunes (Released 17 May 2006)
http://themis.asu.edu/zoom-20060517a
o Arcuate Fractures (Released 18 May 2006)
http://themis.asu.edu/zoom-20060518a
o A Cloudy Day (Released 19 May 2006)
http://themis.asu.edu/zoom-20060519a

All of the THEMIS images are archived here:
http://themis.la.asu.edu/latest.html
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory manages the 2001 Mars Odyssey mission
for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D.C. The Thermal Emission
Imaging System (THEMIS) was developed by Arizona State University,
Tempe, in collaboration with Raytheon Santa Barbara Remote Sensing.
The THEMIS investigation is led by Dr. Philip Christensen at Arizona State
University. Lockheed Martin Astronautics, Denver, is the prime contractor
for the Odyssey project, and developed and built the orbiter. Mission
operations are conducted jointly from Lockheed Martin and from JPL, a
division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena.

To remove yourself from all mailings from NASA Jet Propulsion Labratory,
please go to http://www.kintera.org/TR.asp?ID=M7168461510646351428516665
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&x
[cis192@samwise cis192]

IV – Lessons Learned
Using telnet and mozilla worked without a hitch. I ran into a problem when I was using
fetchmail. I have my email setup so that messages are never deleted on the mail server at
Cruzio. I do this so I can get at my mail from multiple clients. When I ran fetchmail it
would skip each message and not download any of them. After some Googling I learned
fetchmail skipped old mail and will only download new messages. To get it to work I
forwarded an existing message and fetched it before Outlook Express could get it. That
solved the problem.

V –Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes

Lab 9: Electronic Mail
The purpose of this lab is to explore the ways client systems download their mail from
mail servers that support POP3 and IMAP protocols. For this lab you need access to a
mail folder on a server that provides POP3 service. You may use your mail folder
supplied by your ISP, if you know the name of their POP3 or IMAP server. As a client,
you can use your own Linux system at work or home, or you can use the systems on the
Rivendell network.
If you don't have an ISP, you can use your personal account on Hershey (lastnamef). In
this lab, you will retrieve the mail for a user using three different mechanisms:
1. Direct communication with the pop3 server
2. Mozilla Mail-Messenger
3. fetchmail

Background
In order to retrieve mail from a mailbox, you'll have to insure that mail exists in that mail
folder. If you are going to use your personal folder, send yourself a few short emails. If
you wish to use your own account on Hershey, then send a few emails to, (for example):
cis192@MiddleEarth

-3-
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Note: If you are getting mail from your ISP, you must send these emails from an internetaware machine, i.e. one connected to the internet with access to a DNS server where its
name can be resolved. If you are in the CTC or Room 2504 lab, and you want to use the
MiddleEarth domain, then set your nameserver in resolv.conf to Hershey's IP address as
your DNS server: search MiddleEarth
nameserver 172.30.4.20

When you send an email using the Linux mail user agent, be sure the message actually
leaves your computer before you check the destination mailbox. You can do this by
checking the queue: /var/spool/mqueue. If queued messages are still there, run the
command:
sendmail -q

to send them on their way.
The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•
•
•

rpm
telnet
mail
mozilla
fetchmail

Most of this lab can be run as a normal user. To install the fetchmail package and connect
to the 172.30.4.0 network, you will have to be root. fetchmail is on second CD or RHEL
AS3

Procedure
Part I
You will begin by making sure that you have connectivity to your mail server via the Post
Office Protocol. You need to be able to resolve your server's domain name or know its IP
address. You will also need to know the password for the mail account you are going to
read. If you wish to use Hershey, the relevant information is as follows:
•
•
•

Server: hershey.MiddleEarth(172.30.4.20)
Account: cis192 (or your account)
Password: cis192 (or your password)

Using mail.skyhighway.com

1. If you are in the lab, be sure to join the 172.30.4.0 network and set the default
route.
If you need to change the /etc/resolv.conf, restart the sendmail service after
doing so, as sendmail seems to cache information about its DNS server.
2. Log in to your client system as a regular user. using cis192 on virtual Samwise

-4-
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3. Make sure you have a network conection with your server:
ping <server-name>
[root@samwise cis192]# ping mail.skyhighway.com
PING mail.skyhighway.com (63.249.82.6) 56(84) bytes of
64 bytes from skyhighway.com (63.249.82.6): icmp_seq=0
64 bytes from skyhighway.com (63.249.82.6): icmp_seq=1
64 bytes from skyhighway.com (63.249.82.6): icmp_seq=2

data.
ttl=60 time=16.5 ms
ttl=60 time=16.4 ms
ttl=60 time=16.2 ms

4. Now, connect to the POP3 server using telnet and specifying port

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

110
Note: If you are using IMAP service, check the /etc/services file
for the port number
telnet <server-name> 110
You should be greeted with a +OK hello prompt from the pop3
server
Log in to the server by first providing the user name:
user cis192
If it's your account you are using, use your name rather than
guest
Now supply the password:
pass cis192
Once you are logged on, use the list command to see how many
messages you have:
list
The listing shows the message number and how many bytes are in
that message.
Experiment with the retr and the <BDELE< b>commands
Warning: the dele command deletes the message.
Now that you know you have access to your mailbox, quit this
session with the POP3 server: quit
[cis192@samwise cis192]$ telnet mail.skyhighway.com 110
Trying 63.249.82.6...
Connected to skyhighway.com (63.249.82.6).
Escape character is '^]'.
+OK Qpopper (version 4.0.4) at io1.cruzio.com starting.
user rich
+OK Password required for rich.
pass temporary
+OK rich has 16 visible messages (0 hidden) in 354861 octets.
list
+OK 16 visible messages (354861 octets)
1 2757
2 6452
3 5101
4 11810
5 8289
6 17436
7 10682
8 4622
9 108444
10 4679
11 10416
12 6530
13 117310
14 7053
15 15638
16 17642
.
retr 1
+OK 2757 octets
Return-Path: <IMTD_KIN612828347@mail0.kintera.com>

-5-
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Received: from localhost (localhost.cruzio.com [127.0.0.1])
by io1.cruzio.com with ESMTP id k4JKCp2e019081
for <rich@skyhighway.com>; Fri, 19 May 2006 13:12:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from io1.cruzio.com ([127.0.0.1])
by localhost (io1.cruzio.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, port 10024) with LMTP
id 18725-02 for <rich@skyhighway.com>; Fri, 19 May 2006 13:12:50 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from mailer1.kintera.com (mailer1.kintera.com [206.190.70.12])
by io1.cruzio.com with SMTP id k4JKCnZR019024
for <rich@skyhighway.com>; Fri, 19 May 2006 13:12:49 -0700 (PDT)
To: "Richard Simms" <rich@skyhighway.com>
Message-ID: <25bb30acb2da4e45b810b04d2013e398@mail0.kintera.com>
Date: Fri, 19 May 2006 13:10:47 -0700
Subject: Mars Odyssey THEMIS Images: May 15-19, 2006
MailID: KIN612828347.EML
JobID: 7836296
From: "Ron Baalke - Mars Exploration Program" <info@jpl.nasa.gov>
Reply-To: <info@jpl.nasa.gov>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-Milter: MilterQuota v0.25 by Sven Ladegast <sven@linux4geeks.de>
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at cruzio.com
X-UIDL: fbdf8ecee6a7865359853ef235ae3ee9
Status: RO
MARS ODYSSEY THEMIS IMAGES
May 15-19, 2006
o Feature of the Week: "White Rock"
http://themis=2Easu=2Eedu/feature
o Auqakuh Vallis (Released 15 May 2006)
http://themis=2Easu=2Eedu/zoom-20060515a
o Goodbye Crater (Released 16 May 2006)
http://themis=2Easu=2Eedu/zoom-20060516a
o Dunes (Released 17 May 2006)
http://themis=2Easu=2Eedu/zoom-20060517a
o Arcuate Fractures (Released 18 May 2006)
http://themis=2Easu=2Eedu/zoom-20060518a
o A Cloudy Day (Released 19 May 2006)
http://themis=2Easu=2Eedu/zoom-20060519a

All of the THEMIS images are archived here:
http://themis=2Ela=2Easu=2Eedu/latest=2Ehtml
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory manages the 2001 Mars Odyssey mission=20
for NASA's Office of Space Science, Washington, D=2EC=2E The Thermal Em=
ission=20
Imaging System (THEMIS) was developed by Arizona State University,
Tempe, in collaboration with Raytheon Santa Barbara Remote Sensing=2E=20
The THEMIS investigation is led by Dr=2E Philip Christensen at Arizona =
State=20
University=2E Lockheed Martin Astronautics, Denver, is the prime contra=
ctor=20
for the Odyssey project, and developed and built the orbiter=2E Mission=
=20
operations are conducted jointly from Lockheed Martin and from JPL, a=20
division of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena=2E=20

To remove yourself from all mailings from NASA Jet Propulsion Labratory=
, please go to http://www=2Ekintera=2Eorg/TR=2Easp?ID=3DM71684615106463=
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51428516665

.
quit
+OK Pop server at io1.cruzio.com signing off.
Connection closed by foreign host.
[cis192@samwise cis192]$

If you are using IMAP service, note that the command to login is:
A001 login <username> <password>
and to logout:
A002 logout

Part II
In this procedure, we will configure the Mozilla Mail-Messenger to read
your mail locally.

1. Startup Mozilla from the graphic desktop and bring up the Mail
Messenger from the Window/Mail & Newsgroup menu.
2. Select Email Account from the Account Wizard
3. From the Identity dialog, you can supply your name and email
account, or just use the defaults.
4. In the Server Information dialog, select POP and supply your pop3
server name, e.g. Hershey.MiddleEarth as the incoming server.
For the outgoing server, supply your own system, e.g.
celebrian.rivendell
5. In the User Name dialog, supply your account name, e.g. cis192
6. In the Account Name dialog, select the default or enter Test
7. Click Finish after reviewing your configuration, and then enter
the password for your account.
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8. You should now be viewing your mailbox on the server! Yes!

Question: Are these messages downloaded from the server, or do they
remain in your server mailbox? Normally they would be deleted from the mail
server after being downloaded. However, I disabled that by placing a check in the
“Leave messages on server option”:

Part III
In this final step, we will install the fetchmail package and configure
fetchmail to download our mail from the server to our local machine.
But that's not all it does! As it downloads your mail, each message is
passed on to your regular Mail Delivery Agent (MDA) and into your local
mail box where it will be accessible by your local MUA. With fetchmail,
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you don't have to be continuously connected to your ISP. You might want
to take this time to replenish your mailbox by sending yourself, or the
guest account, some more messages.

1. The fetchmail rpm package, fetchmail should already be installed,
if it isn't, you will have to download and install it. The
package name is fetchmail-6.2.0-3.i386.rpm and it resides on
Hershey:/install/rh under RedHat/RPMS.
Note: You must be root to install this package.
[cis192@samwise cis192]$ rpm -qa | grep fetch
fetchmail-6.2.0-3

2. Now that fetchmail is installed, you can log in to your regular
user account,
say, cis192.
3. Create a configuration file for fetchmail that will tell it how
to connect to your pop3 server:
echo "poll <server-name> protocol pop3" > $HOME/.fetchmailrc
echo “poll mail.skyhighway.com protocol pop3” > $HOME/.fetchmailrc

echo "username <account-name> password <password>" >>
$HOME/.fetchmailrc
echo “username rich password temporary” >> $HOME/.fetchmailrc

Note: This could be done all on one line, so a typical .fetchmailrc
file may look like this:
poll hershey.MiddleEarth protocol pop3 username cis192 password
cis192
4. This configuration file must be in your home directory and should
be made readable by you only, for obvious security reasons:
chmod 400 .fetchmailrc
[cis192@samwise cis192]$ ls -al .fetchmailrc
-r-------1 cis192
cis192
69 May 12 09:04 .fetchmailrc
[cis192@samwise cis192]$

5. You are now ready to download your new mail messages:
fetchmail
[cis192@samwise cis192]$ fetchmail
19 messages (18 seen) for rich at mail.skyhighway.com (377661 octets).
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:1 (2757 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:2 (6452 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:3 (5101 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:4 (11810 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:5 (8289 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:6 (17436 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:7 (10682 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:8 (4622 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:9 (108444 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:10 (4679 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:11 (10416 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:12 (6530 octets) not flushed
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skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:13 (117310 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:14 (7053 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:15 (15638 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:16 (17642 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:17 (14649 octets) not flushed
skipping message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:18 (5016 octets) not flushed
reading message rich@mail.skyhighway.com:19 of 19 (3135 octets) ... flushed
You have new mail in /var/spool/mail/cis192
[cis192@samwise cis192]$

Note, fetchmail is “skipping” and “not flushing” any messages that were previously
downloaded. It is only pulling down new messages. I had to send myself a new
message and let fetchmail get it before Outlook Express downloaded it. Outlook
Express is configured to leave old messages on the mail server.
6. When fetchmail has completed, use Linux mail to read your message
on your local machine!
(Ignore the three warning messages about CommonName mismatch.)
7. In a real world scenario, you would run fetchmail in the
background and set it to check for your mail at specific
intervals of time when you know you'll be connected to your ISP.
See the fetchmail man pages for more documentation.

Results
To collect for this assignment, I want to see two files:
the .fetchmailrc file
(See Results section above for .fetchmailrc file)
and one of the email messages you donwloaded from either your ISP or
the mail server on Hershey. Be sure to include the header information
as part of the email.
(See Results section above for downloaded message)
(Messages may be saved using the s option in the UNIX mail program.)
Note: In the fetchmail.rc you can fake the password field; I'm not
asking you to reveal your true password. Include these two files along
with your observations and questions/problems you encountered in your
lab write-up. There is no checkit script for this lab.
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CIS 192 Lab 2 - Configuring a Network Router
Rich Simms
March 8, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to configure some Linux computers to be routers. This will
involve three networks Mordor, Rivendell and Shire shown below. The goal will be for
Sauron in Mordor to ping Opus using Legolas and Elrond as routers. This will involves
the commands used in Lab 1 plus setting up routes using the route command and
enabling ip forwarding.

II – Layout

III – Results
1. Route table for the Shire host (Frodo 172.30.4.109)
Route Table for Frodo:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
172.30.4.0
0.0.0.0

Genmask
255.255.255.0

Flags Metric Ref
U
0
0

Use Iface
0 eth0
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192.168.3.0
192.168.2.0
169.254.0.0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

172.30.4.106
172.30.4.106
0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
172.30.4.1

255.255.255.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.0.0
255.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

UG
UG
U
U
UG

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

eth0
eth0
eth0
lo
eth0

2. Route table for the router between Rivendell and the Shire (Elrond)
Route Table for 172.30.4.106:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
172.30.4.0
0.0.0.0
192.168.3.0
192.168.2.105
192.168.2.0
0.0.0.0
169.254.0.0
0.0.0.0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
172.30.4.1

Genmask
255.255.255.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.0.0
255.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

Flags
U
UG
U
U
U
UG

Metric
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ref
0
0
0
0
0
0

Use
0
0
0
0
0
0

Iface
eth1
eth0
eth0
eth0
lo
eth1

3. Route table for the router between Mordor and Rivendell (Legolas)
Route Table for 192.168.2.105:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
192.168.3.0
0.0.0.0
192.168.2.0
0.0.0.0
169.254.0.0
0.0.0.0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
192.168.2.106

Genmask
255.255.255.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.0.0
255.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

Flags
U
U
U
U
UG

Metric
0
0
0
0
0

Ref
0
0
0
0
0

Use
0
0
0
0
0

Iface
eth1
eth0
eth0
lo
eth0

Flags
U
U
U
UG

Metric
0
0
0
0

Ref
0
0
0
0

Use
0
0
0
0

Iface
eth0
eth0
lo
eth0

4. Route table for the Mordor host (Sauron)
Route Table for Sauron:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
192.168.3.0
0.0.0.0
169.254.0.0
0.0.0.0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
192.168.3.105

Genmask
255.255.255.0
255.255.0.0
255.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

5. The successful ping from the Mordor host (Sauron) to the Shire host (Frodo)
Ping from Sauron to Frodo:
PING 172.30.4.109 (172.30.4.109) 56(84) bytes
64 bytes from 172.30.4.109: icmp_seq=1 ttl=62
64 bytes from 172.30.4.109: icmp_seq=2 ttl=62
64 bytes from 172.30.4.109: icmp_seq=3 ttl=62

of data.
time=0.879 ms
time=0.918 ms
time=0.898 ms

--- 172.30.4.109 ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2012ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.879/0.898/0.918/0.029 ms

IV – Lessons Learned
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Linux computers can be turned into simple routers using the route command and enabling
IP forwarding. Nothing will happen if you do not enable IP forwarding!
Summary and example commands for setting up a Linux router:
•
•

Configure second NIC (see Lab 1)
Add default gateways with:
route add default gw 192.168.2.6

•

Add specific routes with:
route add –net 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.106

•

Display routing table without name resolution

•

Flush the routing table cache:

route -n
route -CF

•

To enable IP forwarding
Echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward

Additional tidbits:
• To copy local command output to a file:
/sbin/route –n > results

•

To append command output on a remote Linux computer to a local file:
ssh root@elrond “route –n” >> results.txt
echo “comment” >> results.txt
ssh root@sauron “ping –c3 172.168.4.109” >> results.txt

•

To mount a USB memory stick
Mount /dev/sda1 /mnt

V –Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes

Lab 2: Configuring a Network Router
The purpose of this lab is to join three network segments by configuring two routers
between them. The three networks are all on separate hubs. You will be using 4 of the lab
machines, so be sure to sign in to reserve one computer from Mordor, one computer from
the Shire and two computers from Rivendell. The goal is to obtain connectivity between a
host in Mordor with a host in the Shire by utilizing layer 3 routing. You will verify
success by successfully pinging from one side of the network to the other. This lab
assumes you are working either in the CTC or in the lab in room 2504.
I strongly suggest that you read through this lab before doing it, and draw a picture of
what is going on. Label the diagram with names and IP addresses. It will help you
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immensely.

Background
Setting up a router involves 3 steps:
1. Configuring appropriate IP addresses on the routers.
2. Configuring the routing table of each router and host
3. Turning on IP forwarding so that packets will travel through each router's two
interfaces.
The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•

ifconfig
route
ping

Most of these commands require root access, so you will need to log on as root.

Procedure
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Part I
You can use either Elrond or Celebrian as the router between the networks of Rivendell
and The Shire. The first NIC card will interface (eth0) on the Rivendell network
(192.168.2.0) with an IP address of 192.168.2.107 for Celebrian, and 106 for Elrond
(netmask: 255.255.255.0)
The second NIC will interface with The Shire network (172.30.4.0), using an IP address
of 172.30.4.107 or 106 (netmask: 255.255.255.0)
Lspci
insmod 3c59x
ifconfig up
if config eth1 172.30.4.106 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast 172.30.4.255

1. Enter the command: ifconfig and verify that the IP settings are as specified
above for your rivendell router. (If eth1 is not configured, make it so.)
Note: this task is a repeat of the first lab. 9
2. Make sure at least one of the computers in The Shire is booted. Log on to that
system and obtain its ip-address using ifconfig Frodo IP = 172.30.4.109
3. From the router on Rivendell, ping that ip-address using the command:
ping ip-address 9
4. Does it work? yes

Try the following command:
ping -I 192.168.2.10X ip-address, where X is either a 6 or 7 ping –I
192.168.2.106 120.30.4.109
Does this work? No, nothing happens Why or why not? There is no route back from
Frodo to Elrond for the ping replies.

5. Look at the routing table for the computer in the Shire that you just tried to ping
by using the route command. Notice that the default route is 172.30.4.1
The Shire computers don't know what to do with addresses from the
192.168.2.0 network, so they get sent out the default route, not back to
Celebrian or Elrond. route –n shows no path to 192.168.2.0
6. Let's fix this problem by adding a new network and gateway to the Shire machine:
route add -net 192.168.2.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw
172.30.4.(107/106)

Note the gateway address - it's Celebrian's/Elrond's address that is local to the
Shire. 9
7. Now go back and re-execute the ping command from Celebrian: (Elrond)
ping -I 192.168.2.10X ip-address
Does it work this time? Yes, the echo reply can now be routed correctly rom Frodo
to Elrond.

8. Log on to one of the other computers on the Rivendell network, say Arwen.
Legolas

9. What is the default gateway? no default gateway configured
If there isn't one, what should it be? It could be Elrond for this lab
10. Set the default gateway on Arwen to be Celebrian/Elrond using the following
command:
route add default gw 192.168.2.(107/106)
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11. Now try to ping that same machine that's in the Shire:
ping ip-address 172.30.4.109 (Frodo)

Does it work? No, nothing comes back, nothing timing out
12. If it doesn't work, it might be because ip_forwarding is not turned on. Back on
Celebrian/Elrond, execute the following commands:
cd /proc/sys/net/ipv4
echo 1 > ip_forward

13. Now you should be able to ping the Shire Computer. Yes

Part II
We now have two separate network segments joined by the router Celebrian/Elrond. For
a third network, we are going to use Mordor. Use either Arwen or Legolas as the router
between Rivendell and Mordor. Make sue that there is a cable joining Arwen/Legolas to
the Mordor hub.
Remember, your goal is to get one of the Mordor computers to talk to one of the
computers in the Shire. Legolas NIC 1 = Intel Pro 100, NIC 2 = D-Link System Inc RTL8139
Ethernet. For NIC2, insmod 8139cp fails, modprobe 8139cp fails, insmod 8139too fails, but
modprobe 8139too succeeds!

1. Use ifconfig to configure the second NIC of the Rivendell/Mordor router.
192.168.3.105/24

2. Turn on ip-forwarding by issuing the following commands:
cd /proc/sys/net/ipv4
echo 1 > ip_forward

3. Check the default routes on the Mordor computer; it should point to your router.
no default gateway, route add default gw 192.168.2.106

4. Are we done? Can you ping a machine in the Shire? no
Why doesn't it work? Need to set up routes
We've forgotten about the other machines in the network. They need to be able to
send packets back to this new network!
5. The Mordor Host: The routing table should contain a default route to the closest
router. 192.168.3.105
Remember to use the router's IP address that is on the Mordor network.
6. The Mordor-Rivendell Router: What should the default route be?
Think where most of the traffic will be going; 192.168.2.106
route add default gw 192.168.2.(107/106) (Celebrian/Elrond)
7. The Rivendell-Shire Router:
We must configure this router to route 192.168.3.0 packets back to Mordor.
8. Use the route command to set the default Gateway to be 172.30.4.1 on the
Rivendell router:
route add default gw 172.30.4.1 9

Check the table to see that this has been done correctly. 9
9. Add another route for the 192.168.3.0 packets to be sent back to Mordor:
route add -net 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 192.168.2.10x
use 105
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10. The Shire Host:
The host in the Shire must also be told where to route packets destined for this
new 192.168.3.0 subnet:
route add -net 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.10X 9

11. Did we get everything? See if you can ping through all three networks. Make sure
each computer knows what to do with packets from each of the three networks.
Your ping packets should make two hops from Mordor to the Shire. 9
12. Note1: You will not be able to ping opus or any internet computer from Mordor;
why not? No route back from them
13. Note2: if you make errors in the routing tables, these errors may be cached even
though you have corrected them. To flush the routing table cache, use the
command:
route -CF not needed

Outputs to include in your Lab:
6. Route table for the Shire host (172.30.4.XXX) See Results section above
7. Route table for the router between Rivendell and the Shire See Results section above
8. Route table for the router between Mordor and Rivendell See Results section above
9. Route table for the Mordor host (192.168.3.XXX) See Results section above
10. The successfull ping from the Mordor host to the Shire host. See Results section above
When you are ready to submit your lab, go to the Shire computer that has connectivity to
Mordor and type the following command: checkit lab2 logname
where logname is your lastname ending with your first initial, e.g. griffinj. You will be
asked to specify the IP addresses of the two routers you have configured. Be sure to note
which of the two router's addresses is asked for.
root@frodo root]# checkit lab2 simmsr
What is the IP address of the router between Rivendell and the Shire?
IP address on Shire side: 172.30.4.106
What is the IP address of the router between Rivendell and Mordor?
IP address on Rivendell side: 192.168.2.105
Ready to test connectivity between Sauron and Frodo ?y
======================== RESULTS =========================
Route Table for Sauron:
The authenticity of host '192.168.3.101 (192.168.3.101)' can't be established.
RSA key fingerprint is 26:31:1c:2b:7c:09:c5:8b:02:a3:ee:27:3b:ce:d2:5d.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes
Warning: Permanently added '192.168.3.101' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
root@192.168.3.101's password:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
Genmask
Flags Metric Ref
Use Iface
192.168.3.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
U
0
0
0 eth0
169.254.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.0.0
U
0
0
0 eth0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.0.0.0
U
0
0
0 lo
0.0.0.0
192.168.3.105
0.0.0.0
UG
0
0
0 eth0
Route Table for Frodo:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
Genmask
Flags Metric Ref
Use Iface
172.30.4.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
U
0
0
0 eth0
192.168.3.0
172.30.4.106
255.255.255.0
UG
0
0
0 eth0
192.168.2.0
172.30.4.106
255.255.255.0
UG
0
0
0 eth0
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169.254.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.0.0
U
0
0
0 eth0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.0.0.0
U
0
0
0 lo
0.0.0.0
172.30.4.1
0.0.0.0
UG
0
0
0 eth0
Route Table for 192.168.2.105:
The authenticity of host '192.168.2.105 (192.168.2.105)' can't be established.
RSA key fingerprint is ce:f1:61:ad:7e:39:25:f2:ae:6a:5a:14:a4:a4:6e:26.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes
Warning: Permanently added '192.168.2.105' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
root@192.168.2.105's password:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
Genmask
Flags Metric Ref
Use Iface
192.168.3.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
U
0
0
0 eth1
192.168.2.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
U
0
0
0 eth0
169.254.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.0.0
U
0
0
0 eth0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.0.0.0
U
0
0
0 lo
0.0.0.0
192.168.2.106
0.0.0.0
UG
0
0
0 eth0
Route Table for 172.30.4.106:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
Genmask
Flags Metric Ref
Use Iface
172.30.4.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
U
0
0
0 eth1
192.168.3.0
192.168.2.105
255.255.255.0
UG
0
0
0 eth0
192.168.2.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
U
0
0
0 eth0
169.254.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.0.0
U
0
0
0 eth0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.0.0.0
U
0
0
0 lo
0.0.0.0
172.30.4.1
0.0.0.0
UG
0
0
0 eth1
------------------------------PING 192.168.3.101 (192.168.3.101) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 192.168.3.101: icmp_seq=1 ttl=62 time=0.933 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.3.101: icmp_seq=2 ttl=62 time=0.928 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.3.101: icmp_seq=3 ttl=62 time=0.867 ms
--- 192.168.3.101 ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2013ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.867/0.909/0.933/0.038 ms
10 points for successfull ping!
Routing tables will be reviewed by the instructor from your portfolio.
[root@frodo root]#

Grading Rubric
20 Points possible
4 points for:
A correctly configured routing table for the host on the 172.30.4.0 network (The
Shire)
4 points for:
A correctly configured routing table for the router joining the 192.168.2.0
network with the 172.30.4.0 network (Celebrian or Elrond)
4 points for:
A correctly configured routing table for the router joining the 192.168.3.0
network with the 192.168.2.0 network (Sauron)
4 points for:
A correctly configured routing table for the host on the 192.168.3.0 network
(Mordor)
4 points for:
A successful ping making a 2-hop journey from Mordor to the Shire
or vice versa.
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CIS 192 Lab 3 - The Application Layer - Port Forwarding
Rich Simms
March 15, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to configure a secure mechanism for an external client to
access a specific server resource on an internal firewalled network. All communication
on the external side of the firewall will be encrypted. All communication on the inside
portion will be “trusted” and transmitted in clear text.
The resource will be a telnet server (Arwen) which will be configured to only respond to
requests from Celebrian. Celebrian is acting the role of the firewall to which an external
client would connect. Samwise will play the role of the external client wanting access to
the Arwen Telnet server via Celebrian. Samwise will use ssh (secure shell) to create a
secure tunnel into Celebrian and will utilize port forwarding.

II – Layout

III – Results
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On Samwise the following commands are entered:
ssh -L 8000:192.168.2.108:23 172.30.4.107
telnet localhost 8000
guest
(password)
Who

On the “trusted” side of the firewall you can sniff the following clear text stream between
Celebrian (102.168.2.107) and Arwen (192.168.2.108) and even see the password that
was entered:

On the public side of the firewall, sniffing traffic between Samwise (172.30.4.110) and
Celebrian (172.30.4.107) everything is encrypted:
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IV – Lessons Learned
The key things learned in this lab were how to restrict a telnet server to only handle
requests from one client and how to use the ssh utility to set up a secure tunnel while
mapping port 8000 on the external client to port 23 on yet another server inside the
firewall. Also learned how to views complete TCP streams with Ethereal, how to save
them for later viewing and how to set a capture filter.
Summary and example commands:
•

To enable telnet server and restrict it to a single client:
Modify /etc/xinetd.d/telnet as follows :
# default: on
# description: The telnet server serves telnet sessions; it uses \
#
unencrypted username/password pairs for authentication.
service telnet
{
flags
= REUSE
socket_type
= stream
wait
= no
only_from
= 192.168.2.107
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user
server
log_on_failure
disable

•

= root
= /usr/sbin/in.telnetd
+= USERID
= no

To activate these config file changes
– xinitd can be restarted (slight impact to all services)
/etc/init.d/xinetd restart

– or touched gently to re-read its config files with
ps –e | grep xinitd (note pid of xinitd procees)
kill –1 pid (replace “pid” with real pid from previous command)
-- or -killall -1 xinitd

•

•
•
•

To set up a secure tunnel to 172.30.4.107 from and external client and map the
client’s local port 8000 to a server inside the firewall (Arwen at IP 192.168.2.108 port
23) use:
ssh -L 8000:192.168.2.108:23 172.30.4.107 (on the client)
Note: 192.168.2.108 is the server inside the firewall and 172.30.4.107 is the
firewall server.
Then to then access the telnet server from outside the firewall use:
telnet localhost 8000 (on the client)
In Ethereal to capture a stream, select a packet then select analyze > Follow TCP
Stream.
In Ethereal, an example capture filter to use in the capture setup window:
src host 192.168.2.168 or 172.30.4.110

V –Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes

Lab 3: The Application Layer - Port Forwarding
The purpose of this lab is to configure three computers in which two of the systems have
a trusted telnet connection, which a third, remote client uses by forwarding a port through
a secured connection. The goal is for the client, which has no access to serverA, to
activate a telnet session on that server by tunneling through a secure connection to
serverB. ServerB, acting as a "firewall", does have a trusted connection with serverA.
Choose Computer C to be one of the Shire computers and Computer B to be a Rivendell
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router like Celebrian or Elrond.

Background
This lab covers the use of the utility secure shell (ssh) to forward ports. We'll use port
8000 to forward to the remote port 23, but any port can be substituted. However it is
important to remember that ports 1023 and lower are considered reserved and require
root access to forward. Because this lab uses only port 8000, root access is not required.
You need a regular user (guest) account on the destination and pass-through computers.
Forwarding ports using ssh is a convenient way to protect information sent over the
Internet, because unlike telnet and ftp, ssh encrypts data to protect against
eavesdropping programs. Port forwarding is required in situations in which normal
connections cannot be established. If a computer is part of a LAN and cannot be reached
directly because of a firewall or some other barrier, it might be easier to use port
forwarding.
The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•

telnet
ssh
xinetd

The configuration of the xinetd files will require root access; the IP forwarding with the
telnet session will not - you can be guest.

Procedure
Part I
I did the following prep work (based on Lab 1 & 2) to get the three machines up and
configured. It turns out I didn’t have to set up the routes because ssh handled most of it.
But it worthwhile to practice it again.
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Samwise:
IP properly configured to diagram.
Route add –net 192.168.2.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.107
Celebrian:
Nic 1 properly configured.
Second NIC needed configuring:
insmod tulip
ifconfig eth1 up
ifconfig eth1 172.30.4.107 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast 172.30.4.255
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
Arwen:
NIC IP already was configure properly
route add default gw 192.168.2.107

Consider Computer A (Arwen) and Computer B (Celebrian) to be trusted computers on a
LAN. Computer A is supporting telnet services for Computer B only; all other clients
will be refused access.
1. Log in to Computer A (Arwen) as root and configure it as a telnet server by
editing the telnet file in the /etc/xinetd.d directory:
vi /etc/xinetd.d/telnet (I used gedit)

2. Change the disable field to "no" thereby enabling the telnet service. 9
3. Add the only_from attribute and set it equal to the IP address of Computer B
flags
socket_type
wait
only_from
user
server
log_on_failure
disable

= REUSE
= stream
= no
= 192.168.2.107
= root
= /usr/sbin/in.telnetd
+= USERID
= no

4. Save your changes to this file and restart the xinetd daemon:
/etc/init.d/xinetd restart 9

5. Log in to Computer B (Celebrian) as guest and confirm that you can telnet to
Computer A. Once you have done this, exit the telnet session. (pw=peguin)
6. Log in to Computer A (Arwen) as guest and attempt to telnet to yourself, localhost.
Did it work? Why not? (no, telnet will only accept sessions from Celebrian .107)

Part II
Now that we have our "trusted" LAN setup, we are going to use ssh on Computer C
(Samwise) to forward a port through a secure tunnel set up between computers B
(Celebrian) and C (Arwen). (This might represent an internet connection.) After the secure
tunnel is created between Computers B and C, a connection will be made to Computer A
from trusted Computer B. Once this is done, Computer C will be able to telnet to
Computer A through its local port (8000) which was forwarded through the secure tunnel.
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1. Log in to Computer C (Samwise) as guest, and issue the following command:
ssh -L 8000:ComputerA:23 ComputerB
Ssh –L 8000:Arwen:23 Celebrian
ssh -L 8000:192.168.2.108:23 172.30.4.107
note –l (lowercase) is for ssh logins

2. This command maps the local (-L) port 8000 to Computer A's port 23 (telnet).
You will be prompted for a password on Computer B. Supply the password and
verify that you are now on Computer B 9
3. Now that a connection has been established, open another terminal session, (ctrlalt-F2) on Computer C, and enter the following command:
telnet localhost 8000 9

You are then prompted for a login and a password on Computer A. You can use
guest and "penguin". 9
Notice that you are logged in to the destination computer's telnet service, even
though you were using local port 8000. This shows that you have forwarded your
port 8000 to port 23 on Computer A 9
4. On Computer B (Celebrian) run ethereal and monitor the connection between the
three computers. First, capture a telnet session using no filters and notice the four
routes taken by the packets: C -> B B -> A A -> B and B -> C 9
Notice that communication from B to C is encrypted, and from B to A is clear.
To reduce the amount of packets you collect, you can filter your requests such
that you are looking for packets that originate from Computer B. Make sure
Ethereal is listening on both interfaces, and enter the following filter for both IP
addresses:
src host 192.168.2.xxx or 172.30.4.xxx. 9
5. You don't need to capture a lot of data, just execute a couple of commands on
Computer A from Computer C. Save your capture screen(s) in ethereal using the
File/Save As option. This is the file you will turn in for this assignment.
Notice from the grading rubric, that I will be looking for an encrypted packet
going from B to C and a clear text packet going from B to A. If you want to view
what you have captured, you can either look at individual packets, or you can look
at the whole tcp data stream using the " Follow TCP Stream" option under the
<I.TOOLS< i>menu. After viewing the TCP Stream, be sure to click the Reset
button at the bottom of the capture screen. Reseting or clearing this display filter
is important if you want to view another stream!

Results
The results for this assignment should be the output of the Ethereal screen capture you
made.
checkit lab3 logname this was not working when I did the lab

Grading Rubric
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20 Points possible
5 points for:
Sending me an ethereal readable output file as lab3.logname sent lab3.cap to Jim
on 3/16/2006

5 points for:
Properly configuring the IP addresses of the three principal machines and
properly setting up the telnet service on the trusted server. Most of the IP’s were
already configured correctly with addresses to match my layout diagram. I did have
to configure NIC 2 on Celebrian (see notes above) and telnet server (see notes
above). Arwen IP shown here:
[root@arwen root]# ifconfig
eth0
Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:02:B3:4C:15:88
inet addr:192.168.2.108 Bcast:192.168.2.255
Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:927 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:638 errors:3 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:3
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:56694 (55.3 Kb) TX bytes:49291 (48.1 Kb)
Interrupt:9 Base address:0xb800 Memory:f5000000-f5000038
lo

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:62583 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:62583 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:4273007 (4.0 Mb) TX bytes:4273007 (4.0 Mb)

5 points for:
Showing encrypted packets traveling from Client C to Computer B (see results
above)

5 points for:
Showing clear text packets traveling from Computer B to Server A (see results
above)

CIS 192 Lab 4 – Firewalls and Network Address Translation
Rich Simms
March 22, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is utilize iptables to build a firewall and implement NAT
(network address translation) services. We will use three Red Hat Linux computers,
Samwise, Celebrian and Arwen on the two networks shown below. Samwise will be
outside the firewall. Celebrian will be the firewall and access point to the private
Rivendell network. Arwen will be a Telnet server inside the private network firewalled
off by Celebrian.
Celebrian’s firewall will only allow outsiders to only initiate a telnet session with a single
server, Arwen. All other traffic will be blocked by dropping the incoming packets.
Celebrian will also perform NAT services for Rivendell clients. For example, an
outsider will see Arwen as the IP alias 172.30.4.5 even though Arwen is configured as
192.168.2.108 in the Rivendell network. The firewall will allow Rivendell clients full
access to the outside world including the Cabrillo DNS server and the Internet.

II – Layout
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III – Results
Kernel modules loaded for iptables:
ipt_LOG
ipt_state
iptable_nat
ip_conntrack
iptable_filter
ip_tables

4152
1048
21720
26976
2412
15096

3
6
1
2
1
6

(autoclean)
(autoclean)
[ipt_state iptable_nat]
(autoclean)
[ipt_LOG ipt_state iptable_nat iptable_filter]

The Filter Table chains:
Chain INPUT (policy
target
prot opt
ACCEPT
all -ACCEPT
all -LOG
all -`iptables INPUT: '

DROP)
source
192.168.2.0/24
anywhere
anywhere

destination
192.168.2.107
anywhere
anywhere

state NEW
state RELATED,ESTABLISHED
LOG level info prefix

destination
anywhere
arwen.rivendell

state NEW
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED

anywhere
anywhere

state RELATED,ESTABLISHED
LOG level info prefix

anywhere

LOG level info prefix

destination
anywhere

state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED

Chain PREROUTING (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source
DNAT
all -- anywhere

destination
172.30.4.5

to:192.168.2.108

Chain POSTROUTING (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source
SNAT
all -- arwen.rivendell
SNAT
all -- 192.168.2.0/24

destination
anywhere
anywhere

to:172.30.4.5
to:172.30.4.107

Chain OUTPUT (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source

destination

Chain FORWARD (policy DROP)
target
prot opt source
ACCEPT
all -- 192.168.2.0/24
ACCEPT
tcp -- anywhere
tcp dpt:telnet
ACCEPT
all -- anywhere
LOG
all -- anywhere
`iptables FORWARD: '
LOG
all -- anywhere
`iptables FORWARD: '
Chain OUTPUT (policy DROP)
target
prot opt source
ACCEPT
all -- anywhere

The NAT Table chains:

The Log file records (partial):
…
<snipped>
…
Mar 16 15:26:54 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=20
Mar 16 15:26:55 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=21
…
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<snipped>
…
Mar 16 15:11:50 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=5134 SEQ=5
Mar 16 15:11:51 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=5134 SEQ=6
Mar 16 15:11:52 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=5134 SEQ=7
…
<snipped>
…

iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0

Note: the entire (and very long) log is at the end of this write-up.

IV – Lessons Learned
I thought ssh was all powerful from the previous lab. I see iptables is another really
powerful utility in Linux. It can be used to perform NAT services and implement a stateful firewall.
Summary and example commands:
•

To configure a DNS server:
gedit /etc/resolve.conf
add nameserver 207.62.187.54

•

To check if telnet is installed
rpm –qa | grep telnet

•

To install telnet (on Arwen):
rpm –ihv | /home/cis192/telnet-server*.rpm

•

To run the simple firewall wizard:
lokkit

•

To remove the older ipchains module:
lsmod (look for ipchains)
rmmod ipchains (if it is there)

•

To load NAT iptables module
modprobe iptable_nat

•

To view current firewall settings:

•

To setup firewall to block everything:

iptables -L
iptables -P INPUT DROP
iptables -P FORWARD DROP
iptables -P OUTPUT DROP

•

Lab 4 iptables FORWARD settings:
iptables -A FORWARD -s 192.168.2.0/24 -d 0/0 -m state --state NEW -j ACCEPT
iptables -A FORWARD -s 0/0 -d 192.168.2.108 -m state --state
NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED -p tcp --dport 23 -j ACCEPT
iptables -A FORWARD -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT

•

Lab 4 iptables OUTPUT settings:
iptables -A OUTPUT -m state --state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
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•

Lab 4 iptables OUTPUT settings:
iptables -A INPUT -i eth0 -s 192.168.2.0/24 -d 192.168.2.107 -m state --state NEW
-j ACCEPT
iptables -A INPUT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT

•

Lab 4 iptables POSTROUTING settings:
iptables
iptables
iptables
iptables

•

-t
-t
-t
-t

nat
nat
nat
nat

-A
-A
-A
-A

PREROUTING -d 172.30.4.5 -j DNAT --to-destination 192.168.2.108
POSTROUTING -s 192.168.2.108 -j SNAT --to-source 172.30.4.5
POSTROUTING -s 192 168.2.0/24 -j SNAT --to-source 172.30.4.107
POSTROUTING -s 192.168.2.0/24 -j SNAT --to-source 172.30.4.107

To setup and view an iptables log:
vi /etc/syslog.conf and add kern.info /var/log/iptables near top
more /etc/syslog.conf to check if vi edits worked
> /var/log/iptables to create empty log file
service syslog restart to restart logging
iptables -A INPUT -j LOG --log-level info --log-prefix "iptables
INPUT: " to log INPUT entries
iptables -A FORWARD -j LOG --log-level info --log-prefix
"iptables FORWARD: " to log FORWARD entries
tail -f /var/log/iptables to monitor log

V –Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes

Lab 4: Firewalls and Network Address Translation (NAT)
The purpose of this lab is to exercise the use of iptables to build a permissive firewall
by selectively filtering packets based on protocol type. It also demonstrates how
addresses may be translated from private addresses to public and vice versa as they pass
in and out of the firewall. The goal of this lab is to allow internet access to the hosts in
Rivendell, and to allow hosts in the Shire only telnet access, and no other, to a single host
in Rivendell. Celebrian9 or Elrond may act as the gateway/firewall between Rivendell
and the Shire.

Background
Note that the current state of the Rivendell network is that Celebrian9 and Elrond are the
only hosts that have access to the Internet. That is because Celebrian and Elrond have a
network interface directly onto the 172.30.4.0 network. For the sake of this lab, we will
treat the 172. IP addresses as if they were public and the 192. addresses as private. To the
world outside of the firewall, your gateway provides the public address of
172.30.4.XXX. The Rivendell telnet server will appear to have a public address of
172.30.4.5
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192.168.2.0
Celebrian
172.30.4.0
__
_
+-------+
+-------+
+-------+
_/ \_/ \__
| Riven-|
192.168.2.10?| fire- |172.30.4.10?
| The
|
/
\
| dell +----------------+ wall +----------------+ Shire +------> Internet /
| Telnet|
eth0|
|eth1
|
|
\
>
+-------+
+-------+
+-------+
\__/\_/\__/
(172.30.4.5)

The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

telnet
lokkit
modprobe
iptables
ping
route
ifconfig
rpm

Procedure
Part I
In this step, you will setup the above network with no firewall and verify connectivity in
both directions through the gateway/firewall.
1. Log in to your chosen gateway, Celebrian9 or Elrond, and join the 172.30.4.0
subnet as your external (eth1) interface.
Celebrian:
Eth0 Ethernet Pro 100 (using e100)
Eth1 Lite-on Communications Inc LNE 100TX (using tulip)
lspci
lsmod
insmod tulip
ifconfig eth1 up
ifconfig eth1 172.30.4.107 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast 172.30.4.255
Samwise:
Route add –net 192.168.2.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.107

2. Turn on IP forwarding, and set the default gateway to 172.30.4.1 (the Internet)
Celebrian:
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
route add default gw 172.30.4.1
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3. Disable the firewall by running the lokkit command and choosing: No Firewall.
9

4. Log in as root on a Rivendell host such as Arwen9 or Legolas, and install and
start the telnet service if it is not already installed:
rpm -ihv /home/cis192/telnet-server*.rpm rpm –qa | grep telnet showed
already installed
killall -1 xinetd 9after changing disable = no in /etc/xinetd.d/telnet

5. Make sure the default route has been configured to be the gateway you are using.
route add default gw 192.168.2.107

6. Verify that your Rivendell hosts are using DNS services. You can use
207.62.187.54 as your DNS server
Question: Why do we need DNS Name Resolution? 9for Internet access using
fully qualified names.

The /etc/resolv.conf file should look like the following:
nameserver 207.62.187.54 Arwen 9 Celebrian 9

(Replace the existing contents of resolv.conf if it does not match the above.)
7. Verify that the router can run a telnet session on the Rivendell Telnet server. 9
8. Verify that you can ping your router/firewall from either side of its interface, i.e.
ping it from a host in the Shire and from the Telnet server. Samwise <-> Celebrian 9
Celebrian <-> Arwen 9 Samwise <-> Arwen 9

Part II
In this procedure we will load the kernel modules required for packet filtering and Native
Address Translation. After loading the required modules, we will filter out all packets to,
from, and through our firewall, thus isolating the Rivendell network.
1. Log in to your firewall/gateway as root.
2. If the ipchains kernel module is loaded:
lsmod look for ipchains
remove it: rmmod ipchains 9 not loaded
3. Load the iptable modules for NAT:
modprobe iptable_nat 9

4. List the current IPTables settings and note the default values with no firewall:
iptables -L 9 all ACCEPT
5. Now filter all packets by setting the default policy of the three chains in the filter
table to DROP:
iptables -P INPUT DROP 9
iptables -P FORWARD DROP 9
iptables -P OUTPUT DROP 9 now they are all showing DROP with iptables -L

6. Verify that no network traffic can enter, leave or pass through the firewall by
attempting to ping firewall/router from within Rivendell and from the Shire:
From the Telnet server: ping 172.30.4.10? 9 fails now
From the Shire: ping 172.30.4.10? 9 fails now
Note that both of these tests worked before we set the filter chains to DROP
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Part III
Now we will configure the firewall. Since we want to allow outside hosts to use our
Telnet server, will will allow only Telnet packets to be forwarded through our firewall
from the outside world; however we will allow all packets generated within Rivendell to
be forwarded to the outside world.
1. Allow any new connections initiated from inside our firewall to propagate
through the firewall to the outside world:
iptables -A FORWARD -s 192.168.2.0/24 -d 0/0 -m state --state NEW
-j ACCEPT 9

2. Allow packets from the outside destined for our Telnet server to pass through the
firewall:
iptables -A FORWARD -s 0/0 -d 192.168.2.xxx -m state --state
NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED -p tcp --dport 23 -j ACCEPT 9 xxx=108

Note: xxx must replaced by the host address specifying the Telnet server.
3. Now allow all necessary packets supporting established connections to pass
through:
iptables -A FORWARD -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
ACCEPT 9

4. For completeness we should also allow our firewall to output packets:
iptables -A OUTPUT -m state --state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j
ACCEPT 9

5. And allow our internal network to send any packets to the firewall/gateway:
iptables -A INPUT -i eth0 -s 192.168.2.0/24 -d 192.168.2.XXX -m
state --state NEW -j ACCEPT 9 xxx=107
iptables -A INPUT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT 9
6. Verify that hosts within Rivendell can now ping the firewall. 9 ping from Arwen to
Celebrian success

Part IV
Now we will provide Native Address Translation to allow all hosts within Rivendell to
access the Internet, and allow all hosts outside the firewall to access our Telnet server
through a "public" address of 172.30.4.5
1.

Set up the 172.30.4.5 IP address as an IP-alias to the external interface of our
firewall (eth1):
ifconfig eth1:0 172.30.4.5 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast
172.30.4.255 9
Run the ifconfig command to see the new subinterface. 9 new alias shows up:
eth1:0 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:A0:CC:3F:6C:95
inet addr:172.30.4.5 Bcast:172.30.4.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:106 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:64 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
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RX bytes:11425 (11.1 Kb) TX bytes:4872 (4.7 Kb)
Interrupt:5 Base address:0xe000p

2. Allow any packets destined to 172.30.4.5 to be translated to 192.168.2.xxx
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -d 172.30.4.5 -j DNAT --todestination 192.168.2.xxx 9 xxx=108

Where xxx is the host address of the Telnet server.
3. Now allow for the translation of packets from our Telnet server to this pseudopublic address:
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s 192.168.2.xxx -j SNAT --tosource 172.30.4.5 9xxx=108

4. And finally, allow all other hosts in Rivendell to have their private addresses
translated to the public address of our firewall:
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s 192.168.2.0/24 -j SNAT --tosource 172.30.4.XXX 9 xxx=107
5. Verify that any Rivendell host can now surf the Internet, and that any Shire host
can access the Telnet server via the public address of 172.30.4.5 9 yes

Note that you can not ping the Telnet server from that same host in the Shire:
telnet telnet-server # use the guest/penguin account 9 yes,
Samwise cannot ping 172.30.4.5 or 192.168.2.108.

Part V
Part of maintaining a secure firewall is monitoring attempts to contact
or pass through the firewall. This may be done using the LOG action on
the firewall.

1. Add the following line near the top of the /etc/syslog.conf file:
kern.info
/var/log/iptables 9
2. Create this log file in the var/log directory:
> /var/log/iptables 9
3. Restart the syslog daemon:
service syslog restart 9
4. Add the following two lines to the filter table:
iptables -A INPUT -j LOG --log-level info --log-prefix "iptables
INPUT: " 9
iptables -A FORWARD -j LOG --log-level info --log-prefix
"iptables FORWARD: " 9
5. To view the entries added to the log file, run the following
command on your Gateway while you ping or otherwise try to attack
Rivendell from the Shire:
tail -f /var/log/iptables 9
See if you can collect both log types, input and forward.
When you are finished viewing the log activity, use ^C to break
out of the tail command.
Congratulations! You have created a secure network in Rivendell with
all machines having access to the Internet!

Results
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Run the checkit script from your router/firewall system:
checkit lab4 logname
and save its output for your results.
Kernel modules loaded for iptables:
==========================================
ipt_LOG
4152
3 (autoclean)
ipt_state
1048
6 (autoclean)
iptable_nat
21720
1
ip_conntrack
26976
2 [ipt_state iptable_nat]
iptable_filter
2412
1 (autoclean)
ip_tables
15096
6 [ipt_LOG ipt_state iptable_nat iptable_filter]
The Filter Table chains:
==============================
Chain INPUT (policy DROP)
target
prot opt source
destination
ACCEPT
all -- 192.168.2.0/24
192.168.2.107
state NEW
ACCEPT
all -- anywhere
anywhere
state RELATED,ESTABLISHED
LOG
all -- anywhere
anywhere
LOG level info prefix
`iptables INPUT: '
Chain FORWARD (policy DROP)
target
prot opt source
ACCEPT
all -- 192.168.2.0/24
ACCEPT
tcp -- anywhere
tcp dpt:telnet
ACCEPT
all -- anywhere
LOG
all -- anywhere
`iptables FORWARD: '
LOG
all -- anywhere
`iptables FORWARD: '
Chain OUTPUT (policy DROP)
target
prot opt source
ACCEPT
all -- anywhere
The NAT Table chains:
==============================
Chain PREROUTING (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source
DNAT
all -- anywhere
Chain POSTROUTING (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source
SNAT
all -- arwen.rivendell
SNAT
all -- 192.168.2.0/24

destination
anywhere
arwen.rivendell

state NEW
state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED

anywhere
anywhere

state RELATED,ESTABLISHED
LOG level info prefix

anywhere

LOG level info prefix

destination
anywhere

state NEW,RELATED,ESTABLISHED

destination
172.30.4.5

to:192.168.2.108

destination
anywhere
anywhere

to:172.30.4.5
to:172.30.4.107

Chain OUTPUT (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source
destination
The Log file records:
==============================
Mar 16 15:08:50 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=41244 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33312 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:10:31 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=3911 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33313 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:10:34 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=3912 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33313 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:10:40 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=3913 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33313 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:10:52 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=3914 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33313 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:11:16 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=3915 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33313 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
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Mar 16 15:12:04 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=3916 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33313 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:13:40 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=2782 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33314 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:13:43 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=2783 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33314 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:13:49 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=2784 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33314 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:14:01 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=2785 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33314 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:14:25 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=2786 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33314 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:15:13 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=2787 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33314 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:15:59 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:00:90:27:76:97:ab:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.10 DST=172.30.4.255 LEN=237
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=128 ID=1322 PROTO=UDP SPT=138 DPT=138 LEN=217
Mar 16 15:16:54 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=38616 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33315 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:16:57 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=38617 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33315 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:17:03 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=38618 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33315 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:17:15 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=38619 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33315 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:17:39 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=38620 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33315 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:18:27 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=38621 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33315 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:18:30 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:00:90:27:76:97:ab:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.10 DST=172.30.4.255 LEN=229
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=128 ID=1722 PROTO=UDP SPT=138 DPT=138 LEN=209
Mar 16 15:20:03 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=32375 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33373 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:20:06 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=32376 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33373 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:20:12 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=32377 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33373 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:20:24 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=32378 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33373 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:20:48 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=32379 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33373 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:21:36 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=32380 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33373 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:22:08 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=37270 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=876 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:22:11 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=37271 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=876 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
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Mar 16 15:22:17 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=37272 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=876 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:22:29 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=37273 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=876 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:22:53 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=37274 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=876 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:23:17 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=34499 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33374 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:23:20 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=34500 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33374 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:23:26 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=34501 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33374 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:23:38 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=34502 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33374 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:23:41 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=37275 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=876 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:24:02 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=34503 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33374 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:24:50 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=34504 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33374 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:25:17 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=49486 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=877 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:25:20 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=49487 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=877 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:25:26 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=49488 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=877 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:25:38 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=49489 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=877 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:26:02 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=49490 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=877 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:26:26 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=9967 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33375 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:26:29 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=9968 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33375 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:26:35 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=9969 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33375 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:26:35 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=1
Mar 16 15:26:36 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=2
Mar 16 15:26:37 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=3
Mar 16 15:26:38 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=4
Mar 16 15:26:39 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=5
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Mar 16 15:26:40 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=6
Mar 16 15:26:41 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=7
Mar 16 15:26:42 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=8
Mar 16 15:26:43 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=9
Mar 16 15:26:44 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=10
Mar 16 15:26:45 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=11
Mar 16 15:26:46 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=12
Mar 16 15:26:47 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=9970 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33375 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:26:47 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=13
Mar 16 15:26:48 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=14
Mar 16 15:26:49 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=15
Mar 16 15:26:50 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=49491 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=877 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:26:50 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=16
Mar 16 15:26:51 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=17
Mar 16 15:26:52 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=18
Mar 16 15:26:53 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=19
Mar 16 15:26:54 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=20
Mar 16 15:26:55 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=21
Mar 16 15:26:56 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=22
Mar 16 15:26:57 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=23
Mar 16 15:26:58 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=24
Mar 16 15:26:59 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=25
Mar 16 15:27:00 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=26

CIS 192 – Lab 4 – Firewalls and NAT
Mar 16 15:27:01 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=27
Mar 16 15:27:02 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=28
Mar 16 15:27:03 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=29
Mar 16 15:27:04 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=30
Mar 16 15:27:05 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=31
Mar 16 15:27:06 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=32
Mar 16 15:27:07 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=33
Mar 16 15:27:08 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=34
Mar 16 15:27:09 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=35
Mar 16 15:27:10 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=36
Mar 16 15:27:11 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=9971 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33375 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:27:11 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=37
Mar 16 15:27:12 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=38
Mar 16 15:27:13 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=39
Mar 16 15:27:14 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=40
Mar 16 15:27:15 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=41
Mar 16 15:27:16 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=42
Mar 16 15:27:17 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=43
Mar 16 15:27:18 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=44
Mar 16 15:27:19 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=45
Mar 16 15:27:20 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=46
Mar 16 15:27:21 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=47
Mar 16 15:27:22 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=48

CIS 192 – Lab 4 – Firewalls and NAT
Mar 16 15:27:23 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=49
Mar 16 15:27:24 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=50
Mar 16 15:27:25 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=51
Mar 16 15:27:26 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=52
Mar 16 15:27:27 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=53
Mar 16 15:27:28 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=54
Mar 16 15:27:29 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=55
Mar 16 15:27:30 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=56
Mar 16 15:27:31 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=57
Mar 16 15:27:32 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=58
Mar 16 15:27:33 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=59
Mar 16 15:27:34 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=60
Mar 16 15:27:35 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=00:a0:cc:3f:6c:95:00:02:b3:4c:36:c8:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.110 DST=172.30.4.107 LEN=84
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0 ID=6414 SEQ=61
Mar 16 15:27:51 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=25142 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=910 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:27:54 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=25143 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=910 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:27:59 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=9972 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33375 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:28:00 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=25144 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=910 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:28:12 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=25145 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=910 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:28:36 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=25146 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=910 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:29:24 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=25147 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=910 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:29:40 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=65265 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33376 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:29:43 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=65266 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33376 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:29:49 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=65267 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33376 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
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Mar 16 15:30:01 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=65268 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33376 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:30:25 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=65269 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=33376 DPT=631 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:30:30 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:00:90:27:76:97:ab:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.10 DST=172.30.4.255 LEN=229
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=128 ID=3217 PROTO=UDP SPT=138 DPT=138 LEN=209
Mar 16 15:31:00 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:00:90:27:76:97:ab:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.10 DST=172.30.4.255 LEN=237
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=128 ID=3470 PROTO=UDP SPT=138 DPT=138 LEN=217
Mar 16 15:31:00 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=7409 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=911 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:31:02 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:00:90:27:76:97:ab:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.10 DST=172.30.4.255 LEN=229
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=128 ID=3473 PROTO=UDP SPT=138 DPT=138 LEN=209
Mar 16 15:31:02 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=eth1 OUT=
MAC=ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:00:90:27:76:97:ab:08:00 SRC=172.30.4.10 DST=172.30.4.255 LEN=229
TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=128 ID=3475 PROTO=UDP SPT=138 DPT=138 LEN=209
Mar 16 15:31:03 celebrian kernel: iptables INPUT: IN=lo OUT=
MAC=00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00:08:00 SRC=127.0.0.1 DST=127.0.0.1 LEN=60 TOS=0x00
PREC=0x00 TTL=64 ID=7410 DF PROTO=TCP SPT=911 DPT=111 WINDOW=32767 RES=0x00 SYN URGP=0
Mar 16 15:11:01 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=4878 SEQ=1
Mar 16 15:11:03 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=4878 SEQ=2
Mar 16 15:11:04 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=4878 SEQ=3
Mar 16 15:11:05 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=4878 SEQ=4
Mar 16 15:11:06 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=4878 SEQ=5
Mar 16 15:11:07 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=4878 SEQ=6
Mar 16 15:11:08 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=4878 SEQ=7
Mar 16 15:11:09 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=4878 SEQ=8
Mar 16 15:11:46 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=5134 SEQ=1
Mar 16 15:11:47 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=5134 SEQ=2
Mar 16 15:11:48 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=5134 SEQ=3
Mar 16 15:11:49 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=5134 SEQ=4
Mar 16 15:11:50 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=5134 SEQ=5
Mar 16 15:11:51 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=5134 SEQ=6
Mar 16 15:11:52 celebrian kernel: iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00 PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
ID=5134 SEQ=7
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Mar 16 15:15:30 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=1
Mar 16 15:15:31 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=2
Mar 16 15:15:32 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=3
Mar 16 15:15:33 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=4
Mar 16 15:15:34 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=5
Mar 16 15:15:35 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=6
Mar 16 15:15:36 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=7
Mar 16 15:15:37 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=8
Mar 16 15:15:38 celebrian kernel:
DST=192.168.2.108 LEN=84 TOS=0x00
ID=6158 SEQ=9

iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0
iptables FORWARD: IN=eth1 OUT=eth0 SRC=172.30.4.110
PREC=0x00 TTL=63 ID=0 DF PROTO=ICMP TYPE=8 CODE=0

Grading Rubric
20 Points possible
5 points for:
having all the required iptable kernel modules loaded
5 points for:
correctly configuring the filter table
5 points for:
correctly configuring the nat table for the Rivendell hosts and
for the Telnet server
5 points for:
gathering logfile entries in /var/log/iptables showing both input
and forward log messages.

CIS 192 Lab 5 – PPP Connections
Rich Simms
March 29, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to configure a serial connection utilizing PPP between two
Linux computers. This is done manually at first then automated using a script. In the
diagram below Frodo is connected to Elrond with a serial link running PPP. Elrond is
connected to Legolas through an Ethernet LAN. Elrond performs IP routing between the
two networks. Static routes are added to Legolas and Frodo so they can ping each other.

II – Layout

III – Results
The output of the ifconfig command on the client (Frodo) showing the ppp0 interface:
lo

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:24190 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:24190 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:1652165 (1.5 Mb) TX bytes:1652165 (1.5 Mb)

ppp0

Link encap:Point-to-Point Protocol
inet addr:10.0.0.2 P-t-P:10.0.0.1 Mask:255.255.255.255
UP POINTOPOINT RUNNING NOARP MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:26 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:39 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:3
RX bytes:1830 (1.7 Kb) TX bytes:2928 (2.8 Kb)

The ping output from the client (Frodo) to Host C (Legolas) on the Local Area Network:
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PING 192.168.2.105 (192.168.2.105) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 192.168.2.105: icmp_seq=1 ttl=63 time=26.0 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.2.105: icmp_seq=2 ttl=63 time=29.8 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.2.105: icmp_seq=3 ttl=63 time=29.9 ms
--- 192.168.2.105 ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2026ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 26.041/28.620/29.924/1.834 ms

The ppp-on script for the client Frodo:
pppd updetach crtscts defaultroute /dev/ttyS0 38400 connect \
"exec chat -v TIMEOUT 3 ogin:--ogin: ppp assword: secret"

The /etc/ppp/options file on Elrond:
-detach
crtscts
lock
proxyarp
10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2
/dev/ttyS0
38400

The ppp entry from the /etc/passwd file on the server side (Elrond):
root:x:0:0:root:/root:/bin/bash
bin:x:1:1:bin:/bin:/sbin/nologin
daemon:x:2:2:daemon:/sbin:/sbin/nologin
adm:x:3:4:adm:/var/adm:/sbin/nologin
lp:x:4:7:lp:/var/spool/lpd:/sbin/nologin
sync:x:5:0:sync:/sbin:/bin/sync
shutdown:x:6:0:shutdown:/sbin:/sbin/shutdown
halt:x:7:0:halt:/sbin:/sbin/halt
mail:x:8:12:mail:/var/spool/mail:/sbin/nologin
news:x:9:13:news:/etc/news:
uucp:x:10:14:uucp:/var/spool/uucp:/sbin/nologin
operator:x:11:0:operator:/root:/sbin/nologin
games:x:12:100:games:/usr/games:/sbin/nologin
gopher:x:13:30:gopher:/var/gopher:/sbin/nologin
ftp:x:14:50:FTP User:/var/ftp:/sbin/nologin
nobody:x:99:99:Nobody:/:/sbin/nologin
rpm:x:37:37::/var/lib/rpm:/bin/bash
vcsa:x:69:69:virtual console memory owner:/dev:/sbin/nologin
nscd:x:28:28:NSCD Daemon:/:/sbin/nologin
sshd:x:74:74:Privilege-separated SSH:/var/empty/sshd:/sbin/nologin
rpc:x:32:32:Portmapper RPC user:/:/sbin/nologin
rpcuser:x:29:29:RPC Service User:/var/lib/nfs:/sbin/nologin
nfsnobody:x:65534:65534:Anonymous NFS User:/var/lib/nfs:/sbin/nologin
mailnull:x:47:47::/var/spool/mqueue:/sbin/nologin
smmsp:x:51:51::/var/spool/mqueue:/sbin/nologin
pcap:x:77:77::/var/arpwatch:/sbin/nologin
xfs:x:43:43:X Font Server:/etc/X11/fs:/sbin/nologin
named:x:25:25:Named:/var/named:/sbin/nologin
ntp:x:38:38::/etc/ntp:/sbin/nologin
gdm:x:42:42::/var/gdm:/sbin/nologin
guest:x:500:100:Guest Account:/home/guest:/bin/bash
cis192:x:192:192:CIS192 Account:/home/cis192:/bin/bash
cis193:x:193:193:CIS193 Account:/home/cis193:/bin/bash
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ppp:x:100:100:PPP Account:/etc/ppp:/usr/sbin/pppd

IV – Lessons Learned
It was interesting to learn that it really is possible to run a network over an old fashioned
RS-232 cable. We did this lab using a null modem cable but it could also have been done
using modems as Jim demonstrated in class.
Part I – set up the server (Elrond):
ls –l /dev/ttyS?
(lists the serial devices ttyS0 to ttyS9)
setserial /dev/ttyS0
(shows UART, port and IRQ for COM 1)
/etc/inittab
(config file INIT process uses to set up a specific run level)
The following entry is placed near the end of the /etc/inittab file. It will respawn
(restart) agetty which is used to open the specified tty port and initiate a login:
s1:35:respawn:/sbin/agetty 38400 ttyS0

(tells init to re-examine the updated /etc/inittab file)
telinit q
chmod u+s /usr/sbin/pppd (permission change so normal users run pppd)
Part II – set up the client (Frodo) and login to the server (Elrond):
minicom –s (to reconfigure minicom for /dev/ttyS0 instead of /dev/ttyS1 default)
minicom –o (to run the terminal emulator for logging into Elrond, -o suppresses
modem commands)
Minicom provides terminal emulation and modem control. It is initially used on Frodo to
login into Elrond over the serial cable as any terminal would log into a mini-computer.
Note use TERM=ansi77 if not running from an xterm (i.e. gnome desktop).
Part III - using pppd for layer 2 part of network connection
Pppd functions as both a server and client on both ends to create the pppd network
connection over the same serial link. This results in ppp0 interfaces showing up in
ipconfig output. We need a way to get pppd to run when loggin in to the server (Elrond)
from the client (Frodo). To do this we put the following pppd command into the Elrond’s
/home/guest/.bash_profile so it will run someone logs into Elrond’s guest account:
/usr/sbin/pppd -detach crtscts proxyarp 10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2 /dev/ttyS0 38400

Note on pppd options and args:
-detach - keeps init from continuously spawning new instances of pppd
crtscts – use HW flow control
proxyarp – provides arp functionality to work with other Ethernet LANs
10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2 - local gets 10.0.0.1, remote peer (Frodo) gets 10.0.0.1
38400 – buad rate
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On the client Frodo, we use
minicom –o (to login to Elron, -o suppresses modem commands)
Ctrl-A z q (to quit minicom)
pppd –detach crtscts /dev/ttyS0 38400 &
(preload this as it needs typed fast)
At this point we have a network connection with ppp0 interfaces showing on both ends
with the ip addresses shown above being used. Routing and IP forwarding can be set up
as with any other network.
Part IV – automation with a scripts and special accounts.
To create a user on Elrond server that uses the pppd command as the shell use:
useradd -u 100 -g 100 -c "PPP Account" -d /etc/ppp -s /usr/sbin/pppd ppp
passwd ppp

(to set the password for user ppp)

On Elrond, put the following options for the pppd daemon in the /etc/ppp/options file:
-detach
(stop spawning additional pppd processes)
crtscts
(use HW flow control i.e. RTS/CTS)
(exclusive access to serial port)
lock
proxyarp
(arp handling for coexisting with Ethernet LAN’s )
10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2
(local:remote IP addresses to configure)
/dev/ttyS0
(serial port to use)
38400
(baud rate)
On the client Frodo create the following ppp-on script:
pppd updetach crtscts defaultroute /dev/ttyS0 38400 connect \
"exec chat -v TIMEOUT 3 ogin:--ogin: ppp assword: secret"
updetach
updetach – pppd will detach once connection is established
defaultroute - adds static default route using peer as the gateway
\ - negates the carriage return to get this all on one line
connect – runs the script that follows
“exec chat ….” – script using chat command to login to ppp user account
Chmod 7555 ppp-on
(makes script executable)
./ppp-on
(runs script)

V – Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes
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The purpose of this lab is to connect a standalone computer to a LAN using a serial
connection with PPP. Whereas the serial connection is usually established with analog
modems, in this lab, you will establish the serial connection with a null-modem cable
connecting the serial ports of two computers. You will first create the PPP link by hand,
and then automate the connection with ppp scripts. In the following discussion, Client A
will refer to the isolated client, Server B will refer to the computer acting as the PPP
server, and Host C will refer to either of the other two computers on the 192.168.2.0 LAN.
Client A
Server B
Host C
+-------+
+-------+
+-------+
|
| PPP connect |
| LAN connect |
|
|
|<------------->|
|<------------->|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
+-------+
+-------+
+-------+
Frodo
Elrond
Legolas
10.0.0.2
10.0.0.1
192.168.2.105
172.30.4.110
192.168.2.106

Background
PPP has replaced SLIP as the preferred method for establishing serial connections
between computers that emulate a network connection. Operating at the network interface
layer of the TCP/IP stack, PPP relies on an external component for establishing the serial
link and then manages that connection to act as an IP connection so that network
applications will work transparently across the link. At first you will use minicom, a
small communications utility, to establish a serial connection. Second, you will use the
chat utility with PPP scripts to both establish the connection and start the interface. PPP
is a peer-to-peer protocol that requires the pppd daemon to be running on both sides of
the connection. The client is simply the computer that initiates the connection; the server
responds to it. Once a connection is establish and a PPP interface built, you must perform
any necessary routing changes to make use of the new interface.
The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•
•

pppd
minicom
chat
commands used in prior labs.

Configuring the pppd daemon requires root access since PPP modifies network settings.
You will also need to check out from the Lab Assistant on duty the serial null-modem
cable used to connect the client and server machines. Read the instructions for each Part
before doing them; that way you will know what is coming. Note that although you will
be using three machines, you don't need the 172.30.4.0 network.

Procedure
Part I
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Connect Client A with Server B using the null-modem cable plugged into the serial
(COM 1) port of each computer, and enable the server to accept login connections from
that port.
1. When you have connected the two computers with the null-modem cable, bring
up Server B and logon as root. Elrond
2. Verify that the serial port exists and is active:
ls -l /dev/ttyS? Displays multiple devices including ttyS0
setserial /dev/ttyS0 output includes showing UART is 16550A level

Note that the COM1 serial port is accessed through the device file /dev/ttyS0.
Verify that the serial chip is a UART 16550A which can support baud rates in
excess of 14400 9 use setserial –a /dev/tty/s0 to see again
3. Enable this port for logins by editing /etc/inittab. Add the following line near the
bottom of the file:
s1:35:respawn:/sbin/agetty 38400 ttyS0 9
4. Tell init to re-read the inittab file:
telinit q 9

5. Allow the pppd daemon to be executed by normal users by setting the user id bit:
chmod u+s /usr/sbin/pppd 9

Verify the "s" bit is set (rwsr_xr_x) with:
ls -l /usr/sbin/pppd 9

Part II
Bring up the client and manually connect to the server using minicom.
1. Log in to Client A as root, and isolate the computer from the network by bringing
down the network interface:
ifconfig eth0 down 9

Verify that it is down using the ifconfig command. 9
2. You are now going to configure the minicom utility which runs in character mode
using the curses library. If you going to run it from an xterm, you are set to go. If
you are running it from a terminal window, you'll need to set the TERM type to
ansi77
TERM=ansi77 9 na, since we are using GUI
3. Configure the minicom utility to use the COM1 serial port:
minicom -s

Select Serial port setup
Change A to be /dev/ttyS0
Select Save setup as dfl
Select Exit from Minicom 9
4. Connect to the server and log in as guest with a password of penguin:
minicom -o

Note: after minicom comes up, press the enter key once or twice until you get the
login prompt. 9
(The -o option forgoes the modem initialization sequence)
5. Verify that you are on the server using the hostname command. 9 Elrond
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6. Logout from the guest account on the server. 9
7. Exit the minicom utility with the following key sequence:
Ctrl-A z q 9

and confirm your decision to Quit. 9

Part III
You will now configure the guest account on Server B to start the pppd daemon
automatically when it is logged into. The Client will then initiate the login session and
start PPP on the client side thereby establishing a network session.
1. On Server B, edit the .bash_profile in guest's home directory by appending the
following command line to the bottom of the file: 9on Elrond, gedit
/home/guest/.bash_profile
/usr/sbin/pppd -detach crtscts proxyarp 10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2
/dev/ttyS0 38400 9 Elrond:Frodo
2. On Client A, use the minicom utility (with the -o option) to login as guest to

Server B. When you log in, you should see some "garbage" characters spewed out
to the screen. This is pppd talking to you. 9
3. Quit the minicom session with the following keystrokes:
Ctrl-A z q 9

and quickly type the following command at the prompt:
pppd -detach crtscts /dev/ttyS0 38400 & 9 preloaded this one into history!

4. You should get a connection, assuming you didn't take too long to type the above
command. 9
5. Use ifconfig to verify that you have a connection. You should see the ppp0
interface. Note the server IP address and the client IP address. Ping the server
from the client. 9 ifconfig –a shows ppp0 mask=255.255.255.255 (huh? Would have
expected /30)

6. Set up Server B as a router by turning on IP forwarding. 9 Elrond
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward

7. Set up the routing tables so that Client A can ping Host C on the 192.168.2.0
network. Save the output of a successful ping as part of your lab submission.
Who's routing tables did you have to configure?
Frodo: route add –net 192.168.2.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 dev ppp0
Legolas: route add default gw 192.168.2.106
Kernel IP routing table (Frodo)
Destination
Gateway
10.0.0.1
0.0.0.0
192.168.2.0
0.0.0.0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

Genmask
255.255.255.255
255.255.255.0
255.0.0.0

Flags
UH
U
U

Metric
0
0
0

Ref
0
0
0

Use
0
0
0

Iface
ppp0
ppp0
lo

8. Terminate the PPP connection from the client by killing the pppd process:
killall pppd

Part IV
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Now that you have successfully set up a PPP connection manually in Part III, you will
configure ppp scripts to automate the whole process, including the configuration of the
routing table.
1. On Server B create a special account for ppp connections:
useradd -u 100 -g 100 -c "PPP Account" -d /etc/ppp -s
/usr/sbin/pppd ppp

Note: we are making the pppd daemon the shell for this account!
2. Set the password to this account to be "secret"
passwd ppp 9 I was notified it was a bad password as it had a dictionary match!
3. Options for the pppd daemon can be specified in the /etc/ppp/options file. Make
sure the following options are specified in that file, one option per line: 9
-detach
crtscts
lock
proxyarp
10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2
/dev/ttyS0
38400

4. On Client A, in root's directory, write a script called ppp-on that contains the
following line: 9
pppd updetach crtscts defaultroute /dev/ttyS0 38400 connect \
"exec chat -v TIMEOUT 3 ogin:--ogin: ppp assword: secret"
Note: to type one command on two lines you have to escape the <cr> 9

5. Make this script executable:
chmod 755 ppp-on 9
6. Now run the script and verify the ppp connection is up:
./ppp-on 9
ifconfig 9

7. Make sure your network is good by pinging from Client A to Host C 9 success
8. Note that the default route was set up for you. Why? 9 The defaultroute argument
on pppd assigns the remote peer address to be the gateway
[root@frodo root]# route -n
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
10.0.0.1
0.0.0.0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
10.0.0.1

Genmask
255.255.255.255
255.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

Flags
UH
U
UG

Metric
0
0
0

Ref
0
0
0

Use
0
0
0

Iface
ppp0
lo
ppp0

9. When you are all done collecting your data, bring down the pppd interface with
the following command from the client: killall pppd

Results and Cleanup
The results for this assignment should include the following:
the output of the ifconfig command on the client showing the ppp0 interface,
************************
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Frodo's ifconfig
***********************
[root@frodo root]# ifconfig
lo
Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:24190 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:24190 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:1652165 (1.5 Mb) TX bytes:1652165 (1.5 Mb)
ppp0

Link encap:Point-to-Point Protocol
inet addr:10.0.0.2 P-t-P:10.0.0.1 Mask:255.255.255.255
UP POINTOPOINT RUNNING NOARP MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:26 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:39 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:3
RX bytes:1830 (1.7 Kb) TX bytes:2928 (2.8 Kb)

the ping output from the client to Host C on the Local Area Network,
***************************
Ping Legolas from Frodo
***************************
[root@frodo root]# ping 192.168.2.105
PING 192.168.2.105 (192.168.2.105) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 192.168.2.105: icmp_seq=1 ttl=63 time=26.0 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.2.105: icmp_seq=2 ttl=63 time=29.8 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.2.105: icmp_seq=3 ttl=63 time=29.9 ms
--- 192.168.2.105 ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2026ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 26.041/28.620/29.924/1.834 ms

the ppp-on script you wrote for the client,
**************************
ppp-on script on Frodo
**************************
pppd updetach crtscts defaultroute /dev/ttyS0 38400 connect \
"exec chat -v TIMEOUT 3 ogin:--ogin: ppp assword: secret"

the /etc/ppp/optionsfile,
***********************************
/etc/ppp/options on Elrond server
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***********************************
-detach
crtscts
lock
proxyarp
10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2
/dev/ttyS0
38400

and ppp entry from the /etc/passwd file on the server side.
**********************
/etc/passwd on Elrond
**********************
root:x:0:0:root:/root:/bin/bash
bin:x:1:1:bin:/bin:/sbin/nologin
daemon:x:2:2:daemon:/sbin:/sbin/nologin
adm:x:3:4:adm:/var/adm:/sbin/nologin
lp:x:4:7:lp:/var/spool/lpd:/sbin/nologin
sync:x:5:0:sync:/sbin:/bin/sync
shutdown:x:6:0:shutdown:/sbin:/sbin/shutdown
halt:x:7:0:halt:/sbin:/sbin/halt
mail:x:8:12:mail:/var/spool/mail:/sbin/nologin
news:x:9:13:news:/etc/news:
uucp:x:10:14:uucp:/var/spool/uucp:/sbin/nologin
operator:x:11:0:operator:/root:/sbin/nologin
games:x:12:100:games:/usr/games:/sbin/nologin
gopher:x:13:30:gopher:/var/gopher:/sbin/nologin
ftp:x:14:50:FTP User:/var/ftp:/sbin/nologin
nobody:x:99:99:Nobody:/:/sbin/nologin
rpm:x:37:37::/var/lib/rpm:/bin/bash
vcsa:x:69:69:virtual console memory owner:/dev:/sbin/nologin
nscd:x:28:28:NSCD Daemon:/:/sbin/nologin
sshd:x:74:74:Privilege-separated SSH:/var/empty/sshd:/sbin/nologin
rpc:x:32:32:Portmapper RPC user:/:/sbin/nologin
rpcuser:x:29:29:RPC Service User:/var/lib/nfs:/sbin/nologin
nfsnobody:x:65534:65534:Anonymous NFS User:/var/lib/nfs:/sbin/nologin
mailnull:x:47:47::/var/spool/mqueue:/sbin/nologin
smmsp:x:51:51::/var/spool/mqueue:/sbin/nologin
pcap:x:77:77::/var/arpwatch:/sbin/nologin
xfs:x:43:43:X Font Server:/etc/X11/fs:/sbin/nologin
named:x:25:25:Named:/var/named:/sbin/nologin
ntp:x:38:38::/etc/ntp:/sbin/nologin
gdm:x:42:42::/var/gdm:/sbin/nologin
guest:x:500:100:Guest Account:/home/guest:/bin/bash
cis192:x:192:192:CIS192 Account:/home/cis192:/bin/bash
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cis193:x:193:193:CIS193 Account:/home/cis193:/bin/bash
ppp:x:100:100:PPP Account:/etc/ppp:/usr/sbin/pppd

(Use your ppp network to scp your files around.)
To clean up for the next user please run the following commands from Server B as root:
•
•
•

userdel ppp
chmod 755 /usr/sbin/pppd
cp /etc/skel/.bash_profile /home/guest

Grading Rubric
20 Points possible
5 points for:
Cleaning up after your lab and sending a lab10.logname file to opus
5 points for:
Showing the ppp0 interface from the client with the correct IP address assignment,
i.e. 10.0.0.1 for the server, 10.0.0.2 for the client, and a successful ping
5 points for:
Showing the correct setup of the server /etc/ppp/options file and the ppp account
from /etc/passwd
5 points for:
Showing the ppp-on script from the client.

CIS 192 Lab 6 – Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Rich Simms
April 19, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to configure a Linux DHCP server for three subnets.
Celebrian will be the DHCP server and directly handle DHCP requests on the
192.168.2.0 and 172.30.4.0 networks. A DHCP relay agent will be installed on Arwen to
handle DHCP requests on the 192.168.3.0 network. Arwen is also a DHCP client and has
a reserved address of 192.168.2.150 for eth0.

II – Layout
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III – Results
A syntactically correct dhcpd.conf file showing the reservation, router, domain-name,
time-offset, and address pool as specified in the lab.
[root@celebrian root]# cat /etc/dhcpd.conf
ddns-update-style interim;
ignore client-updates;
option time-offset
-25200; # Pacific Daylight Time
#
#
R I V E N D E L L
#
subnet 192.168.2.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {
option routers
192.168.2.107; # Default GW
option subnet-mask
255.255.255.0;
option domain-name
"Rivendell";
option domain-name-servers
207.62.187.54;
range dynamic-bootp
default-lease-time
max-lease-time

192.168.2.50 192.168.2.99;
21600;
43200;

# give the relay agent a fixed address
host Arwen {
hardware ethernet
00:03:FF:9E:8E:68;
fixed-address
192.168.2.150;
}
}
#
#
S H I R E
#
subnet 172.30.4.0 netmask 255.255.255.0
option routers
option subnet-mask
option domain-name
option domain-name-servers
range dynamic-bootp
default-lease-time
max-lease-time

{
172.30.4.1;
255.255.255.0;
"Shire";
207.62.187.54;
172.30.4.50 172.30.4.99;
21600;
43200;

}
#
#
M O R D O R
#
subnet 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {
option routers
192.168.3.150;
option subnet-mask
255.255.255.0;
option domain-name
"Mordor";
option domain-name-servers
207.62.187.54;
range dynamic-bootp
default-lease-time
max-lease-time

192.168.3.50 192.168.3.99;
21600;
43200;

}
[root@celebrian root]#
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Showing at least two leases granted: one in Rivendell, one in Mordor
Shire
Samwise’s DHCP lease:

Rivendell
Arwen’s DHCP reservation:

Mordor
Saruman’s DHCP lease:

lease {
interface "eth0";
fixed-address 172.30.4.99;
option subnet-mask
255.255.255.0;
option time-offset -25200;
option routers 172.30.4.1;
option dhcp-lease-time
21600;
option dhcp-message-type
5;
option domain-name-servers
207.62.187.54;
option dhcp-serveridentifier 172.30.4.107;
option domain-name
"Shire";
renew 5 2006/4/21
10:01:06;
rebind 5 2006/4/21
12:33:27;
expire 5 2006/4/21
13:18:27;
}

lease {
interface "eth0";
fixed-address
192.168.2.150;
option subnet-mask
255.255.255.0;
option time-offset -25200;
option routers
192.168.2.107;
option dhcp-lease-time
21600;
option dhcp-message-type
5;
option domain-name-servers
207.62.187.54;
option dhcp-serveridentifier 192.168.2.107;
option domain-name
"Rivendell";
renew 5 2006/4/21
11:54:21;
rebind 5 2006/4/21
14:14:18;
expire 5 2006/4/21
14:59:18;
}

lease {
interface "eth0";
fixed-address
192.168.3.98;
option subnet-mask
255.255.255.0;
option time-offset -25200;
option routers
192.168.3.150;
option dhcp-lease-time
21600;
option dhcp-message-type
5;
option domain-name-servers
207.62.187.54;
option dhcp-serveridentifier 192.168.2.107;
option domain-name
"Mordor";
renew 5 2006/4/21
08:56:13;
rebind 5 2006/4/21
11:16:12;
expire 5 2006/4/21
12:01:12;
}

[root@celebrian root]# cat /var/lib/dhcp/dhcpd.leases
# All times in this file are in UTC (GMT), not your local timezone.
This is
# not a bug, so please don't ask about it.
There is no portable way to
# store leases in the local timezone, so please don't request this as a
# feature.
If this is inconvenient or confusing to you, we sincerely
# apologize.
Seriously, though - don't ask.
# The format of this file is documented in the dhcpd.leases(5) manual page.
# This lease file was written by isc-dhcp-V3.0pl2
lease 172.30.4.99 {
starts 5 2006/04/21 09:13:12;
ends 5 2006/04/21 15:13:12;
binding state active;
next binding state free;
hardware ethernet 00:03:ff:97:8e:68;
}
lease 192.168.3.98 {
starts 5 2006/04/21 07:27:22;
ends 5 2006/04/21 13:27:22;
binding state active;
next binding state free;
hardware ethernet 00:03:ff:9c:8e:68;
}
[root@celebrian root]#

Successfully allocating a reservation to Computer C
[root@arwen root]# dhclient eth0
Internet Software Consortium DHCP Client V3.0pl2
Copyright 1995-2001 Internet Software Consortium.
All rights reserved.
For info, please visit http://www.isc.org/products/DHCP
Listening on LPF/eth0/00:03:ff:9e:8e:68
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Sending on
LPF/eth0/00:03:ff:9e:8e:68
Sending on
Socket/fallback
DHCPDISCOVER on eth0 to 255.255.255.255 port 67 interval 8
DHCPOFFER from 192.168.2.107
DHCPREQUEST on eth0 to 255.255.255.255 port 67
DHCPACK from 192.168.2.107
bound to 192.168.2.150 -- renewal in 10552 seconds.
[root@arwen root]#
[root@arwen root]# ipconfig
-bash: ipconfig: command not found
[root@arwen root]# ifconfig
eth0
Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:03:FF:9E:8E:68
inet addr:192.168.2.150 Bcast:192.168.2.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:1041 errors:2 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:540 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:118284 (115.5 Kb) TX bytes:88834 (86.7 Kb)
Interrupt:11 Base address:0xe000
eth1

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:03:FF:9F:8E:68
inet addr:192.168.3.150 Bcast:192.168.3.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:808 errors:2 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:97 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:78948 (77.0 Kb) TX bytes:15974 (15.5 Kb)
Interrupt:11

lo

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:166 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:166 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:52384 (51.1 Kb) TX bytes:52384 (51.1 Kb)

[root@arwen root]#

Successfully configuring and launching the dhcrelay service
[root@arwen root]# cat /etc/sysconfig/dhcrelay
# Command line options here
INTERFACES="eth0 eth1"
DHCPSERVERS="192.168.2.107"
[root@arwen root]# service dhcrelay restart
Shutting down dhcrelay:
Starting dhcrelay:
[root@arwen root]# ps -e | grep dhcrelay
2994 ?
00:00:00 dhcrelay
[root@arwen root]#

[
[

OK
OK

]
]

IV – Lessons Learned
I learned how to implement DHCP on Linux for multiple subnets. In addition I learned
how to utilize MS Virtual Server 2005 R2 to run this entire lab on virtual machines. The
only indication that the servers were virtual is their MAC addresses. Samwise, Celebrian,
Arwen and Saruman were VM’s running RHEL 3. Another VM named lab-router
connected the virtual lab to my home network. An additional VM running RH8 served as
an Ethereal station that could be linked to any of the networks for trouble shooting.
These six VM’s all ran on one physical host computer running Windows 2003 EE R2
with 2GB of RAM.
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I ran this lab several times to try some different things. On the first try using physical
servers in the Cabrillo lab I found the dhcp server on Celebrian giving out it’s entire
range of addresses over and over again. It began with the first Mordor lease successfully
assigned through the relay agent to Saruman. But, in 13 minutes, the dhcp log grew to
over 230 pages. Counting down from 192.168.3.99 one IP address at a time they were
issued to Arwen’s eth1 then they were immediately “abandoned” as the following log
entries show. This cycle repeated several times.
<snipped>
lease 192.168.3.61 {
starts 4 2006/04/06 19:32:57;
ends 5 2006/04/07 01:32:57;
binding state active;
next binding state free;
hardware ethernet 00:60:08:c5:06:65;
}
lease 192.168.3.61 {
starts 4 2006/04/06 19:32:57;
ends 4 2006/04/06 19:32:57;
tstp 4 2006/04/06 19:32:57;
binding state abandoned;
next binding state free;
}
lease 192.168.3.60 {
starts 4 2006/04/06 19:32:57;
ends 5 2006/04/07 01:32:57;
binding state active;
next binding state free;
hardware ethernet 00:60:08:c5:06:65;
}
lease 192.168.3.60 {
starts 4 2006/04/06 19:32:57;
ends 4 2006/04/06 19:32:57;
tstp 4 2006/04/06 19:32:57;
binding state abandoned;
next binding state free;
}

<snipped>
On the second attempt (in the virtual lab) I suspected that specifying both eth0 and eth1
interfaces for the relay agent caused the problem. However I could not duplicate the
problem. Using ethereal I also finally convinced myself that the relay agent does require
both eth0 and eth1 interfaces to be configured. Note this differs from Microsoft’s
implementation where you only configure the interface handling subnets dhcp requests.
On the third run I simplified the dhcpd.conf file by carving out all the unused lines and
pulling the time-offset to the global declarations.
Summary and example commands:
Install DHCP and relay agent:
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rpm –ihv dhcp-3.0pl2-6.14.i386.rpm

Configure DHCP:
vi /etc/dhcpd.conf
touch /var/lib/dhcpd/dhcpd.leases

Start and stop DHCP:
service
service
service
service

dhcpd
dhcpd
dhcpd
dhcpd

start
stop
restart
status

ps –e | grep dhc
/var/lib/dhcp/dhcpd.leases

(server lease log)

To permanently run when computer boots up:
chkconfig –-level 35 dhcpd on
chkconfig –-list dhcpd
ls /etc/rc.d/rc3.d/

Configure DHCP relay agent:
vi /etc/sysconfig/dhcrelay
(one for server, one for clients)
INTERFACES=”eth0 eth1”
DHCPSERVER=192.168.2.107

Stop and start DHCP relay agent:
service dhcrelay start
service dhcrelay stop
service dhcrelay restart
ps –e | grep dhc

DHCP client :
(request IP address)
dhclient
(release IP address)
dhclient –r
(client lease log)
/var/lib/dhcp/dhclient.leases

V – Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
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•

Blue = notes

Lab 6: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
The purpose of this lab is to configure a DHCP server for several subnets. You will
configure additional options along with an IP address and netmask, and you will
configure a host reservation to guarantee that a particular host will always get a specific
IP address. You will also configure a relay agent for relaying IP addresses from your
server to clients in Mordor, the 192.168.3.0 network.

Read through the entire lab before proceeding with the individual steps so that you know
what your objective is. Draw a picture of the network.
Note that you will need four computers for this lab: two from Rivendell, one from the
Shire, and one from Mordor.
The new commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•

dhcpd
dhclient
dhcrelay

The configuration of the dhcp daemon will require root access.

Procedure
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Part I
Choose Elrond or Celebrian as your Rivendell-Shire router and DHCP server. We will
call that computer, Computer D.
1. Configure the Rivendell-Shire router to forward packets between the two
networks.
2. Choose either Arwen or Legolas as your reservation client. This client will be
configured as the router/relay agent into Mordor in Part III.
We'll call this computer receiving the reservation, Computer C.
3. Now, use the arp command to obtain Computer C's hardware (MAC) address.
arp -n

Record this address. 00:02:b3:4c:15:88 (real Arwen), 00:03:ff:9e:8e:68 (virtual
Arwen)

4. On Computer D, verify that the dhcp package is installed:
rpm -qi dhcp

dhcp-3.0pl2-6.14

You should see that version 3.0pl1 is installed.
5. Now copy the file /usr/share/doc/dhcp-3.0pl1/dhcpd.conf.sample to the
/etcdirectory renaming it to dhcpd.conf
6. You will now edit this configuration file; be careful not to lose any of the
terminating semicolons.
7. You will create two subnet scopes: one for Rivendell and one for the Shire.
8. Update the following fields in these scopes:
o the subnets you are working on are 192.168.2.0/24 and 172.30.4.0/24
o default gateway (option routers) = 172.30.4.1 for the Shire and
192.168.2.??? for Rivendell. 192.168.2.107
o Comment out the NIS Domain entry
o the option domain-name = Shire and Rivendell
o the option domain-name-servers = 207.62.187.54
o Update the option time-offset to reflect Pacific Standard Time (or Daylight
Savings Time) -25200 (-8 hours PST + 1 hour PDT or -3600 * 7)
o Make the range of IP addresses from 50 to 99 in their respective subnets.
o Edit the reservation in the Rivendell subnet of the /etc/dhcpd.conf file:
o
o
o

host name-of-Computer-C {
hardware ethernet MAC-Address-ofComputer-C;
fixed-address
192.168.2.150;
}

9. Save the above changes to /etc/dhcpd.conf.
10. Create the DHCP Server's database file in the /var/lib/dhcp directory:
touch /var/lib/dhcp/dhcpd.leases

Part II
You are now ready to start your DHCP server.
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1. Change directory to /etc/init.d and start DHCP:
./dhcpd start

2. If this command FAILS, then you must re-edit /etc/dhcpd.conf, fix any mistakes,
and try again.
3. If the DHCP daemon starts up successfully, you are ready to test the service. Use
Computer C and a client on the Shire subnet.
4. Run the following command on each client and note the IP address that is
assigned:
dhclient Arwen got 192.168.2.150, Samwise got 172.30.4.99
5. Does Computer C get it's reserved IP address? yes

6. If you need to release and renew an ip address, use the following pair of
commands:
dhclient -r
dhclient

7. On the clients, the lease and reservation will be recorded in the client database
file:
/var/lib/dhcp/dhclient.leases
Note that this information records the address of the DHCP server that handed
them out. Recorded in results section above
8. You should also look at the DHCP Server's database file for a recording of the
leases and their expiration dates. Note the comment about UTC and Greenwich
Mean Time. The reserved address for Arwen did not get logged

Part III
Add a third subnet to your DHCP Server and configure Computer C as a DHCP Relay
agent allowing the clients on the Mordor network to obtain IP addresses from your DHCP
Server.
Note: a Relay agent is a router service and cannot also be the DHCP server.
1. Add a subnet for the 192.168.3.0 addresses to your DHCP server's dhcpd.conf file.
Use the range: 192.168.3.50 to 192.168.3.99
The domain-name option should be Mordor
The router option should be: 192.168.3.??? 192.168.3.150
You do not need to specify a reservation for this subnet.
2. Before restarting your DHCP server, add a static route for the Mordor network to
your routing table. Your relay agent will be your gateway into Mordor.
3. Restart your DHCP server.
4. Setup Computer C to be the Rivendell-Mordor router. Use 192.168.3.150 as its
eth1 address to Mordor. (It already has its reservation for eth0.)
Don't forget to turn on IP forwarding.
5. Before starting your dhcrelay server, you will need to edit the dhcrelay
configuration file:
/etc/sysconfig/dhcrelay
assign the two shell variables in this file:
o INTERFACES="eth0 eth1"
o DHCPSERVERS="DHCP Server IP address" 192.168.2.107
-9-
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The DHCRelay agent needs to listen on the interface with which it will talk to the
DHCP server as well as the interface on which it will listen for client requests.
6. Start the dhcrelay service:
service dhcrelay start

7. Run dhclient on a Mordor client and see if it gets the address.

Results
Run the following command from Frodo or Samwise in the Shire:
checkit lab6 logname

to test your work.
Having done the lab, can you answer the following questions:
1. Is a reservation the same as a lease, that is, does it expire?
(Hint: check the DHCP server's database file, dhcpd.leases for the reservation. No
entry for the reservation on the server.

2. Why did you have to add the static route to Mordor in the DHCP server's routing
table? It only has interfaces to the Shire and Rivendell networks so it needs
information on how to get to relay agent on the Mordor side of Arwen.

Grading Rubric
20 Points possible
5 points for:
a syntactically correct dhcpd.conf file showing the reservation, router, domainname, time-offset, and address pool as specified in the lab. Documented in results
section

5 points for:
Showing at least two leases granted: one in Rivendell, one in Mordor Documented
in results section

5 points for:
Successfully allocating a reservation to Computer C Documented in results section
5 points for:
Successfully configuring and launching the dhcrelay service Documented in
results section
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CIS 192 Lab 7 – Domain Name System
Rich Simms
April 26, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to configure primary and secondary Linux DNS servers for
the Rivendell network. Celebrian will be a primary DNS server and Arwen will be a
secondary. Celebrian will have both forward and reverse lookup zones configured.
Arwen will only have a forward zone.

II – Layout

III – Results
•

/etc/named.conf of your primary name server,
[root@celebrian root]# cat /etc/named.conf
// generated by named-bootconf.pl

CIS 192 – Lab 7 (v1.0)

options {
directory "/var/named";
/*
* If there is a firewall between you and nameservers you want
* to talk to, you might need to uncomment the query-source
* directive below. Previous versions of BIND always asked
* questions using port 53, but BIND 8.1 uses an unprivileged
* port by default.
*/
// query-source address * port 53;
};
//
// a caching only nameserver config
//
controls {
inet 127.0.0.1 allow { localhost; } keys { rndckey; };
};
zone "." IN {
type hint;
file "named.ca";
};
zone "localhost" IN {
type master;
file "localhost.zone";
allow-update { none; };
};
zone "0.0.127.in-addr.arpa" IN {
type master;
file "named.local";
allow-update { none; };
};
zone "rivendell" IN {
type master;
file "db.rivendell";
allow-update { none; };
};
zone "2.168.192.in-addr.arpa" IN {
type master;
file "db.2.168.192";
allow-update { none; };
};
include "/etc/rndc.key";
[root@celebrian root]#

•

/etc/named.conf of your secondary name server,
[root@arwen root]# cat /etc/named.conf
// generated by named-bootconf.pl
options {
directory "/var/named";
/*
* If there is a firewall between you and nameservers you want
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* to talk to, you might need to uncomment the query-source
* directive below. Previous versions of BIND always asked
* questions using port 53, but BIND 8.1 uses an unprivileged
* port by default.
*/
// query-source address * port 53;
};
//
// a caching only nameserver config
//
controls {
inet 127.0.0.1 allow { localhost; } keys { rndckey; };
};
zone "." IN {
type hint;
file "named.ca";
};
zone "localhost" IN {
type master;
file "localhost.zone";
allow-update { none; };
};
zone "0.0.127.in-addr.arpa" IN {
type master;
file "named.local";
allow-update { none; };
};
zone "rivendell" {
type slave;
file "db.rivendell";
masters {192.168.2.107; };
};
include "/etc/rndc.key";
[root@arwen root]#

•

a copy of the db.rivendell file from your primary name server.
[root@celebrian root]# cat /var/named/db.rivendell
$TTL 604800
; Rivendell Zone Definition
;
;
Rivendell.
IN SOA hostname.rivendell. root.rivendell. (
2001080109
;
serial number
60
;
refresh rate in seconds
15
;
retry in seconds
1209600
;
expire in seconds
300)
;
minimum in seconds
;
;
;
;Name Server Records
Rivendell.
IN NS hostname.rivendell.
;
;Address Records
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localhost
legolas
elrond
celebrian
arwen
galadriel
;
;CNAME records

IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN

A
A
A
A
A
A

127.0.0.1
192.168.2.105
192.168.2.106
192.168.2.107
192.168.2.108
192.168.2.104

[root@celebrian root]#

•

a copy of the db.rivendell file from your secondary name server.
[root@arwen root]# cat /var/named/db.rivendell
$ORIGIN .
$TTL 604800
; 1 week
rivendell
IN SOA hostname.rivendell.
root.rivendell. (
2001080109 ; serial
60
; refresh (1 minute)
15
; retry (15 seconds)
1209600
; expire (2 weeks)
300
; minimum (5 minutes)
)
NS
hostname.rivendell.
$ORIGIN rivendell.
arwen
A
192.168.2.108
celebrian
A
192.168.2.107
elrond
A
192.168.2.106
galadriel
A
192.168.2.104
legolas
A
192.168.2.105
localhost
A
127.0.0.1
[root@arwen root]#

•

the last 10 lines of the /var/log/messages file from your
secondary name server, showing the zone load and transfer.

[root@arwen root]# tail -20 /var/log/messages
Apr 23 20:22:27 arwen named[3127]: no longer listening on
192.168.2.108#53
Apr 23 20:22:27 arwen named[3127]: no longer listening on
192.168.3.108#53
Apr 23 20:22:27 arwen named[3127]: exiting
Apr 23 20:22:27 arwen named: succeeded
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen named[3175]: starting BIND 9.2.2 -u named
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen named[3175]: using 1 CPU
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen named: named startup succeeded
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen named[3175]: loading configuration from
'/etc/named.conf'
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Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
127.0.0.1#53
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
192.168.2.108#53
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
192.168.3.108#53
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
127.0.0.1#953
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
serial 1997022700
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
2001080108
Apr 23 20:22:29 arwen
Apr 23 20:28:36 arwen
2001080109
Apr 23 20:28:36 arwen
192.168.2.107#53: end
Apr 23 20:40:01 arwen
by (uid=0)
[root@arwen root]#

named[3175]: no IPv6 interfaces found
named[3175]: listening on IPv4 interface lo,
named[3175]: listening on IPv4 interface eth0,
named[3175]: listening on IPv4 interface eth1,
named[3175]: command channel listening on
named[3175]: zone 0.0.127.in-addr.arpa/IN: loaded
named[3175]: zone localhost/IN: loaded serial 42
named[3175]: zone rivendell/IN: loaded serial
named[3175]: running
named[3175]: zone rivendell/IN: transferred serial
named[3175]: transfer of 'rivendell/IN' from
of transfer
sshd(pam_unix)[3224]: session opened for user root

IV – Lessons Learned
I ran into trouble getting the secondary server to do a successful zone transfer from the
primary.
I had a duplicate IP address conflict with my sniffer VM which resulted in port 53
unreachable ICMP messages in the packet capture.
Then I had permission issues in the /var/log/messages such as:
Apr 23 23:33:24 arwen named[3686]: transfer of 'rivendell/IN' from
192.168.2.107#53: failed while receiving responses: permission denied
Apr 23 23:33:24 arwen named[3686]: transfer of 'rivendell/IN' from
192.168.2.107#53: end of transfer

I tried copying the /etc/rndc.key file from Celebrian over to Arwen and chmod’ing the
/var/named/ directory from 750 to 770 (to allow write access for the group “named”) and
then it worked. It turned out later that it was just the directory permission change that
was needed.
The most useful trouble-shooting tools were Ethereal to see the packets being sent
between the secondary and primary server and the DNS log file /var/log/messages.
Summary and example commands:
Check for and install DNS
rpm –qa | grep bind
rpm –qa | grep bind-utils
rpm –qa | grep caching
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rpm –ihv bind-9.2.2-21.i386.rpm
rpm -ihv caching-nameserver-7.2-7.noarch.rpm

DNS configuration
/etc/named.conf

(overall config file)

/var/named/db.rivendell
named-checkconf

(one of the zone files)

Reload DNS configuration
rndc reload

Start and stop DNS
service named start
service named stop
service named restart
ps –e | grep named

Monitor DNS log file
tail –f /var/log/messages

DNS utilities
host Legolas
dig @celebrian legolas

V – Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes

Lab 7: Domain Name System
The purpose of this lab is to configure a server as a primary name server for a particular
zone, and then to configure a secondary name server for redundancy and observing a
zone transfer. Please read over the entire lab before proceeding with the individual steps
to obtain an overview of what you are trying to accomplish.
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The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

named
rndc
host
dig
rpm
ping

The configuration of the named daemon will require root access.

Procedure
Currently, any clients you run from these systems are depending on the /etc/hosts to
resolve names to IP addresses. When you join Celebrian or Elrond to the 172.30.4.0
network, then they have access to a remote DNS server, but a remote DNS server will not
resolve the names local to our subnets.
There are several mechanisms for resolving host names into IP addresses; the /etc/hosts
file is just one of them. In this lab you will configure the Domain Naming Services
(DNS) to perform this function.
Part I
Choose a computer on the 192.168.2.0 subnet to be the primary nameserver. Note: if you
wish to test iterative queries to a root server, you will have to use either Celebrian or
Elrond, and bring up the eth1 interface that puts you on the 172.30.4.0 subnet; otherwise,
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all queries will be confined to the 192.168.2.0 network. We will call the system you have
chosen, Computer P. Celebrian will be used.
1. Log in to Computer P as root and verify that the necessary software is installed:
rpm -qi bind

2.
3.

4.
5.

You should be running version 9 of the Berkely Internet Name Domain (BIND)
services. rpm –qa bind-9.2.2-21.i386.rpm
Add Computer P to the Shire network and configure the default route to
172.30.4.1
Currently, what server is configured as your primary name server? (hint: check
the /etc/resolv.conf file). 207.62.187.54
If there is an IP address, is it reachable by you? Try to ping it. If you are
successful, you currently have access to a name server, otherwise you are
depending on the /etc/hosts file for name resolution. Successful ping
Bring up another host in Rivendell and try pinging it by its name. Does it work?
How is this name being resolved? Yes, using etc/hosts for Arwen at 192.168.2.108
To see how name resolution does or doesn't work, try to ping the host
www.foo.net
ping www.foo.net

Note any error message.
PING foo.net (66.120.84.50) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from adsl-66-120-84-50.dsl.snfc21.pacbell.net (66.120.84.50): icmp_seq=0
ttl=242 time=66.3 ms

6. Now add the line 111.0.0.1

www.foo.net to your /etc/hosts file:
echo 111.0.0.1 www.foo.net >> /etc/hosts

7. Now try the ping command again, and note the difference:
ping www.foo.net fails

(Type ^C if you need to interrupt the attempt.)
PING www.foo.net (111.0.0.1) 56(84) bytes of data.
--- www.foo.net ping statistics --17 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time 16017ms

8. Currently, the /etc/hosts file is searched for name resolution before DNS. Since
we want to test DNS, we must indicate to the system that we wish to use DNS
before the /etc/hosts file to resolve host names to IP addresses. To do this, you
must edit the /etc/nsswitch.conf file:
vi /etc/nsswitch.conf
Change the line: hosts
files ...
hosts
dns files
to read:

Part II
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We will now configure our own server to be the primary name server, and start up the
DNS, (or named) service. You will need the caching-nameserver package that contains
the configuration files for a name server.
1. Verify that the caching-nameserver package is installed:
rpm -qa | grep caching
rpm -ihv caching-nameserver-7.2-7.noarch.rpm

2. To configure all the clients on your system, edit the /etc/resolv.conf file to
indicate yourself (Computer P) as the primary name server, with "rivendell" as the
domain. This file should consist of the following two lines:
search rivendell
nameserver ip-address

Where ip-address is the address of your Computer P
What does the search line do? Will append to the host name when trying to resolve

a hostname.
3. The main configuration file for the BIND DNS server implementation is the

named.conf file in the /etc directory. You will need to edit this file to declare your
rivendell zone file, and your 2.168.192 reverse look-up zone file.
Note the comment near the top of the file regarding being behind a firewall. We
are now behind a firewall, so you must uncomment the following line by
removeing the //>:
query-source address * port 53
4. Now insert the following two zones above the last line of the
file:
zone "rivendell" IN {
type master;
file "db.rivendell";
allow-update { none; };
};
zone "2.168.192.in-addr.arpa" IN {
type master;
file "db.2.168.192";
allow-update { none; };
};
Pay close attention to the semicolons and quotemarks in this
file!
To check the syntax of this file, you can run the command:
named-checkconf
If there is no output from this command, the syntax is probably
ok.
5. You have just declared your forward and reverse lookup zones to
your DNS daemon (named), that is, when you launch it.
6. The next task is to create these two zone files. They need to
reside in the directory specified at the top of your
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/etc/named.conf file - in the options section. What directory is
that? /var/named
7. Change directory to /var/named and copy the two zone database
files, db.rivendell and db.2.168.192 from these links:
Make sure the permissions on these files will allow named to read
them.
-rw-r--r--rw-r--r--

1 root
1 root

root
root

638 Apr 23 13:07 db.2.168.192
489 Apr 23 13:03 db.rivendell

8. Look at these files and note the small size of the domain we are
covering. Notice that "Rivendell" is a top-level domain, but
clearly is not registered with the DNS "root" servers listed in
named.ca.
9. Now start the DNS name daemon, named from the /etc/init.d
directory:
service named start
10.
Check to make sure the named daemon is running using the
command:
ps -e | grep named
if it's not running, check your named.conf file for syntax errors.
[root@celebrian named]# service named start
Starting named:
[ OK ]
[root@celebrian named]# ps -e | grep named
2104 ?
00:00:00 named

Part III
You are now ready to test your DNS service. We will use the host
command, which uses DNS only for name resolution. If you want to use a
regular client like ping, and you want to be absolutely sure name
resolution is not happening via the /etc/hosts file, then comment out
all entries except for your loopback address from the hosts file.
1.

Use the host command to test your DNS. Try the following
commands:
host Legolas legolas.rivendell has address 192.168.2.105
host arwen.rivendell. Arwen.rivendell has address 192.168.2.108
host 192.168.2.106 106.2.168.192.in-arpa domain name pointer elrond.rivendell.
host www Host www not found: 3(NXDOMAIN)
host hershey Host hershey not found: 3(NXDOMAIN)
host www.domain.foo Host www.domain.foo not found: 3(NXDOMAIN)
host opus.cabrillo.edu opus.cabrillo.edu has address 207.62.186.9
host www.yahoo.com
www.yahoo.com is an alias for www.yahoo.akadns.net.
www.yahoo.akadns.net has address 66.94.230.42
www.yahoo.akadns.net has address 66.94.230.45
www.yahoo.akadns.net has address 66.94.230.46
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www.yahoo.akadns.net has address 66.94.230.47
www.yahoo.akadns.net has address 66.94.230.48
www.yahoo.akadns.net has address 66.94.230.49
www.yahoo.akadns.net has address 66.94.230.39
www.yahoo.akadns.net has address 66.94.230.40
2. Can you explain the success or failure of these commands? Note: a
system does not need to be running to look up its IP address in
the DNS database files.
It will resolve if it is in the new zone just created. If the host is not in the zone
then resolution is attempted starting with the root dns servers to resolve the name.
www, hershey and www.domain.foo are not registered domains and are not resolved
using internet dns servers.

3. If you make a change to any of your zone files, you will have to
instruct the named server to re-read those files. You can do this
in one of two ways:
restart the server with: service named restart
run the rndc command: rndc reload
Of these two ways, the latter is the better, especially since the
named service script doesn't work on RedHat Linux.

Part IV
Now let's create a secondary name server to relieve the load on the
server we just configured. You'll have to pick one of the other
computers on the 192.168.2.0 network, call it Computer S.

1. Log on to Computer S as root. Arwen
2. Edit the /etc/hosts file, removing all lines except for the
loopback address.
3. Edit the /etc/resolv.conf to specify the nameserver with Computer
S's ip address, and use the same domain name of Rivendell.
4. Open your /etc/named.conf file and add the following zone
information just above the last line in that file:
zone "rivendell" {
type slave;
file "db.rivendell";
masters { ip-address of master; };
};
5. Before bringing up the slave server, take a look at the SOA
record in the master's zone file, db.rivendell. Note the five
numeric fields in the SOA record;
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[root@celebrian root]# cat /var/named/db.rivendell
$TTL 604800
; Rivendell Zone Definition
;
;
Rivendell.
IN SOA hostname.rivendell. root.rivendell. (
2001080101
;
serial number
60
;
refresh rate in seconds
10
;
retry in seconds
1209600
;
expire in seconds
300)
;
minimum in seconds
these are used to configure the slave server in terms of when and
how often it should update its zone information from the primary
server. Note that 3 hours, (10800 seconds) would be a long time
to wait for a refresh. You might want to drop that number to 60
seconds.
When you change a value in a configuration file, what has to be
done to get the server to recognize it?
ANS: Rather than restarting your Primary DNS server, you can run
the following command to reload the configuration and zone files:
rndc reload
6. Now start the named daemon for the Secondary server:
service named start
This failed first time. I then copied the /etc/rndc.key file from Celebrian over to
Arwen and chmod’ed the /var/named/ directory to allow write access to the named
group. Later I put back the original key and it still worked fine. Zone transfer
shown below:
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7. Use the host command to test the various hosts on the network. All
the same as before except 192.168.2.106 which fails with Host 106.2.168.192.inarpa.arpa not found: 3(NXDOMAIN). Note we did not add this to the secondary
server so this is as it should be.
8. Change directory to /var/named, and run the ls command.
Is the db.rivendell database file there? Display it on your
screen, and note the time conversions in the SOA record. Do they
look right? yes
9. Add an address record to the database file of your primary name
server:
galadriel IN A 192.168.2.104
What has to be done for this change to take affect? Serial number
10.
Test this new host addition with the host command:
host galadriel
Test both the primary and secondary name servers.
11.
What has to happen to get the secondary server to pull this
new information? (ANS: You have to wait for the Refresh time
interval to pass.)
The secondary server's db.rivendell file should be updated
automatically if you configured this properly. You can watch the
zone transfer by looking at the log files:
tail -f /var/log/messages
I have noted that sometimes the refresh takes up to five minutes
to happen.
12.
The dig command can be used to look up information about a
particular name server, and about a particular request made of
that name server.
dig @ComputerP elrond.rivendell
By default, dig will lookup the nameserver specified in
/etc/resolv.conf, but you can specify any dns server after the
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'@' sign. The second argument is the query you are looking up.
Note the three SECTIONS in the output of the dig command.
[root@arwen root]# dig @arwen opus.cabrill.edu
; <<>> DiG 9.2.2 <<>> @arwen opus.cabrill.edu
;; global options: printcmd
;; Got answer:
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NXDOMAIN, id: 12725
;; flags: qr rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 0, AUTHORITY: 1,
ADDITIONAL: 0
;; QUESTION SECTION:
;opus.cabrill.edu.

IN

A

;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
edu.
10800
IN
SOA
L3.NSTLD.COM.
NSTLD.VERISIGN-GRS.COM. 2006042400 1800 900 604800 86400
;;
;;
;;
;;

Query time: 298 msec
SERVER: 127.0.0.1#53(arwen)
WHEN: Mon Apr 24 01:15:49 2006
MSG SIZE rcvd: 101

[root@arwen root]#
The next sniffer screen shot shows how DNS goes out to a DNS root server on the
Internet to start the resolution of a hostname it does not have in its zone:
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To submit for this assignment, I want to see the content of five files:
•

/etc/named.conf of your primary name server,
See results section above

•

/etc/named.conf of your secondary name server,
See results section above

•

a copy of the db.rivendell file from your primary name server.
See results section above

•

a copy of the db.rivendell file from your secondary name server.
See results section above

•

the last 10 lines of the /var/log/messages file from your
secondary name server, showing the zone load and transfer.
See results section above
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Include these files in your lab7 writeup. You can check your work by
running the following command from one of the Shire Computers:
checkit lab7 logname
Clean up by removing any db.* files in the /var/named directory.

Grading Rubric
20 Points possible
4 points for:
a syntactically correct named.conf file for the primary server
with the zone entries as specified in the lab.
4 points for:
a syntactically correct named.conf file for the secondary server
with modifications described in the lab.
4 points for:
the edited db.rivendell file from the primary server
4 points for:
the automatically generated db.rivendell file from the zone
transfer to the secondary server.
4 points for:
the log file showing the load time and the zone transfer to the
secondary server.
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Rich Simms
May 17, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to configure file sharing using NFS and Samba. NFS will be
used to share files on Celebrian (Linux) with Arwen (Linux). Samba will be used so
Frodo (Windows) and Celebrian (Linux) can share files with each other.

II – Layout

III – Results
NFS – show Exports file with two NFS mounts
Celebrian /etc/exports file:
/home/cis192
/home/guest

192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0(ro,no_root_squash,sync)
*(rw,sync)

Celebrian shares:
/home:
total 8
drwx-----drwx------

2 cis192
2 guest

cis192
guest

4096 Apr 25 01:58 cis192
4096 Apr 25 04:42 guest

Arwen, showmount -e celebrian command output:
Export list for celebrian:
/home/guest *
/home/cis192 192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0

Arwen, mount command output:
/dev/hda2 on / type ext3 (rw)
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none on /proc type proc (rw)
/dev/hda1 on /boot type ext3 (rw)
none on /dev/pts type devpts (rw,gid=5,mode=620)
none on /dev/shm type tmpfs (rw)
celebrian:/home/cis192 on /mnt type nfs (rw,addr=192.168.2.107)
celebrian:/home/guest on /remote type nfs (rw,addr=192.168.2.107)

Celebrian, the Samba processes that are running:
5349 ?
5353 ?
5879 ?

00:00:00 smbd
00:00:01 nmbd
00:00:01 smbd

Celebrian /etc/samba/smb.conf file:
# This is the main Samba configuration file. You should read the
# smb.conf(5) manual page in order to understand the options listed
# here. Samba has a huge number of configurable options (perhaps too
# many!) most of which are not shown in this example
#
# Any line which starts with a ; (semi-colon) or a # (hash)
# is a comment and is ignored. In this example we will use a #
# for commentry and a ; for parts of the config file that you
# may wish to enable
#
# NOTE: Whenever you modify this file you should run the command "testparm"
# to check that you have not made any basic syntactic errors.
#
#======================= Global Settings =====================================
[global]
# workgroup = NT-Domain-Name or Workgroup-Name
workgroup = WORKGROUP
# server string is the equivalent of the NT Description field
server string = Cool Virtual Samba Server
#
#
#
#
#

This option is important for security. It allows you to restrict
connections to machines which are on your local network. The
following example restricts access to two C class networks and
the "loopback" interface. For more examples of the syntax see
the smb.conf man page
hosts allow = 192.168.2. 172.30.4. 127.

# if you want to automatically load your printer list rather
# than setting them up individually then you'll need this
printcap name = /etc/printcap
load printers = yes
# It should not be necessary to spell out the print system type unless
# yours is non-standard. Currently supported print systems include:
# bsd, sysv, plp, lprng, aix, hpux, qnx
;
printing = bsd
# Uncomment this if you want a guest account, you must add this to /etc/passwd
# otherwise the user "nobody" is used
; guest account = pcguest
# this tells Samba to use a separate log file for each machine
# that connects
log file = /var/log/samba/%m.log
# Put a capping on the size of the log files (in Kb).
max log size = 50
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# Security mode. Most people will want user level security. See
# security_level.txt for details.
security = user
# Use password server option only with security = server
;
password server = <NT-Server-Name>
# Password Level allows matching of _n_ characters of the password for
# all combinations of upper and lower case.
; password level = 8
; username level = 8
# You may wish to use password encryption. Please read
# ENCRYPTION.txt, Win95.txt and WinNT.txt in the Samba documentation.
# Do not enable this option unless you have read those documents
encrypt passwords = yes
smb passwd file = /etc/samba/smbpasswd
# The following are needed to allow password changing from Windows to
# update the Linux system password also.
# NOTE: Use these with 'encrypt passwords' and 'smb passwd file' above.
# NOTE2: You do NOT need these to allow workstations to change only
#
the encrypted SMB passwords. They allow the Unix password
#
to be kept in sync with the SMB password.
; unix password sync = Yes
; passwd program = /usr/bin/passwd %u
; passwd chat = *New*UNIX*password* %n\n *ReType*new*UNIX*password* %n\n
*passwd:*all*authentication*tokens*updated*successfully*
# Unix users can map to different SMB User names
; username map = /etc/samba/smbusers
# Using the following line enables you to customise your configuration
# on a per machine basis. The %m gets replaced with the netbios name
# of the machine that is connecting
;
include = /etc/samba/smb.conf.%m
# Most people will find that this option gives better performance.
# See speed.txt and the manual pages for details
socket options = TCP_NODELAY SO_RCVBUF=8192 SO_SNDBUF=8192
# Configure Samba to use multiple interfaces
# If you have multiple network interfaces then you must list them
# here. See the man page for details.
;
interfaces = 192.168.12.2/24 192.168.13.2/24
# Configure remote browse list synchronisation here
# request announcement to, or browse list sync from:
#
a specific host or from / to a whole subnet (see below)
;
remote browse sync = 192.168.3.25 192.168.5.255
# Cause this host to announce itself to local subnets here
;
remote announce = 192.168.1.255 192.168.2.44
# Browser Control Options:
# set local master to no if you don't want Samba to become a master
# browser on your network. Otherwise the normal election rules apply
;
local master = no
# OS Level determines the precedence of this server in master browser
# elections. The default value should be reasonable
;
os level = 33
# Domain Master specifies Samba to be the Domain Master Browser. This
# allows Samba to collate browse lists between subnets. Don't use this
# if you already have a Windows NT domain controller doing this job
;
domain master = yes
# Preferred Master causes Samba to force a local browser election on startup
# and gives it a slightly higher chance of winning the election
;
preferred master = yes
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# Enable this if you want Samba to be a domain logon server for
# Windows95 workstations.
;
domain logons = yes
#
#
#
;
#
;

if you enable domain logons then you may want a per-machine or
per user logon script
run a specific logon batch file per workstation (machine)
logon script = %m.bat
run a specific logon batch file per username
logon script = %U.bat

# Where to store roving profiles (only for Win95 and WinNT)
#
%L substitutes for this servers netbios name, %U is username
#
You must uncomment the [Profiles] share below
;
logon path = \\%L\Profiles\%U
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
;

All NetBIOS names must be resolved to IP Addresses
'Name Resolve Order' allows the named resolution mechanism to be specified
the default order is "host lmhosts wins bcast". "host" means use the unix
system gethostbyname() function call that will use either /etc/hosts OR
DNS or NIS depending on the settings of /etc/host.config, /etc/nsswitch.conf
and the /etc/resolv.conf file. "host" therefore is system configuration
dependant. This parameter is most often of use to prevent DNS lookups
in order to resolve NetBIOS names to IP Addresses. Use with care!
The example below excludes use of name resolution for machines that are NOT
on the local network segment
- OR - are not deliberately to be known via lmhosts or via WINS.
name resolve order = wins lmhosts bcast

# Windows Internet Name Serving Support Section:
# WINS Support - Tells the NMBD component of Samba to enable it's WINS Server
;
wins support = yes
# WINS Server - Tells the NMBD components of Samba to be a WINS Client
#
Note: Samba can be either a WINS Server, or a WINS Client, but NOT both
;
wins server = w.x.y.z
# WINS Proxy - Tells Samba to answer name resolution queries on
# behalf of a non WINS capable client, for this to work there must be
# at least one WINS Server on the network. The default is NO.
;
wins proxy = yes
# DNS Proxy - tells Samba whether or not to try to resolve NetBIOS names
# via DNS nslookups. The built-in default for versions 1.9.17 is yes,
# this has been changed in version 1.9.18 to no.
dns proxy = no
#
#
;
;
#
;
#
;

Case Preservation can be handy - system default is _no_
NOTE: These can be set on a per share basis
preserve case = no
short preserve case = no
Default case is normally upper case for all DOS files
default case = lower
Be very careful with case sensitivity - it can break things!
case sensitive = no

#============================ Share Definitions ==============================
[homes]
comment = Home Directories
browseable = no
writable = yes
# Un-comment the following and create the netlogon directory for Domain Logons
; [netlogon]
;
comment = Network Logon Service
;
path = /home/netlogon
;
guest ok = yes
;
writable = no
;
share modes = no
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# Un-comment the following to provide a specific roving profile share
# the default is to use the user's home directory
;[Profiles]
;
path = /home/profiles
;
browseable = no
;
guest ok = yes

# NOTE: If you have a BSD-style print system there is no need to
# specifically define each individual printer
[printers]
comment = All Printers
path = /var/spool/samba
browseable = no
# Set public = yes to allow user 'guest account' to print
guest ok = no
writable = no
printable = yes
# This one is useful for people to share files
;[tmp]
;
comment = Temporary file space
;
path = /tmp
;
read only = no
;
public = yes
# A publicly accessible directory, but read only, except for people in
# the "staff" group
;[public]
;
comment = Public Stuff
;
path = /home/samba
;
public = yes
;
read only = yes
;
write list = @staff
# Other examples.
#
# A private printer, usable only by fred. Spool data will be placed in fred's
# home directory. Note that fred must have write access to the spool directory,
# wherever it is.
;[fredsprn]
;
comment = Fred's Printer
;
valid users = fred
;
path = /homes/fred
;
printer = freds_printer
;
public = no
;
writable = no
;
printable = yes
# A private directory, usable only by fred. Note that fred requires write
# access to the directory.
;[fredsdir]
;
comment = Fred's Service
;
path = /usr/somewhere/private
;
valid users = fred
;
public = no
;
writable = yes
;
printable = no
# a service which has a different directory for each machine that connects
# this allows you to tailor configurations to incoming machines. You could
# also use the %u option to tailor it by user name.
# The %m gets replaced with the machine name that is connecting.
;[pchome]
; comment = PC Directories
; path = /usr/pc/%m
; public = no
; writable = yes
# A publicly accessible directory, read/write to all users. Note that all files
# created in the directory by users will be owned by the default user, so
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# any user with access can delete any other user's files. Obviously this
# directory must be writable by the default user. Another user could of course
# be specified, in which case all files would be owned by that user instead.
;[public]
;
path = /usr/somewhere/else/public
;
public = yes
;
only guest = yes
;
writable = yes
;
printable = no
# The following two entries demonstrate how to share a directory so that two
# users can place files there that will be owned by the specific users. In this
# setup, the directory should be writable by both users and should have the
# sticky bit set on it to prevent abuse. Obviously this could be extended to
# as many users as required.
;[myshare]
;
comment = Mary's and Fred's stuff
;
path = /usr/somewhere/shared
;
valid users = mary fred
;
public = no
;
writable = yes
;
printable = no
;
create mask = 0765
[var]
comment = Linux Log files
path = /var
writable = yes
browseable = yes
hide dot files = yes
guest ok = yes

Celebrian /etc/samba/smbpasswd file:
/etc/samba:
total 32
-rw-r--r--rw-------rw-r--r--rw-------rw-r--r--

1
1
1
1
1

root
root
root
root
root

root
root
root
root
root

20
8192
10692
105
97

Sep
Apr
Apr
Apr
Sep

25 2003 lmhosts
25 02:39 secrets.tdb
25 02:35 smb.conf
25 02:38 smbpasswd
25 2003 smbusers

cis192:500:EF06C3918A2406FBAAD3B435B51404EE:F36D5243C5C828C693BC3E6FA543A
506:[U
]:LCT-444DEDFA:

IV – Lessons Learned
I was able to run this lab on my virtual lab and got to learn how to create accounts. I had
to add cis192 and guest accounts to the Celebrian and Arwen for this lab to work properly.
I made sure the UID’s were consistent by creating them in the same order. This resulted
in guest UID=500 and cis192 UID=501. When I used the real lab machines I noticed they
had different UIDs. Later I learned you can specify the UID on the adduser command.
I also got Jim’s checkit program to work on Samwise. I had to comment out the if
statement that did the student account name check and replaced it with:
echo "Hello $2" >&2

On Arwen, the permissions to the two NFS mounted directories from the cis192 and
guest accounts were predictable. Both directories start with 700 but get modified by the
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permissions in the etc/exports file. The root account was not predictable as it could read
and execute one of the directories and not the other.
The actual shares on Celebrian:
[root@celebrian root]# ls -l /home
total 8
drwx-----2 cis192
cis192
4096 Apr 25 01:58 cis192
drwx-----2 guest
guest
4096 Apr 25 12:40 guest
[root@celebrian root]#
[root@celebrian root]# cat /etc/exports
/home/cis192
192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0(ro,no_root_squash,sync)
/home/guest
*(rw,sync)
[root@celebrian root]#

Same shares now mounted on Arwen:

[root@arwen root]# mount
/dev/hda2 on / type ext3 (rw)
none on /proc type proc (rw)
/dev/hda1 on /boot type ext3 (rw)
none on /dev/pts type devpts (rw,gid=5,mode=620)
none on /dev/shm type tmpfs (rw)
celebrian:/home/cis192 on /mnt type nfs (rw,addr=192.168.2.107)
celebrian:/home/guest on /remote type nfs (rw,addr=192.168.2.107)

On Arwen, guest account has
RWX permission on /remote (NFS /home/guest RW) - this makes sense
___ permissions on /mnt (NFS /home/cis192 RO) - this makes sense
[guest@arwen guest]$ ls -ld /remote /mnt
drwx-----2 cis192
cis192
4096 Apr 25
drwx-----2 guest
guest
4096 Apr 25
[guest@arwen guest]$
[guest@arwen guest]$ ls /remote /mnt
ls: /mnt: Permission denied
/remote:
guest-file1 guest-file2 guest-file3
[guest@arwen guest]$
[guest@arwen guest]$ touch /remote/guest-file4
[guest@arwen guest]$ touch /mnt/test
touch: creating `/mnt/test': Permission denied
[guest@arwen guest]$
[guest@arwen guest]$ rm /remote/guest-file4
[guest@arwen guest]$
[guest@arwen guest]$ cd
[guest@arwen guest]$ cd /remote
[guest@arwen remote]$ cd /mnt
-bash: cd: /mnt: Permission denied
[guest@arwen remote]$

2006 /mnt
2006 /remote

On Arwen, cis192 account has
___ permission on /remote (NFS /home/guest RW) - this makes sense
R_X permissions on /mnt (NFS /home/cis192 RO) - this makes sense
[cis192@arwen cis192]$ ls -ld /remote /mnt
drwx-----2 cis192
cis192
4096 Apr 25
drwx-----2 guest
guest
4096 Apr 25
[cis192@arwen cis192]$ ls /remote /mnt
/mnt:
cis192-file1 cis192-file2
ls: /remote: Permission denied
[cis192@arwen cis192]$ touch /remote/test
touch: creating `/remote/test': Permission denied
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[cis192@arwen cis192]$ touch /mnt/test
touch: creating `/mnt/test': Permission denied
[cis192@arwen cis192]$
[cis192@arwen cis192]$ cd
[cis192@arwen cis192]$ cd /remote
-bash: cd: /remote: Permission denied
[cis192@arwen cis192]$ cd /mnt
[cis192@arwen mnt]$

On Arwen, root account has
___ permission on /remote (NFS /home/guest RW) - this makes sense
R_X permissions on /mnt (NFS /home/cis192 RO) - this is puzzling !!
[root@arwen root]# ls -ld /remote /mnt
drwx-----2 cis192
cis192
4096 Apr 25
drwx-----2 guest
guest
4096 Apr 25
[root@arwen root]# ls /remote /mnt
/mnt:
cis192-file1 cis192-file2
ls: /remote: Permission denied
[root@arwen root]# touch /mnt/test
touch: creating `/mnt/test': Permission denied
[root@arwen root]# touch /remote/test
touch: creating `/remote/test': Permission denied
[root@arwen root]#
[root@arwen root]# cd /remote
-bash: cd: /remote: Permission denied
[root@arwen root]# cd /mnt
[root@arwen mnt]#

2006 /mnt
2006 /remote

[root@arwen root]# id root
uid=0(root) gid=0(root) groups=0(root),1(bin),2(daemon),3(sys),4(adm),6(disk),10(wheel)
[root@arwen root]# id cis192
uid=500(cis192) gid=500(cis192) groups=500(cis192)
[root@arwen root]# id guest
uid=501(guest) gid=501(guest) groups=501(guest)
[root@arwen root]#

V – Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes

Lab 8: NFS and SAMBA
The purpose of this lab is to share files among hosts on a common network. NFS allows
the sharing of files among UNIX/Linux hosts, and Samba expands this concept to sharing
files between Windows and UNIX systems. The goal of this lab is to use NFS to share a
directory of files on one machine with the other hosts on the same network. The second
goal is to browse directories on the Linux servers from a Windows machine. This second
goal will be accomplished using the Windows XP systems on one of the Shire machines
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as clients, and either Celebrian, Elrond, as the Samba Server.

Arwen .108

Celebrian .107

Frodo .109

Background
This lab requires a minimum of two Linux machines and one Windows system. There is a
cis192 user account and password on each machine, (this is a requirement for samba file
sharing between UNIX and Windows).
The Shire computers in the 2504 lab have Windows XP systems on drive I, and have user
accounts for Administrator and a cis192 account. The cis192 account has cis192 as its
password. The Windows XP machines are named Frodo, Samwise, and (in the CTC)
Bilbo.
The following packages must be installed to perform this lab:
•
•
•

portmap
nfs-utils
samba (common, client, server)

The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mount, umount
nfs
exportfs
showmount
smbclient
smbpasswd
smb
testparm

The configuration of the export and smb.conf files will require root access; the browsing
of directories may be performed by a regular user.
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Procedure
Part I
In this procedure, you will choose a computer to be your Linux file server and configure
the sytem exports file to export the /home/cis192, and /home/guest directories to a second
Linux system acting as the client. The NFS Server will be referred to as Computer A, the
client, as Computer B
1. Log in to Computer A as root and bring up the second network interface on to the
Shire network. Celebrian
2. Change directory to /home.
3. Verify that the cis192and guest subdirectories have permissions of 700. drwx____
4. Verify that the portmap and nfs-utils packages are installed:
rpm -q portmap nfs-utils

5. Since nfs uses port numbers not usually allowed by firewalls, turn off iptables
by running the lokkit command and choosing "No Firewall".
6. Edit the /etc/exports file so that it includes the following line:
/home/cis192

192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0(ro,no_root_squash,sync)

Note: that there are no spaces in the second half of the above entry.
7. Add a second line for the /home/guest directory, but do not include the
no_root_squash parameter, and allow access to all users:
/home/guest

*(rw,sync)

===> celebrian, /etc/exports file <===
/home/cis192
192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0(ro,no_root_squash,sync)
/home/guest
*(rw,sync)

8. Save your changes to this file and start the nfs daemon:
service nfs start

9. You should see four OK mesages as the NFS services start. Do you know which
daemons these represent? services, quotas, daemon, mounted
The NFS server will export the directories listed in the exports file. If you change
this file, you will have to either restart the NFS services or run the exportfs
command:
exportfs -rv

Part II
Now that we have exported portions of our file system for specified clients to use, we
must mount those particular directories on the client machines.
1. Log in to Computer B (Arwen) as root, and issue the following command:
showmount -e Computer A (Celebrian)

where Computer A is the name or IP address of the NFS server.
Do you see the directories you exported? yes
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Export list for celebrian:
/home/guest *
/home/cis192 192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0

2. Now mount the /home/cis192 directory from the server to your system's /mnt
directory:
mount -t nfs ComputerA:/home/cis192 /mnt
(Question: Is the -t nfs option above needed?) No

3. Log in as cis192 on Computer B, (password: cis192),and see if you can access the
files in the /mnt directory. Yes
If the cis192 account UIDs are the same, you should have access to these files.
Can you view the text files? Yes Can you create a new file? No
Why or why not?
4. As cis192, enter the mount command with no arguments to see the remote file
system. ro in /etc/exports
5. As root, create an empty directory to serve as a mount point for the /home/guest
directory of your server, and mount it. /remote
NFS mount points are commonly put under the / directory for easy access.
6. Log in as guest, (password: penguin), and see if you can create a file in the
mounted directory? Yes
7. As root, can you remove the file you just created? No
Can you change directory to the mount point? No Why or why not? Permissions do
not allow it
===> Arwen, permissions on two mounted directories < ===
drwx-----2 cis192
cis192
4096 Apr 25 2006 /mnt
drwx-----2 guest
guest
4096 Apr 25 2006 /remote

8. Use the showmount command as root to see all current mount points:
showmount -a ComputerA (Celebrian)
Export list for celebrian:
/home/guest *
/home/cis192 192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0
On Arwen, mount command:
/dev/hda2 on / type ext3 (rw)
none on /proc type proc (rw)
/dev/hda1 on /boot type ext3 (rw)
none on /dev/pts type devpts (rw,gid=5,mode=620)
none on /dev/shm type tmpfs (rw)
celebrian:/home/cis192 on /mnt type nfs (rw,addr=192.168.2.107)
celebrian:/home/guest on /remote type nfs (rw,addr=192.168.2.107)

9. NFS mounts can be unmounted using the umount command.
Note: the umount command will fail if any users are in or accessing files in the
mounted directories.
10. Unmount both remote directories. Note, permissions revert back to 755 root root
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Part III
The goal of this procedure is to browse the cis192 home directory and the system /var
directory from a Windows XP machine in the Shire. To do this part of the lab, you will
want to work from Celebrian or Elrond, and you must join their second interface to the
Shire network so that they may communicate with the Windows XP hosts.
1. Log in as root on Computer A and verify that Samba has been installed:
rpm -qi samba samba, samba.common, samba.client

If it hasn't been installed, install it from the /home/cis192 directory.
What version of samba are you running? 3.0.0-14.3E
2. Change directory to /etc/samba and open the smb.conf file using your favorite
editor. In the Globals section, edit the name of the "workgroup" field to be
WORKGROUP.
3. Edit the value of the server string field to be "Cool Samba Server"
4. Remove the semi-colon (;) at the beginning of the following line:
hosts allow = 192.168.2. 172.30.4. 127.

Note: Be sure you have the correct network addresses.
5. Verify that the following two required lines are not commented out:
encrypt passwords = yes
smb passwd file = /etc/samba/smbpasswd

6. Go to the bottom of the smb.conf file and add the following share:
[var]
comment = Linux Log Files
path = /var
writable = yes
browseable = yes
hide dot files = yes
guest ok = yes

Save and exit the file.
7. Run the testparm command to verify and test the syntax of the smb.conf file.
Ensure that no errors are displayed with reference to the file. (Ignore any error
messages regarding long share names.)
testparm

Press Enter to display the dump of the shares, when prompted by the testparm
command.
=On Celebrian, testparm command:
Processing section "[homes]"
Processing section "[printers]"
Processing section "[var]"
Load smb config files from /etc/samba/smb.conf
Loaded services file OK.
Server role: ROLE_STANDALONE
Press enter to see a dump of your service definitions
# Global parameters
[global]
server string = Cool Virtual Samba Server
log file = /var/log/samba/%m.log
max log size = 50
socket options = TCP_NODELAY SO_RCVBUF=8192 SO_SNDBUF=8192
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dns proxy = No
hosts allow = 192.168.2., 172.30.4., 127.
[homes]
comment = Home Directories
read only = No
browseable = No
[printers]
comment = All Printers
path = /var/spool/samba
printable = Yes
browseable = No
[var]
comment = Linux Log files
path = /var
read only = No
guest ok = Yes

8. Now create a Samba password for the desired user account:
smbpasswd -a cis192

When prompted for the password, enter cis192 and confirm it. Ignore the
following error message about the /etc/samba/smbpasswd file being created for
the first time.
Note: This account must match the account name and password on the Windows
system.
Celebrian, /etc/samba/smbpasswd file:
cis192:500:EF06C3918A2406FBAAD3B435B51404EE:F36D5243C5C828C693BC3
E6FA543A506:[U
]:LCT-444DEDFA:

9. You must now start the smb service:
service smb start

You should see two daemons successfully start: smb and nmb
10. You are now going to test for connectivity:
smbclient -L ComputerA -U cis192%password

You should see your shares advertised.
On Celebrian, smbclient -L celebrian -U cis192%cis192
Sharename
--------var
IPC$
ADMIN$
cis192

Type
---Disk
IPC
IPC
Disk

Comment
------Linux Log files
IPC Service (Cool Virtual Samba Server)
IPC Service (Cool Virtual Samba Server)
Home Directories

Server
---------

Comment
-------

Workgroup

Master
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--------SHIRE
WORKGROUP

------FRODO
CELEBRIAN

11. To test for windows connectivity, enter one of the Windows XP machines into
your /etc/hosts file. e.g.
172.30.4.109 frodo

12. make sure you can ping the Windows host.
ping frodo success

13. Test for connectivity:
smbclient -L frodo -U cis192%password

What shares are available for you to mount?
On Celebrian, smbclient -L frodo -U cis192%cis192 command:
Sharename
Type
Comment
-----------------IPC$
IPC
Remote IPC
SharedDocs
Disk
Shared documetns on Frodo
ADMIN$
Disk
Remote Admin
C$
Disk
Default share
Server
---------

Comment
-------

Workgroup
---------

Master
-------

14. Try mounting SharedDocs to a directory on the samba server. The command, (all
on one line), would look like this:
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mount -t smbfs -o username=cis192,password=cis192
//frodo/SharedDocs /mntpoint (using /Frodo)
On celebrian, ls /Frodo command:
frodo-file1.txt
frodo-file2.txt

Part IV
1. Start your chosen Windows XP system in the Shire. (Windows XP is on drive II).
2. Bring up the Windows Explorer and expand My Network Places. Browse the
Microsoft Windows Network until you find your samba server.
Note: it should be under a Workgroup object.
3. Your goal is to browse the cis192 home directory and the var directory of the
Linux system. Note that you will need to authenticate as cis192/cis192 in order to
browse the shares.
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4. If there is a name resolution problem on the Windows machines, i.e. you see your
Linux computer in the network neighborhood, but can't access the shared
directories within it, then try the following:
Click on Start - Run, and type:
\\ip-address
Where ip-address is the IP address of your Linux machine. Then go back and try
the icon in Network Neighborhood. You should see the icon for your Linux
system, with the server string: "Cool Samba Server"
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Results
To check this assignment, type:
checkit lab8 logname
/home/cis192
192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0(ro,no_root_squash,sync)
/home/guest
*(rw,sync)
# workgroup = NT-Domain-Name or Workgroup-Name
workgroup = WORKGROUP
server string = Cool Virtual Samba Server
hosts allow = 192.168.2. 172.30.4. 127.
encrypt passwords = yes
smb passwd file = /etc/samba/smbpasswd
;

create mask = 0765

[var]
comment = Linux Log files
path = /var
writable = yes
browseable = yes
hide dot files = yes
guest ok = yes
/etc/samba:
total 32
-rw-r--r--rw-------rw-r--r--rw-------rw-r--r--

1
1
1
1
1

root
root
root
root
root

root
root
root
root
root

20
8192
10692
105
97

/home:
total 8
drwx-----2 cis192
cis192
drwx-----2 guest
guest
5349 ?
00:00:00 smbd
5353 ?
00:00:01 nmbd
5879 ?
00:00:01 smbd
[root@samwise bin]#

Sep
Apr
Apr
Apr
Sep

25 2003 lmhosts
25 02:39 secrets.tdb
25 02:35 smb.conf
25 02:38 smbpasswd
25 2003 smbusers

4096 Apr 25 01:58 cis192
4096 Apr 25 04:42 guest

Grading Rubric
20 Points possible
5 points for:
having a correctly configured exports file with two NFS mounts
10 points for:
correctly configuring the smb.conf file
5 points for:
correctly creating smbpasswd file
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Rich Simms
May 31, 2006
I - Objective
The objective of this lab is to better understand FTP and HTTP services. FTP will be
used to get web page resources from Hershey. These files will be transferred to the
virtual lab using Yahoo Briefcase. Celebrian will be configured as both a web and DNS
server. Multiple web site access methods will be explored including home directories,
IP-based virtual hosting and name-based virtual hosting. Ovwpc097 will access the web
server on its Shire interface using /etc/hosts for name resolution. Legolas will access the
web server on its Rivendell interface using the DNS server.

II – Layout

III – Results
/var/named/db.rivendell on Celebrian:
[root@celebrian aragorn]# cat /var/named/db.rivendell
$TTL 604800
; Rivendell Zone Definition
;
;
Rivendell.
IN SOA hostname.rivendell. root.rivendell. (
2001080112
;
serial number
60
;
refresh rate in seconds
15
;
retry in seconds
1209600
;
expire in seconds
300)
;
minimum in seconds
;
;
;
;Name Server Records
Rivendell.
IN NS hostname.rivendell.
;

CIS 192 – Lab 9

;Address Records
localhost
IN
legolas
IN
elrond
IN
celebrian
IN
arwen
IN
galadriel
IN

A
A
A
A
A
A

127.0.0.1
192.168.2.105
192.168.2.106
192.168.2.107
192.168.2.108
192.168.2.104

;
;CNAME records
gandalf
aragorn
aragron

IN CNAME celebrian
IN CNAME celebrian
IN CNAME celebrian

#Last entry misspelled on purpose

Tail end of /etc/httpd/conf/httpd.conf on Celebrian:
< snipped >
#
# ServerName gives the name and port that the server uses to identify itself.
# This can often be determined automatically, but we recommend you specify
# it explicitly to prevent problems during startup.
#
# If this is not set to valid DNS name for your host, server-generated
# redirections will not work. See also the UseCanonicalName directive.
#
# If your host doesn't have a registered DNS name, enter its IP address here.
# You will have to access it by its address anyway, and this will make
# redirections work in a sensible way.
#
ServerName celebrian.rivendell:80
< snipped >
#
# Use name-based virtual hosting.
#
NameVirtualHost 192.168.2.107
<VirtualHost 192.168.2.107>
ServerName gandalf.rivendell
DocumentRoot /www/gandalf
TransferLog /www/gandalf/transfer_log
ErrorLog /www/gandalf/error_log
</VirtualHost>
<VirtualHost 192.168.2.107>
ServerName aragorn.rivendell
DocumentRoot /www/aragorn
TransferLog /www/aragorn/transfer_log
ErrorLog /www/aragorn/error_log
</VirtualHost>

IV – Lessons Learned
This lab went smoothly without the need to any major troubleshooting. I did not have
direct FTP access to the real Hershey from my virtual lab. To get around this I did the
FTP access to Hershey at school and uploaded these files to my Yahoo briefcase. I
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downloaded these files to Frodo (Windows) and accessed them using Samba from
Celebrian (Linux).
For Part I, I used my laptop ovwpc097 to access the Celebrian web server on its Shire
interface resolving names using the Windows /etc/hosts file. I used Legolas in Part II and
III to access the Celebrian web server on its Rivendell interface. Legolas also used
Celebrian’s DNS server to resolve names.
The version of Apache that comes with RedHat Enterprise AS3 (2.0.46-25) is different
from the one we used in class (2.0.40-21). The AS3 CDs also did not have the httpdmanual rpm. Instead the documentation link on the default test web page takes you to the
RedHat site instead. There were some additional RedHat rpms that I did not use:
httpd-devel-2.0.46-25.ent.i386.rpm
redhat-config-httpd-1.1.0-4.noarch.rpm

V – Original lab with notes
Color coding:
• Gray = Original lab document from instructor
•

Blue = notes

Lab 10: Internet Services
The purpose of this lab is to explore the common internet applications, specifically, FTP
and HTTP.
Hershey (172.30.4.20) is acting as an FTP server for the files you'll need in this lab.
Therefore, you will want to have Celebrian, Elrond, or a Shire computer powered up to
reach the FTP server. You can access the site anonymously to download the files. The
goal of this lab is to configure a Linux system as a web server capable of hosting multiple
web sites. You will do this in three different ways:
1. Multiple websites will be supported through user accounts on the system hosting
the web service. These accounts will be accessible through Apache's support of
home directories via the domain/~username construct.
2. A second approach involves virtual domains, so that our websites appear to be
independent of each other. These virtual domains will be based on multiple IP
addresses assigned to the webserver, one per virtual domain.
3. The third method will use name-based virtual domains. Obviating the need for
multiple IP addresses, this approach requires clients to support HTTP 1.1

Background
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Virtual domain web hosting relies on DNS to provide address records and aliases for the
host machine. Therefore you will have to set up DNS, as we did in a previous lab, to
support methods two and three described above.
The commands we will be using for this lab are:
•
•
•
•

ftp
named
httpd
mozilla

The installation of apache and configuring the home directories will require root access.

Procedure
Part I
In this step, you will choose a computer to be your Linux Web server, configure the
httpd.conf file, start the httpd daemon, and configure some simple web pages.
1. Log in as root and check to see if you have the httpd package installed:
rpm -ihv httpd-2.0.46-25.ent.i386.rpm
rpm -qi httpd
[root@celebrian rpms]# rpm -qi httpd
Name
: httpd
Relocations: (not relocateable)
Version
: 2.0.46
Vendor: Red Hat, Inc.
Release
: 25.ent
Build Date: Thu 25 Sep 2003 06:32:06
AM PDT
Install Date: Wed 26 Apr 2006 03:39:53 AM PDT
Build Host:
stripples.devel.redhat.com
Group
: System Environment/Daemons
Source RPM: httpd-2.0.4625.ent.src.rpm
Size
: 2647435
License: Apache Software License
Signature
: DSA/SHA1, Thu 25 Sep 2003 08:04:08 AM PDT, Key ID 219180cddb42a60e
Packager
: Red Hat, Inc. <http://bugzilla.redhat.com/bugzilla>
URL
: http://httpd.apache.org/
Summary
: The httpd Web server
Description :
This package contains a powerful, full-featured, efficient, and
freely-available Web server based on work done by the Apache Software
Foundation. It is also the most popular Web server on the Internet.
[root@celebrian rpms]#

Note: it's also useful to have the manual pages in html which come in the package,
httpd-manual
2. If you don't have these packages installed, you you'll have to download and install
them from Hershey. This may be done via anonymous ftp, or using NFS.
3. Change directory to edit the configuration file, httpd.conf.
cd /etc/httpd/conf
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4. In the httpd.conf file you must uncomment the ServerName directive and replace
the current default value with your server's full domain name. Be sure to append
the port number :80 to the name..
ServerName celebrian.rivendell:80

5. Still in the httpd.conf file, search for the UserDir option. By default, this option is
disabled, thereby not allowing users on the system to have websites within their
home directories. To allow this feature, comment out the following line:
UserDir disable

and uncomment the line below it:
UserDir public_html

public_html is the directory name that serves as the DocumentRoot for that user's
web site.
<IfModule mod_userdir.c>
#
# UserDir is disabled by default since it can confirm the presence
# of a username on the system (depending on home directory
# permissions).
#
#UserDir disable
#
# To enable requests to /~user/ to serve the user's public_html
# directory, remove the "UserDir disable" line above, and uncomment
# the following line instead:
#
UserDir public_html

6. Save your changes, and exit the file.
7. In the /home directory, you may already see four user home directories (legolas,
elrond, celebrian, arwen). You need to remake these four accounts using the
useradd comamnd:
useradd -g users <username>

Make sure the permissions are set to 751
chmod 751 homedir
[root@celebrian
total 28
drwxr-x--x
3
drwx-----2
drwxr-x--x
3
drwx-----2
drwxr-x--x
3
drwxr-x--x
3
drwxr-x--x
3
[root@celebrian

rpms]# ls -l /home
andy
cis192
dad
guest
mary
mom
sarah
rpms]#

users
cis192
users
guest
users
users
users

4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

26
25
26
25
26
26
26

04:06
01:58
04:07
12:40
04:07
04:07
04:06

andy
cis192
dad
guest
mary
mom
sarah

8. Make sure that each home directory has a subdirectory called public_html with
the same permissions as the home directory.
[root@celebrian home]# ls -ld andy/public_html/ mary/public_html/
sarah/public_html/ dad/public_html/ mom/public_html/
drwxr-x--x
2 root
root
4096 Apr 26 04:27 andy/public_html/
drwxr-x--x
2 root
root
4096 Apr 26 05:45 dad/public_html/
drwxr-x--x
2 root
root
4096 Apr 26 05:44 mary/public_html/
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drwxr-x--x
drwxr-x--x

2 root
2 root

root
root

4096 Apr 26 06:19 mom/public_html/
4096 Apr 26 05:43 sarah/public_html/

9. Start an FTP session with Hershey(172.30.4.20:
ftp IP address

10. Log in to the FTP server anonymously, with any password of your choosing:
login: ftp
password: email-address

11. After logging in, download the index.html file:
get index.html

Change directory to the pub directory and download a few of your favorite images
Quit from FTP by typing bye or quit
12. Make a unique web page (index.html) for each user. Make sure the index.html
files are world readable and reside in the public_html directory.
[root@celebrian home]# cat sarah/public_html/index.html
<html>
<head>
<title>Sarah's webpage is this</title>
</head>
<body>
<h2>Sarah's Web Page</h2>
<img src=galadriel.jpg>
</body>
</html>

13. Start the httpd services:
service httpd start
[root@celebrian home]# service httpd start
Starting httpd:

[

OK

]

14. Log in on another terminal as guest (penguin) and start a web browser in a
graphical session. Visit the default home page by entering the following line in
the browser's address text box:
http://server-name

where server-name is your computers name.
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15. Visit each of the user's home pages at the following addresses:
http://server-name/~user-name

Try this from a neighboring machine, (make sure that your computer's host name
is resolved to an IP address in the clients /etc/hosts file).
/etc/hosts on ovwpc097:

Browse from ovwpc097
to http://celebrian
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Browsing from ovwpc097 to each http://celebrian/~xxxxx URL:
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Apache includes the mod_userdir module by default, so user's home directories are
supported for having web publishing capabilities.

Part II
In this procedure we will create virtual domains using multiple IP addresses to
distinguish each domain. We will need to add alias CNAME records to our zone file, so
we need to configure DNS as well.
1. Log in as root and change directory to /var/named.
2. Verify that the bind package is installed:
rpm -qi bind
[root@celebrian named]# rpm -qi bind
Name
: bind
Relocations: (not relocateable)
Version
: 9.2.2
Vendor: Red Hat, Inc.
Release
: 21
Build Date: Wed 30 Jul 2003 12:46:58 PM
PDT
Install Date: Sun 23 Apr 2006 11:11:50 AM PDT
Build Host: daffy.perf.redhat.com
Group
: System Environment/Daemons
Source RPM: bind-9.2.2-21.src.rpm
Size
: 3934039
License: BSD-like
Signature
: DSA/SHA1, Wed 24 Sep 2003 11:11:56 AM PDT, Key ID 219180cddb42a60e
Packager
: Red Hat, Inc. <http://bugzilla.redhat.com/bugzilla>
URL
: http://www.isc.org/products/BIND/
Summary
: A DNS (Domain Name Service) server.
Description :
BIND (Berkeley Internet Name Domain) is an implementation of the DNS
(Domain Name Service) protocols. BIND includes a DNS server (named),
which resolves host names to IP addresses; a resolver library
(routines for applications to use when interfacing with DNS); and
tools for verifying that the DNS server is operating properly.
[root@celebrian named]#

3. Copy the two zone database files from the /home/cis192 directory that you used in
lab 6 to the /var/named directory. Verify that they are correct.
[root@celebrian named]# ls
db.2.168.192 db.rivendell

localhost.zone

named.ca

named.local

4. Change directory to /etc and edit the named.conf file and add the following two
zones at the bottom of the file:
zone "rivendell" IN {
type master;
file "db.rivendell";
};
zone "2.168.192.in-addr.arpa" IN {
type master;
file "db.2.168.192";
};

5. Now edit the resolv.conf file to reflect the fact that your server is the DNS server
for this domain:
search rivendell
nameserver your-ip-address
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[root@celebrian etc]# cat resolv.conf
#nameserver 207.62.187.54
search rivendell
nameserver 192.168.2.107

6. Also check the hosts line in the /etc/nsswitch.conf file to make sure that dns is in
front of the files keyword. This will insure we're getting resolution from DNS
and not the /etc/hosts file.
[root@celebrian etc]# grep hosts nsswitch.conf
#hosts:
db files nisplus nis dns
hosts:
dns files
[root@celebrian etc]#

7. Now you are ready to start the DNS service:
service named start
[root@celebrian etc]# service named start
Starting named:
[root@celebrian etc]#

[

OK

]

8. Do not proceed until the named server starts successfully.
9. Test your DNS service with the host command:
host arwen
host legolas
Sta[root@celebrian etc]# host arwen
arwen.rivendell has address 192.168.2.108
[root@celebrian etc]# host legolas
legolas.rivendell has address 192.168.2.105
[root@celebrian etc]#

10. Now that DNS is configured, we must setup our alternate IP addresses.
Note: if you are using Celebrian, you have two IP addresses, but only one of them
is directly available to the other hosts on the subnet.
11. To make an IP alias, run the following command:
ifconfig eth0:0 192.168.2.99 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast
192.168.2.255

12. Verify that you have two IP address associated with your server using the ifconfig
command.
13. Repeat the above two steps to add 192.168.2.100 to eth0:1
[root@celebrian etc]# ifconfig
eth0
Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:03:FF:94:8E:68
inet addr:192.168.2.107 Bcast:192.168.2.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:11406 errors:18 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:10537 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:1515010 (1.4 Mb) TX bytes:3551268 (3.3 Mb)
Interrupt:11 Base address:0xe000
eth0:0

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:03:FF:94:8E:68
inet addr:192.168.2.99 Bcast:192.168.2.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:22013 errors:18 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:14222 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
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collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:2768410 (2.6 Mb) TX bytes:2598963 (2.4 Mb)
Interrupt:11 Base address:0xe000
eth0:1

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:03:FF:94:8E:68
inet addr:192.168.2.100 Bcast:192.168.2.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:22013 errors:18 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:14222 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:2768410 (2.6 Mb) TX bytes:2598963 (2.4 Mb)
Interrupt:11 Base address:0xe000

eth1

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:03:FF:91:8E:68
inet addr:172.30.4.107 Bcast:172.30.4.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:22013 errors:18 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:14222 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:2768410 (2.6 Mb) TX bytes:2598963 (2.4 Mb)
Interrupt:11

lo

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:1470 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:1470 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:146816 (143.3 Kb) TX bytes:146816 (143.3 Kb)

14. The final step is to configure the HTTP server. Do this by editting Section 3 of the
httpd.conf file, which is for virtual hosting.
15. Add a VirtualHost directive in Section 3 just below the commented line
#NameVirtualHost (near the end of the file):
<VirtualHost 192.168.2.99>
ServerName gandalf.rivendell
DocumentRoot /www/gandalf
</VirtualHost>
<VirtualHost 192.168.2.100>
ServerName aragorn.rivendell
DocumentRoot /www/aragorn
</VirtualHost>

Notice that I have specified DocumentRoots that don't exist!
16. From the root directory (/), create the Document Root directories:
cd /
mkdir -p www/gandalf www/aragorn
chmod -R 751 www
root@celebrian /]# ls -l www
total 8
drwxr-x--x
2 root
root
drwxr-x--x
2 root
root

4096 Apr 26 07:59 aragorn
4096 Apr 26 07:59 gandalf

17. Now populate these directories with index.html files. You can download a
template as well as additional image files from anonymous ftp site.
[root@celebrian /]# cat /www/aragorn/index.html
<html>
<head>
<title>Aragorn's web page</title>
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</head>
<body>
<h2>Aragorn's Web Page</h2>
<img src=aragorn.jpg>
</body>
</html>
[root@celebrian /]#
[root@celebrian /]# cat /www/gandalf/index.html
<html>
<head>
<title>Gandalf's webpage</title>
</head>
<body>
<h2>Gandalf's Web Page</h2>
<img src=gandalf.jpg>
</body>
</html>

18. Our final preparatory step is to add the virtual domain names to our forward
lookup zone file:
cd /var/named
vi db.Rivendell

Add the following two A records at the bottom of the address section:
gandalf
aragorn

IN A 192.168.2.99
IN A 192.168.2.100

Save your changes and exit vi.
19. We are now ready to try this out. Start the named and httpd servers:
rndc named reload
service httpd restart

20. If you want to test this from a different machine on the network, you'll have to
point that client's resolver to your machine by editting the /etc/resolv.conf file
appropriately.
21. Visit your virtual domains:
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http://aragorn from Legolas

http://gandalf.rivendell from Legolas

22. What happens when you try to access a virtual host that doesn't exist? e.g.
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http://arwen.rivendell from Legolas

How about:
http://www.rivendell from Legolas
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Part III
We will now configure our web server to use name-based virtual domain hosting.
1. Remove the IP aliases we made earlier:
ifconfig eth0:0 down
ifconfig eth0:1 down

2. Edit the httpd.conf file:
o Uncomment the line: #NameVirtualHost and replace it with:
NameVirtualHost your-machine-ip-address
NameVirtualHost 192.168.2.107

o

Replace each of the two aliased ip addresses in the <VirtualHost>
directives with the ip address of your machine, (the hosting system).
<VirtualHost 192.168.2.107>
ServerName gandalf.rivendell
DocumentRoot /www/gandalf
</VirtualHost>
<VirtualHost 192.168.2.107>
ServerName aragorn.rivendell
DocumentRoot /www/aragorn
</VirtualHost>

3. Change directory to /var/named and remove the two address records you added in
the last procedure. At the bottom of the zone file, add the following two CNAME
records:
gandalf
aragron

IN CNAME your-servername
IN CNAME your-servername

[root@celebrian aragorn]# cat /var/named/db.rivendell
$TTL 604800
; Rivendell Zone Definition
;
;
Rivendell.
IN SOA hostname.rivendell. root.rivendell. (
2001080112
;
serial number
60
;
refresh rate in seconds
15
;
retry in seconds
1209600
;
expire in seconds
300)
;
minimum in seconds
;
;
;
;Name Server Records
Rivendell.
IN NS hostname.rivendell.
;
;Address Records
localhost
IN A
127.0.0.1
legolas
IN A
192.168.2.105
elrond
IN A
192.168.2.106
celebrian
IN A
192.168.2.107
arwen
IN A
192.168.2.108
galadriel
IN A
192.168.2.104
;
;CNAME records
gandalf

IN CNAME celebrian
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aragorn
aragron

IN CNAME celebrian
IN CNAME celebrian

#Last entry misspelled on purpose

4. That is all there is to it. Restart the named and httpd servers:
rndc named reload
service httpd restart

Note:Additional directives could be specified in these VirtualHosts sections. They
will override the global settings in Sections 1 and 2. For instance, try logging
transactions and errors separately for each virtual domain:
TransferLog /www/domain/transfer_log
ErrorLog /www/domain/error_log

<VirtualHost 192.168.2.107>
ServerName gandalf.rivendell
DocumentRoot /www/gandalf
TransferLog /www/gandalf/transfer_log
ErrorLog /www/gandalf/error_log
</VirtualHost>
<VirtualHost 192.168.2.107>
ServerName aragorn.rivendell
DocumentRoot /www/aragorn
TransferLog /www/aragorn/transfer_log
ErrorLog /www/aragorn/error_log
</VirtualHost>

5. Test your web sites as you did in procedure two. Do you notice any different
behavior? What is the default behavior when you make a request for a virtual
domain that resolves to an IP address, but isn't supported as a virtual host?
(The answer to this question is important for you to discover :-) Compare:
http://gandalf with http://aragorn
If it resolves to the right IP address for the web server and matches the full
ServerName then the correct page is displayed. If the ServerName resolves to the
web server IP address but is not an exact match such as:
aragron (misspelled),
aragorn (missing “Rivendell” suffix) or
192.106.2.107
then it displays the first virtual host defined in the httpd config file. I checked this by
changing the order of the virtual hosts in the httpd config file.
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IP resolves and ServerName exact match (browsing from Legolas):

IP Resolves and ServerName does not exactly match (browsing from Legolas):
http://192.168.2.107

http://aragorn (no suffix)

http://aragron (misspelled on purpose)

http://gandalf (no suffix)
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These are the three most popular ways of hosting multiple websites on a single server.
The first technique is what is being used by the Cabrillo web server for the faculty and
staff websites. The second method is usd by companies that want to support browsers still
using HTTP 1.0 protocol, for they cannot handle name-based virtual domains. The third
method is the preferred method for modern web-hosting.

Results
To collect for this assignment, I will be looking at the httpd.conf file and the
/var/named/db.Rivendell file that you have edited
See Results section above for these files.

Check your lab using the checkit script from one of the Shire machines:
checkit lab10 logname

Grading Rubric
20 Points possible
5 points for:
the correct use of CNAME records in the Rivendell zone file
5 points for:
the correct Virtual Domain blocks in the httpd.conf file
5 points for:
the correctly setting up the Document Root directory for the virtual domains
5 points for:
accessing the anonymous FTP site on Hershey.
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------------------------------------------------Terminals, GUIs, run levels, miscellaneous
------------------------------------------------startx

(start up gnome desktop)

Alternate command Terminals
Ctrl-alt-1
Ctrl-alt-2
Ctrl-alt-3
Ctrl-alt-4
Ctrl-alt-5
Ctrl-alt-6
Graphical desktop
Ctrl-alt-7
shutdown now
init 0
(fastest way to shut down)
init 1
(minimal system)
init 3
(normal system)
su
su-

(gets you to root, without path so must use \sbin\ifconfig)
(gets you to root with root’s path)

/sbin/route –n > myresults
/sbin/route –n >> myresults

(output overwrites file)
(output appended to file)

Mount external media
mount /dev/sda1 /mnt/usb-stick
umount /mnt/usb
mount /dev/fd0 /mnt/floppy
mount –r –t iso9660 /dev/cdrom /mnt/cdrom
umount /mnt/floppy
mount /dev/cdrom /mnt/cdrom
umount /mnt/cdrom
To show a running process
ps –e | grep ppp
To show parent processes
ps -ef
Users and groups (note, new users can’t log in without passwd used to set password)
groupadd –g 192 cis192
groupdel cis192
useradd –g cis192 frank
useradd –g users –u 510 sarah
id frank
passwd frank
userdel frank

Linux Example Commands (v2.1)

-----------------------Configuring NICs
-----------------------lspci
lsmod

(gives you hardware clue for which driver to select and install)
(view already installed drivers)

http://www.tldp.org/HOWTO/text/Ethernet-HOWTO
http://www.tldp.org/HOWTO/Hardware-HOWTO/nic.html
(to research Linux network driver info)
Network drivers (hopefully already in /lib/modules/2.4.20-8/kernel/drivers/net)
•
e100 - for Intel Ethernet PRO 100 NIC
•
8139too - for D-Link NIC with RealTek 8129/8139 chipsets
•
3c59x - for 3Com 3c905x NICs
•
tulip - for Lite-on Communications LNE 100TX cards with DEC chipsets
insmod 3c59x (installs driver, leave off the .o on driver name)
or modprobe 8139too (if driver has dependencies)
lsmod (verify new network drive is running)
/sbin/ifconfig eth1 172.30.4.106 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast 172.30.4.255
(ifconfig command still classful so must add broadcast)
/sbin/route add default gw 172.30.4.1 (adds default gateway)
ifconfig –a

(shows all interfaces)

Other related commands:
ifconfig lo 127.0.0.1
rmmod e100
dmesg

(configure loopback)
(removes intel NIC driver)
(shows ton of HW info)

more
more
more
more

(hardware loading info)
(same as lsmod)
(IRQs)
(IO ports)

/var/log/dmesg
/proc/modules
/proc/interrupts
/proc/ioports

ifconfig eth0 up
ifconfig eth0 down
/etc/init.d/network stop
/etc/init.d/network start
/etc/init.d/network status

--------------------------Configuring client DNS
--------------------------Edit (vi or gedit) /etc/resolv.conf and add:
nameserver 207.62.187.54 (IP address of primary name server)
nameserver XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX (IP address of secondary name server)

Rich Simms
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search cabrillo.edu

(domain suffix to add for short names)

or echo “nameserver 207.62.187.54” > /etc/resolv.conf
cat /etc/resolv.conf

Individual hosts can be locally added to the /etc/hosts file
127.0.0.1
donkey localhost.localdomain localhost
192.168.2.106 elrond

Configuring NICs permanently

To load NIC driver at system bootup
Edit /etc/modules.conf
To look like:
alias eth0 8139too
alias eth1 3c59x
alias eth1 e100

To set IP configuration:
Edit /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0
To look like:
DEVICE=eth0
USERCTL=no
ONBOOT=yes
BOOTPROTO=none
BROADCAST=192.168.1.255
NETWORK=192.168.1.0
NETMASK=255.255.255.0
IPADDR=192.168.1.5

(or eth1)

To configure gateway:
Edit /etc/sysconfig/network
To look like:
NETWORKING=yes
HOSTNAME=station01.mordor.rivendell.middleearth
GATEWAY=172.24.1.100
NISDOMAIN=cismud.net
To make static routes permanent:
Edit /etc/sysconfig/static-routes
To look like:
eth0 host 172.30.4.28 gw 207.62.106.30
eth0 net 192.168.2.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.107
To stop and start network:
/etc/init.d/network stop
/etc/init.d/network start
service network restart
Watchout for Redhat network utilities which if exist take priority:
/etc/sysconfig/networking/profiles/default/
hosts
ifcfg-eth0
ifcfg-eth1
network
resolv.conf

Rich Simms
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Cheater baby configuration (watch out for classful broadcasts)
netconfig
netconfig –d eth1

(TUI wizard for eth0)
(TUI wizard for eth1)

----------------------------Configuring routes
----------------------------To display routing table
route -n
Configure default gateways with:
route add default gw 192.168.2.6
route del default gw 192.168.2.6
Configure specific routes with:
route add –net 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.106
route del –net 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.106
route add –net 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 dev eth1
route del –net 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 dev eth1
Flush the routing table cache:
route -CF
To enable IP forwarding
Echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
To disable IP forwarding
Echo 0 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
To make routing permanent add:
Net.ipv4.ip_forward=1 to /etc/sysctl.conf

--------------------ssh and scp
---------------------

Copy lab1.txt from remote computer to “here”
scp root@172.30.4.106:lab1.txt .
Copy a file to Opus
scp iptables.simmsr cis192@opus.cabrillo.edu:
scp email cis192@opus.cabrillo.edu:email.simmsr
To run a command on a Linux computer and append output to a local file:
ssh cis192@opus.cabrilo.edu “quiz simmsr”
ssh root@elrond “route –n” >> results.txt
ssh root@sauron “ping –c3 172.168.4.109” >> results.txt
scp guest@instructor:/tmp/bind* .
scp guest@gandalf:/tmp/dhcp* /root/

Rich Simms
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-----------------------ssh port forwarding
------------------------

To set up a “port forwarding” secure tunnel from an external client’s local port 8000
through port 23 on a “firewall” server (172.30.4.107) to a specific internal telnet
server (192.168.2.108) use:
ssh -L 8000:192.168.2.108:23 172.30.4.107 (on the client)
Then to then access the telnet server (192.168.2.108) from the client outside the
firewall use:
telnet localhost 8000

---------------Testing
---------------ping
ping
ping
ping

–b 172.30.1.255
172.30.4.1
–I 192.168.2.106 172.30.4.106
–c3 172.30.4.107

Note:

(broadcast ping)
(pings from eth0)
(ping from specific interface ip to remote ip)
(ping 3 times only then stop)

ls –l /bin/ping shows ping in red because it runs as root

ethereal

(to run sniffer in GUI)

In Ethereal to capture a stream, select a packet then select:
analyze > Follow TCP Stream (from the menus)
Example capture filter to use in the capture setup window:
src host 192.168.2.168 or 172.30.4.110
Example display filter:
ip.src == 15.27.245.100

Monitoring log files on Linux
tail -f /var/log/iptables

-----------------------------Check for installed software
-----------------------------rpm –qa | grep telnet
rpm -qa | grep j2sdk
rpm -qa | grep postgres

Rich Simms
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rpm –ql dhcp
rpm –ql dhcp

#files installed by rpm
#information on rpm

Setup telnet server

rpm –qa | grep telnet
rpm –ihv telnet-server*

(look for telnet-server-0.17-28.i386.rpm)

To enable telnet server and restrict it to a single client:
Modify /etc/xinetd.d/telnet as follows :
# default: on
# description: The telnet server serves telnet sessions; it uses \
#
unencrypted username/password pairs for authentication.
service telnet
{
flags
= REUSE
socket_type
= stream
wait
= no
only_from
= 192.168.2.107
user
= root
server
= /usr/sbin/in.telnetd
log_on_failure += USERID
disable
= no
To activate these config file changes
–
xinitd can be restarted (slight impact to all services)
/etc/init.d/xinetd restart
– or touched gently to re-read its config files with
ps –e | grep xinitd (note pid of xinitd procees)
kill –1 pid (replace “pid” with real pid from previous command)
-- or -killall -1 xinitd

-------------------iptables firewall
--------------------

Simple minded firewall wizard:
lokkit
To remove the older ipchains module:
lsmod
(look for ipchains)
rmmod ipchains
(if it is there)
To view current firewall settings:
iptables –L
To save and restore firewall tables:
iptables-save > iptables.bak

Rich Simms
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cat iptables.bak | iptables-restore –c

To setup
iptables
iptables
iptables

firewall to block everything:
-P INPUT DROP
-P FORWARD DROP
-P OUTPUT DROP

To setup
iptables
iptables
iptables

firewall to block everything:
-P INPUT ACCEPT
-P FORWARD ACCEPT
-P OUTPUT ACCEPT

(this is very weird)

Celebrian configuration:
New connections from within firewall OK
iptables -A FORWARD -s 192.168.2.0/24 -d 0/0 -m state --state NEW -j ACCEPT
External packets to our Telnet server on port 23 OK
iptables -A FORWARD -s 0/0 -d 192.168.2.108 -m state --state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED p tcp --dport 23 -j ACCEPT
Already established and related traffic OK
iptables -A FORWARD -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
OK for firewall to output packets
iptables -A OUTPUT -m state --state NEW,ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
OK for firewall to accept packets from internal servers:
iptables -A INPUT -i eth0 -s 192.168.2.0/24 -d 192.168.2.107 -m state --state NEW -j
ACCEPT
iptables -A INPUT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
To allow gedit to wrok (which need loopback):
Ipables –A INPUT –I lo –j ACCEPT

-------------------iptables NAT
-------------------To load NAT iptables module
modprobe iptable_nat
Create a pseudo public address (with IP aliasing) for external telnet server access
ifconfig eth1:0 172.30.4.5 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast 172.30.4.255

Rich Simms
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Translate incoming pseudo destination address to the telnet server:
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -d 172.30.4.5 -j DNAT --to-destination 192.168.2.108
Translate outgoing packet source addresses from the internal telnet server to the
pseudo address
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s 192.168.2.108 -j SNAT --to-source 172.30.4.5
Translate other outgoing packets from other internal servers to have source IP of
firewall public address
iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -s 192 168.2.0/24 -j SNAT --to-source 172.30.4.107
-----------------------iptables logging
-----------------------edit /etc/syslog.conf and add kern.info /var/log/iptables near top
more /etc/syslog.conf

(to check if vi edits worked)

> /var/log/iptables

(to create empty log file)

service syslog restart

(to restart logging)

to log INPUT and FORWARD entries
iptables -A INPUT -j LOG --log-level info --log-prefix "iptables INPUT: "
iptables -A FORWARD -j LOG --log-level info --log-prefix "iptables FORWARD: "
tail -f /var/log/iptables

(to monitor log)

----------------------------------------------------------VI commands (when desparate and gedit is not available)
----------------------------------------------------------j = scroll down
k = scroll up
l = scroll right
i = input mode
dd = delete line
o = start input mode after this line
esc = go to command mode
:w! = exit and save
:q! = quit without saving
x = delete
---------------------------------------

Setting up a serial connection
-----------------------------------

Rich Simms
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Part I – set up the server (Elrond):
ls –l /dev/ttyS?
(lists the serial devices ttyS0 to ttyS9)
setserial /dev/ttyS0
(shows UART, port and IRQ for COM 1)
/etc/inittab
(used by INIT process for specific run level)
Note:

want UART to be 16550A for high speed connection

The following entry is placed near the end of the /etc/inittab file. It will
respawn (restart) agetty which is used to open the specified tty port and
initiate a login:
s1:35:respawn:/sbin/agetty 38400 ttyS0
telinit q
(tells init to re-examine the updated /etc/inittab file)
chmod u+s /usr/sbin/pppd (permission change so normal users run pppd)

Part II – set up the client (Frodo) and login to the server (Elrond):
minicom –s (to reconfigure minicom for /dev/ttyS0 instead of /dev/ttyS1
default)
minicom –o (to run the terminal emulator for logging into Elrond, -o
suppresses modem commands)
Minicom provides terminal emulation and modem control. It is initially used
on Frodo to login into Elrond over the serial cable as any terminal would log
into a mini-computer. Note use TERM=ansi77 if not running from an xterm (i.e.
gnome desktop).
Part III -

using pppd for layer 2 part of network connection

Pppd functions as both a server and client on both ends to create the pppd
network connection over the same serial link. This results in ppp0
interfaces showing up in ipconfig output. We need a way to get pppd to run
when loggin in to the server (Elrond) from the client (Frodo). To do this we
put the following pppd command into the Elrond’s /home/guest/.bash_profile so
it will run someone logs into Elrond’s guest account:
/usr/sbin/pppd -detach crtscts proxyarp 10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2 /dev/ttyS0 38400
Note on pppd options and args:
-detach - keeps init from continuously spawning new instances of pppd
crtscts – use HW flow control
proxyarp – provides arp functionality to work with other Ethernet LANs
10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2 - local gets 10.0.0.1, remote peer (Frodo) gets 10.0.0.1
38400 – buad rate
On the client Frodo, we use
minicom –o
(to login to Elron, -o suppresses modem commands)
Ctrl-A z q
(to quit minicom)
Rich Simms
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pppd –detach crtscts /dev/ttyS0 38400 & (preload this, needs fast typing)
At this point we have a network connection with ppp0 interfaces showing on
both ends with the ip addresses shown above being used. Routing and IP
forwarding can be set up as with any other network.

-----------------------------------Automating a serial connection
------------------------------------

To create a user on Elrond server that uses the pppd command as the shell
use:
useradd -u 100 -g 100 -c "PPP Account" -d /etc/ppp -s /usr/sbin/pppd ppp
passwd ppp (to set the password for user ppp)
On Elrond, put the following options for the pppd daemon in the
/etc/ppp/options file:
-detach
(stop spawning additional pppd processes)
crtscts
(use HW flow control i.e. RTS/CTS)
lock
(exclusive access to serial port)
proxyarp
(arp handling for coexisting with Ethernet LAN’s )
10.0.0.1:10.0.0.2
(local:remote IP addresses to configure)
/dev/ttyS0
(serial port to use)
38400
(baud rate)
On the client Frodo create the following ppp-on script:
pppd updetach crtscts defaultroute /dev/ttyS0 38400 connect \
"exec chat -v TIMEOUT 3 ogin:--ogin: ppp assword: secret"
updetach
updetach – pppd will detach once connection is established
defaultroute - adds static default route using peer as the gateway
\ - negates the carriage return to get this all on one line
connect – runs the script that follows
“exec chat ….” – script using chat command to login to ppp user account
Chmod 7555 ppp-on
(makes script executable)
./ppp-on
(runs script)
At this point we have a network connection with ppp0 interfaces showing on
both ends with the ip addresses shown above being used. Routing and IP
forwarding can be set up as with any other network.

Rich Simms
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-------------------------Install firefox
-------------------------www.mozilla.org and download latest
tar –xzvf firefox-1.5.0.2.tar.gz
cd firefox
./firefox
To update task bar icon
Right-click on WWW icon on taskbar
Change to firefox in firefox directory

Rich Simms
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----------------------------Samba
----------------------------RPMs:
samba-common-*
samba-client-*
samb-*
samba-swat-*
(Install common first)

rpm –ihv samba-common-*
rpm -qi samba
rpm –qa | grep samba

#to install
#to query installed rpm
#to see what rpms are installed

Configure /etc/samba/smb.conf
workgroup = WORKGROUP
server string = Cool Virtual Samba Server
hosts allow = 192.168.2. 172.30.4. 127.
encrypt passwords = yes
smb passwd file = /etc/samba/smbpasswd

Add share definitions to end of config file:
[var]
comment = Linux Log files
path = /var
writable = yes
browseable = yes
hide dot files = yes
guest ok = yes
To check smb.conf for errors
testparm
Add a shared user
smppasswd –a cis192
smbpasswd –x cis192

#to add user
#to delete user

service smb start
service smb stop
service smb restart

smbclient -L celebrian -U cis192%password
smbclient -L frodo -U cis192%password

#to see shares

mount -t smbfs -o username=cis192,password=cis192
//frodo/SharedDocs /mntpoint

Rich Simms
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-----------------------------DHCP
-----------------------------rpm –ihv dhcp-3.0pl2-6.14.i386.rpm

Configure DHCP:
vi /etc/dhcpd.conf
touch /var/lib/dhcpd/dhcpd.leases

[root@celebrian root]# cat /etc/dhcpd.conf
ddns-update-style interim;
ignore client-updates;
option time-offset
-25200; # Pacific Daylight Time
#
#
R I V E N D E L L
#
subnet 192.168.2.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {
option routers
192.168.2.107; # Default GW
option subnet-mask
255.255.255.0;
option domain-name
"Rivendell";
option domain-name-servers
207.62.187.54;
range dynamic-bootp
default-lease-time
max-lease-time

192.168.2.50 192.168.2.99;
21600;
43200;

# give the relay agent a fixed address
host Arwen {
hardware ethernet
00:03:FF:9E:8E:68;
fixed-address
192.168.2.150;
}
}
#
#
S H I R E
#
subnet 172.30.4.0 netmask 255.255.255.0
option routers
option subnet-mask
option domain-name
option domain-name-servers
range dynamic-bootp
default-lease-time
max-lease-time

{
172.30.4.1;
255.255.255.0;
"Shire";
207.62.187.54;
172.30.4.50 172.30.4.99;
21600;
43200;

}
#
#
M O R D O R
#
subnet 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {
option routers
192.168.3.150;
option subnet-mask
255.255.255.0;
option domain-name
"Mordor";
option domain-name-servers
207.62.187.54;
range dynamic-bootp
default-lease-time
max-lease-time

192.168.3.50 192.168.3.99;
21600;
43200;

}
[root@celebrian root]#

Rich Simms
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Start and stop DHCP:
service
service
service
service

dhcpd
dhcpd
dhcpd
dhcpd

start
stop
restart
status

ps –e | grep dhc
/var/lib/dhcp/dhcpd.leases

(server lease log)

To permanently run when computer boots up:
chkconfig –-level 35 dhcpd on
chkconfig –-list dhcpd
ls /etc/rc.d/rc3.d/

Configure DHCP relay agent:
vi /etc/sysconfig/dhcrelay
INTERFACES=”eth0 eth1”
(one for server, one for clients)
DHCPSERVER=192.168.2.107

Stop and start DHCP relay agent:
service dhcrelay start
service dhcrelay stop
service dhcrelay restart
ps –e | grep dhc

DHCP client :
(request IP address)
dhclient
(release IP address)
dhclient –r
(client lease log)
/var/lib/dhcp/dhclient.leases

Rich Simms
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------------------DNS Server
-------------------

Check for and install DNS
rpm –qa | grep bind
rpm –qa | grep bind-utils
rpm –qa | grep caching
rpm –ihv bind-9.2.2-21.i386.rpm
rpm -ihv caching-nameserver-7.2-7.noarch.rpm

DNS configuration
/etc/named.conf

(overall config file)

[root@arwen root]# cat /etc/named.conf
// generated by named-bootconf.pl
options {
directory "/var/named";
/*
* If there is a firewall between you and nameservers you want
* to talk to, you might need to uncomment the query-source
* directive below. Previous versions of BIND always asked
* questions using port 53, but BIND 8.1 uses an unprivileged
* port by default.
*/
// query-source address * port 53;
};
//
// a caching only nameserver config
//
controls {
inet 127.0.0.1 allow { localhost; } keys { rndckey; };
};
zone "." IN {
type hint;
file "named.ca";
};
zone "localhost" IN {
type master;
file "localhost.zone";
allow-update { none; };
};
zone "0.0.127.in-addr.arpa" IN {
type master;
file "named.local";
allow-update { none; };
};
zone "rivendell" {
type slave;
file "db.rivendell";
masters {192.168.2.107; };
};
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include "/etc/rndc.key";
[root@arwen root]#

/var/named/db.rivendell

(one of the zone files)

[root@celebrian root]# cat /var/named/db.rivendell
$TTL 604800
; Rivendell Zone Definition
;
;
Rivendell.
IN SOA hostname.rivendell. root.rivendell. (
2001080109
;
serial number
60
;
refresh rate in seconds
15
;
retry in seconds
1209600
;
expire in seconds
300)
;
minimum in seconds
;
;
;
;Name Server Records
Rivendell.
IN NS hostname.rivendell.
;
;Address Records
localhost
IN A
127.0.0.1
legolas
IN A
192.168.2.105
elrond
IN A
192.168.2.106
celebrian
IN A
192.168.2.107
arwen
IN A
192.168.2.108
galadriel
IN A
192.168.2.104
;
;CNAME records

named-checkconf

(checks DNS files)

Operation
rndc reload
rndc flush

#reloads zone files
#flushes cache

Start and stop DNS
service named start
service named stop
service named restart
chkconfig –level 35 named on

#always start at bootup

ps –e | grep named

#check if DNS service running

Monitor DNS log file
tail –f /var/log/messages

DNS utilities
host Legolas
dig @celebrian legolas
Rich Simms
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----------------NFS
-----------------

rpm -q portmap nfs-utils
To access shares on remote computers:

showmount –e hershey

#show avalable mounts on hershey

Temporary
mount hershey:/home/cis192 /home
mount
umount /home

#mount remote share to local directory
#to verify
#unmount share

mount shadowfax:/home/cis192/images /tmp/images
Permanent
Edit /etc/fstab and add:
hershey:/home/cis192 /home nfs defaults 0 0
mount

#to verify

To make shares for others

Edit /etc/exports file and add:
/home/cis192
192.168.2.0/255.255.255.0(ro,no_root_squash,sync)
/home/guest
*(rw,sync)
service nfs start
exportfs –rv

Rich Simms
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---------NIS
---------NIS client
domainname cismud.net
- or –
Add “NISDOMAIN=cismud.net” to /etc/sysconfig/network

Configuration files
/etc/nsswitch.conf
#hosts:
hosts:

db files nisplus nis dns
dns files nis

/etc/yp.conf file
service ypbind start
service ypbind status
Configure ypbind to start automatically on boot:
chkconfig –-level 35 ypbind on
chkconfig –-list
chkconfig –-list ypbind
NIS Server
ypserv is the daemon
/etc/ypserv.conf is config file
/var/yp has makefile and map files
Host.byaddr
Hosts.byname
hosts
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Overview
Microsoft’s virtualization technology has been available as a product called Virtual
Server. Microsoft recently announced two major changes for Virtual Server 2005 R2. It
is now a free download and Linux is supported.
A virtual MiddleEarth lab was created was created using Virtual Server on one physical
host computer running Windows 2003 Enterprise Edition R2. It is a virtual replica of the
physical MiddleEarth lab running at Cabrillo College. There are some differences from
the real lab in that the version of Linux is different and the VMs created are not dual
boot. Each VM was either loaded with Windows or Linux as shown in the diagram
below. The lab-router server was a virtual machine running Linux that bridged the
virtual world with the physical world. The Sniffer VM had three interfaces with Ethereal
loaded for troubleshooting purposes.
Layout

Physical Host
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The Host computer supporting all these VMs had a single 2.6 GHz Pentium 4 CPU with
2 GB of RAM installed as shown in the following System Properties summary.

Lab-Router configuration
The VM named lab-router is a Linux server that connects the virtual lab to the home
LAN. Eth0 is connected to the home LAN and eth1 is connected to virtual Shire
network. Routes were added so MiddleEarth VMs could communicate with PCs on the
home LAN. A destination NAT was added so VM’s would still think the Cabrillo DNS
server was available. The Cabrillo DNS addresses was translated to my home Netgear
router which provide DNS services.
Commands used:
iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -d 207.62.187.54 -j DNAT --to-destination 192.168.0.1
route add -net 192.168.2.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.107
route add -net 192.168.3.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.30.4.107

Routing Table:
[root@lab-router root]# route -n
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
Genmask
172.30.4.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
192.168.3.0
172.30.4.107
255.255.255.0
192.168.2.0
172.30.4.107
255.255.255.0
192.168.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
169.254.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.255.0.0
127.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
255.0.0.0
0.0.0.0
192.168.0.1
0.0.0.0
[root@lab-router root]#
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Flags
U
UG
UG
U
U
U
UG

Metric
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ref
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Use
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Iface
eth1
eth1
eth1
eth0
eth1
lo
eth0
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NAT table:
[root@lab-router root]# iptables -L -t nat
Chain PREROUTING (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source
destination
DNAT
all -- anywhere
buttercup.cabrillo.eduto:192.168.0.1
Chain POSTROUTING (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source
Chain OUTPUT (policy ACCEPT)
target
prot opt source
[root@lab-router root]#

destination

destination

Lab-router VM configuration

Serial Connections
Some of the lab assignments required serial connections between computers. There is a
way to have a virtual serial cable running between the COM ports of the VMs. This is
done by specifying a named pipe as the COM port setting. For example the Com 1 ports
on Frodo and Elrond are both set to \\.\pipe\null-modem-cable to enable a serial
connection between the two of them.
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Physical Disk Space
Each VM occupies about 2 GB of physical disk space. They are kept in the folder shown
below on the host machine:
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The virtual machines

The Windows VMs were loaded with Windows 2003 Standard Edition and the Linux
VMs were loaded with Redhat Enterprise Linux AS3.
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Typical Linux VM configuration:
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Typical Windows VM configuration
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Virtual Networks:

Example network:
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Resource Allocation:
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Issues with Virtual Server 2005 R2
Most issues that arose were resolved. The first issue I ran into was effective mouse
control on a VM when using a Remote Desktop Connection. For example if you had a
remote connection into the server hosting the VM’s it was just about impossible to
control the mouse using the Virtual Machine Remote Control Client. The resolution was
to install the Virtual Machine Additions on each Windows VM.

With Linux I still have two unresolved issues. One is an annoyance and the other is a
serious limitation. The annoyance was that randomly on the Linux VM’s you will get the
following message:
i8253 count too high! Resetting..

It seems to have no impact at all so I have just ignored it.
The more serious issue is that I cannot get Linux to run in Graphics mode correctly. The
display configuration is wrong resulting in a very stretched out screen. There is no ability
to scroll to the right side and the GUI tools are too unreadable to be useful. I thought the
“not so easy to install” VM Additions for Linux would help, especially the vmadd-x110.0.1-1.i386.rpm. While they improved mouse control there were no improvements to
the display issue.
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Note: This graphics problem
was resolved after publishing
this document. The solution
is to specify the VESA video
driver during Linux setup.

I had a similar problem in the past trying to install Linux on my laptop. The solution then
was to fiddle with the boot and configuration files till it worked correctly. The Linux
VMs work fine in text mode so it is a good way to learn how to do everything from the
command line.
Summary
This has been a very useful tool and the price is right. VMs are very flexible and useful
for doing lab assignments. Being able to save the state of a VM allows you to save of
multiple configurations that can be brought back online whenever needed.
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